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Negotiations are underway to prevented the purchase from nassas High, alto, tenor sax and
purchase a 414-acre farm in being completed. Ile added, flute; Herbert Thomas, teacher
Fayette County for the tenant- however, the uegotiations are of vocal music at Carver High,
farmers who are now living in expected to be completed with. trumpet, baritone horn and
"Freedom Village," according in the next 10 days. French horn: Roy McLemore,
to a report to the Tri-State De- The farm is known as the old 5.180 of Carver, trumpet, ban-
fender earlier this week. Fuller farm Italie horn and French horn;
The purchase of the farm is When a membe- of the dele-'Nelson Jackson, band director
being made by the National gation negotiating the purchase of Douglas High, piano and 
bass
Baptist convention, USA, which was asked, if plans called for horn, and Robert McGhee,
is headed by Dr. J. H. Jackson constructing housing on the Mitchell Road School band
 di.
farm, he replied "we'll be in a rector, bass and cello.
better position to answer that Rounding out the Horne band
question in the near future." are: Daniel Harvey on the
Accompanying Dr. Jackson It was learned that the delega- trombone and baritone horn;
when he went to the office of thin had made an appointment Al Jackson, Jr.. drums, and
Atty. Eulyse M. Smith, concern-1 with a representative of a home- Juanita Reddick, vocals. Mr.
log the transaction were Revd building company. Horne will be at the piano.
A. E. Campbell, a national of- 1 It is reported that Rev. T. J. Muhoberac's lineup includes:
Jamerson, of Baton Rouge, La.,
secretary of the National Bap-
tist Convention, is expected to
come to Memphis this week in
connection with the purchase.
The Baptist convention re-
cently purchasod another farm
in Fayette County on which to
Paid Baptist churc. move tenant farmers 'pressor-
Later. one of the local mm- ed" in connection with a cam-
isters said that a technicality paign to register and vote.
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NAACP CHALLENGES EDUCAHON
-The Urban League
Guiding Youth
For 29 Years
BY THADDEUS T. STOKES
The Memphis Urban League is in the midst of
Its 29th Annual Vocational Guidance program which
Is designed to give sound advice to Negro high school
students in 14 City and County schools concerning
educational preparation for future employment.
The 22-day program, which 
started Mar. 3 and will continue
thru Mar. 24, will be made
available to students, represen-
tatives from most professions,
trades, crafts and arts.
More than 300 persons will
volunteer unestimable man-
hours as vocational consultants
for thousands of Negro public
school students. Thousands of
pieces of literature will be dis-
•ributed.
As the League conducts this
29th annual vocational guidance
program, it looks at itself in
retrospect, to the first guidance
program conducted at Manas-
sas high school.
When the League was organiz-
ed in Memphis 29 years ago, it
was known as the Community
Welfare League. Not until 1944
did it change the name to the
Memphis Urban League. Some
of the same persons who are 
illavfoyne business office. They
ill be on sale in the box of.
current members of the board
of directors, were among the
organizers. Among them were
Edwin Dalstrom. currently
board chairman; Elder Blair T.
(See Guiding Page 2)
Baptists To Buy
More Farm Land
flee of Bruce Hall on the night
of the concert.
Onzie Horne, who has a big
following in Memphis, will Pre-
sent an orchestra composed
mostly of high school band di-
rectors.
The following band directors
will hold forth for Mr. Horne:
Herman Rankins, Carver High,
baritone, tenor, alto sax and
baritone horn; Gilbert Caple,
Wonder High School (West
Memphis), tenor, alto sax and
bassoon; Emerson Able, Ma. 
i1Chicago, who came to Mem-
phis last week in coonnection
with the business transaction.
ficer in the national convention
and president of the Regular
Baptist Convention in Tennes-
see; Rev. L. M. McNeal, pas-
tor of Hopewell Baptist church;
Rev. W. C. Jackson, pastor of
Pearly Gate Baptist church;
Rev. Samuel H. Herring of St.
Bruce Hall
To Jump n'
Jive March 18
Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne
college campus is going to rock
with modern jazz when the two
orchestras directed by Onzie
Horne and Larry Muhoberac
appear in a Jazz Workshop in
Concert. Saturday night, March
1 18, at 8:30.
The jazz festival is being pre.
sented by Fred Cook of WREC-
TV and sponsored by the Le-
Moyne Student Council.
Tickets are being sold by
nearly all LeMoyne students and
may be purchased at the Le.
Vernon Drone, baritone sax;
Richard Scianni, tenor sax; Nel-
son Grilli, tenor sax; Gene Ma-
harrey, alto sax; George Tid-
well, trumpet; Richard Mostel-
ler, trumpet; Joe d'Gerolamo,
trumpet; Wayne Oldham, trom-
bone; Bobby Alexius, bass; Ron-
nie Capone, drums; Cyd Mostel.
ler, vocals, and Larry Muho-
berac, piano.
Business Forum
•
Are Negro Businesses
Amos And Andy Types?
By BURLEIGH HINES, JR.
"Are all Negro businesses of
the 'Amos and Andy' variety?"
There is a question often asked
by whites of Negro businesses
and, all too often, of Negroes
who should know better.
By 'Amos and Andy' the
questioners are usually remind-
ed of slovenly, ill kept office of
records and people. The busi-
ness is usually conducted in a
slipshod way, with no regard
for efficiency and therefore lit-
tle profit.
First of all, the term "Negro
business" is inappropriate.
Where is no such business as
vs Negro business, though I will
probably find some dissenters.
There are Negroes in business.
of course but no true "Negro
business."
So therefore, the term itself
is misleading. Secondly. Ne-
groes in busii.e.;s are efficient.
modernistic roe., and women as
'ai whole. Although there are
soma who would classify in the
"Amos and Andy" category.
CAN SERVE WELL
It will he this column's pur-
pose and chief mean, therefore,
by bringing to light the Ne-
groes in business in this area,
to show tharNegrues can serve
the puhlic as
their white
vet hren. And,
in some cases
Aik more efficient-
ly ty.
For our first
subject of dis-
cussion we will
loak at the BUS B Buckles A. J. itipary
Tailor shop, 248 Vance, manu-
facturers of choir robes, pulpit
and academic gowns, men,
women and children's garments.
"Most of the people who call
us on the phone think we are
a white concern," says Leonard
J. Small, president and 'S' in
BHS.
We established this company
to give much needed service to
our community, to make money
and to grow and grow and
grow." says Mr. Small. His
company has done just that,
too.
Mr. Small said in creating
more jobs for Negroes. locally
and nationally; if other ts bene-
fit, then that will be fine.
BHS was incorporated under
Tennessee laws by Atty. B. L.
Hooks in 1957. Its accounting
system was completely set up
by CPA Jesse Turner.
BIB stands for the last names
of Berkley Buckles, vice presi-
dent and treasurer; Albert J.
Henry, vice president and secre-
tary and Leonard J. Small,
president.
In a recent survey of min-
isters, businessmen and choirs,
it has oeen established that
this company lives up to its
L. J. Small
philosophy which Buckles-Hen-
ry-Small are proud to quote—
"Don't sacrifice to trade with
BHS, Inc. just because it is a
manufacturing concern owned
and operated by Negroes. If we
cannot give you quality gar-
ments, re,.sonahle prices, and
prompt and courteous service,
then we have no place in busi-
ness."
Mr. -Small says their com-
pany does not need sympathy.
"Since we have proven to so
many of our people that our
business is comparable to other
concerns, then by all means
trade with us NOW so that we
can help create more positions
for our people."
It would pay to go down and
see this company in operation.
They have tailored suits for
$59.00. They have a robe rental
department, which in the future,
will establish more jobs for
high school children needing to
earn extra money while in
school. This entire area has
welcomed this company which
has representatives in 13 states.
(See pictures on page). NEXT
WEEK: How BHS got started.
Catholics Hit
Mixing Order
CHARLESTON, S. C. —
(um — Roman Catholic lay-
men here, recently warned by
the church to prepare for inte-
1 crallon of parochial schools,were scheduled to meet Mon-day to voice a protest. The
group was refused the right to
meet In the church. t
CONGRATULATIONS —
H. T. Lockard, left, and Jesse
H. Turner, Memphis Branch
Prexy of NAACP, right, con-
gratulate Lt. George W. Lee,
erudite civic and political
leader of his being appointed
1961 Chairman of the NAACP
membership drive. In a dy-
namic speech to the gather-
ing of campaign leaders,
Lieutenant Lee pledged his
wholehearted support to the
attainment of the ca,npaign
goal of 15,000 new members
In 1961.
School Gets $10,575
For Science Program
The National Science Founda-
tion has granted LeMoyne col-
lege the sum of $10,575 for sup-
port of a Summer Science
Training Program for Secon-
dary School students, it was an-
nounced by President Hollis F.
Price. No tuition for the stu-
dents is required.
The training program will be
limited to 60 students and only
those who finish the 10th and
Ilth grades in June will be
eligible. Twenty students will
be accepted in each of three
categories; biology, chemistry,
and mathematics.
Dr. Walter W. Gibson,
chairman of the di-
vision of natural sciences and
professor of biology at LeMoyne,
has been named director of the
program. He currently is di-
rector of another science pro-
gram which is being conducted
at LeMoyne on Saturdays dur-
ing this college year for junior
and senior high school teachers
in general science and mathe-
DR. WALTER W. GIBSON
New Report
On Fayette
Tug-Of-War
In a story that appeared in
the March 4-10 issue of this
newspaper it was stated in a
story entitled "Tug-O-War Con-
tinues in Fayette Despite Com-
promise." it's quoted that the
McFerren faction said that
"Atty. James Estes who was
our legal advisor at the time
failed to have the charter regis-
tered in Fayette County as we
requested after paying him t500
to do so, along with other
duties."
Atty. Estes showed a re-
ceipt which indicated that the
McFerren faction paid him only
8150 legal service, the charter
and by laws, concerning acquir-
ing the charter. The receipt
was dated Juno 0. 1950. The at-
torney told this newspaper that
he did not receive $500 for
legal service connected with
obtaining the charter as Mrs.
John McFerren had told this
newspaper.
matics. Funds for his inservice
institute were made possible by
a $9,000 grant from the Nation-
al Science Foundation.
Students residing in Memphis
and nearby counties will be
eligible for the Summer Science
Training Program, Dr. Gibson
said. They will be selected ,on
their academie records and by
objective examination, inter-
views and faculty recommenda-
tions.
It will be a six-week program,
five days a week, scheduled for
June 12-July 21.
Students accepted for the
science training program will
not be required to pay tuition
and all of their expenses will be
subsidized.
Dr. Gibson said a selective
group of professors will be em-
ployed to teach the classes,
Dr. Buehler
Bethel
Guest Speaker
Dr. John A. Buehler, a facul-
ty member of LeMoyne college,
addressed the "Brotherhood"
at Bethel Presbyterian church
on Mississippi blvd., during the
monthly breakfast last Sunday
morning.
Dr. Buehler, is professor of
chemistry at LeMoyne. In ad-
iition, he is the pastor of First
Church of God. He spoke on
"New Frontiers," He told of the
great need of qualified men will-
ing to go to foreign countries to
do missionary work.
He said "needed are men and
women with professional and
technical training who are will-
ing to sacrifice themselves to
the task of living with less
fortunate people in foreign
countries and teaching them how
to help themselves."
He was introduced by How-
ard Sims, also a faculty mem-
ber at LeMoyne, Elmer Hen-
derson was chairman at the
breakfast.
11111111111111111111101111111111111111MIIIIIIIIII1111111111111
CORRECTION
In the March 4-10 issue of
this newspaper we published
a story concerning the death
of Bishop Sherrod C. John-
son. In the story we stated
that Edward McKenney, 1319
Woodward st., was a super-
visor and general overseer in
the Lord Jesus Christ Church
of Apostolic Faith church,
2472 Carries ave. It should
have stated that McKenney
was the supervisor only. We
regret that the error occur.
red.
111111111111111111111111111111011110111111110110IIII1111111
NOW YOU KNOW
The wife of the Russian Fe-
dor Vassilet (died 1872) gave
birth to 69 children (16 pairs of
twins, seven seta of triplets and
four sets of Quadruplets). —
(UPI)
Register For
A&I Courses
At Booker T.
Any high school graduate who
wishes to begin his or her col-
lege work may do so by regis-
tering in Tennessee A SC I State
University's Extension School
at the Booker T. Washington
high school of Memphis, Tenn.,
Saturday, March 11, 1961 and
March 18, 1961 at 9:00 a.m.
Teachers in the Tri-State area
who wish to take additional
courses may also enroll.
Courses will be offered In
Psychology, English, Art, Geog-
raphy, 'rests and Measure-
ments and fundamental mathe-
matics. Classes will be conduct-
ed on Saturdays. Ind students
may take two courses leading
to six quarter hours college
credit.
Dr. 0. W. Crump of A & I
State University is in enarge
of extension courses and 'Pro-
fessor J. D. Springer of Booker
T. Washington high school is
the local director.
Can't Swim?
Here Are
Your Savers
Physical education instruc-
tors from the Shelby County
School were taught the basic
principles of resuce breathing
and "mouth-to-mouth" artificial
respiration at a special meeting
at Whitehaven high school at
9 o'clock Saturday morning,
March 4.
The imtructors were shown
a resuscitation film furnished
by the Southern Bell Telephone
Company and a demonstration
of the "mouth-to-mouth" respi-
ration technique by Billy B.
Springer, Safety Service direc-
tor of the Memphis - Shelby
County Red Cross Chapter.
The meeting was attended by
physical education instructors
from all white Shelby County
schools.
The "mouth-to-mouth" meth-
od of artificial respiration is
relatively new and has been
adopted by the Red Cross as a
great improvement over the
back pressure-arm lift method
previously taught 'sy Red Cross.
The physical education in-
structors will pass the knowl-
edge learned at the meeting
along to students enrolled in
first aid classes at the schools.
SUGARMON TO SPEAK
Installation services of the
West Side Civic club, 12th Ward,
will be held Sunday, March 12,
3 p.m at the Mi lieasant Bap-
tist church, 47 W. DeSoto at.
Atty. R. B. Stigarmon will be
the guest speaker. Charlie Wal-
ton will install the officers.
Pastor of the church is Rev. L.
H. Aldridge; James Ballard,
president and Mrs. Margaret
Pembroke, corresponding sec-
retary. 4
Hot Letter Sent
Asks Revision
Of Policies
In a hot letter to the superintendents and mem.
hers of the Memphis board of education, the NAACP
charged the system with failure to accept their re.
sponsibilities as American citizens and as elected of-
ficials to commence efforts to effectuate desegrega-
tion in the Memphis School 
System.
Signed by Jesse II. Turner,
bank executive and president of
he Memphis Branch of NAACP,
the letter stated that half a
decade has passed since the
Supreme Court enunciated the
law of the land as it affects
racial discrimination in public
school systems. The Supreme
Court ruled against the "sep-
arate but equal doctrine" in
1954.
The letter follows in its en-
tirety:
Gentlemen:
Half a decade has passed
since the Supreme Court enun-
ciated the law of the land as it
affects racial discrimination in
public school systems.
The Members of this commit-
tee, along with many other in-
ed affair, we find highly offen-terested citizens, have watched
sive.
test which started in last week's
issue. Too bad, though, because
there were no winners last
week so this week's jackpot
will be worth $10.00. The rules
are simple and there is no limit
to the number of chances you
may send in. Sorry, but no De-
fender employees or their rela-
tives are eligible. Be sure the
answers I, this week's five quiz
with growing dissatisfaction for
some indication from you of an
intent to operate the Memphis
School System in harmony with
both the spirit and the letter of
the National Law. Thus far, we
have watched in vain.
We would like to voice a most
vigorous protest over your con. elf immediately,
tinued failure to accept your re- We feel that the example set
by your present practices doessponsibilIty, both as American
citizens and as elected officials, inestimable harm to the chi-
even to commence efforts to tens of Memphis, both young
effectuate desegregation in the and old alike, who look to you
Memphis School system. We as a guide for Americanism.
most particularly protest the We most earnestly urge that
continuation of your policy which You revise your policies to the
permits the sale, through the end that the School System of
school system, of tickets for seg- Memphis shall no longer be
negated events, such as the operated in disregard of the Su.
Shrine Circus, which is held in preme Law of the Land.
the Municipal Auditorium, and Sincerely yours, Jesse H.
therefore encounters no legal ex- Turner, president Memphis
cuse' for segregation. Branch of the NAACP; (Rev.)
We wish to protest the con- H. C. Nabrit, chairman,
tinuation of your policy which NAACP Freedom Committee.
segregates the school children
of Memphis when they compete
in city wide, state, and national
programs, such as the spelling
bees. This particular policy has
the practical effect of denying
to Negro contestants the chance
of competition and recognition
beyond the local level. We also
wish to vigorously protest the
policy concerning the designa-
tion of school holidays which
permits school children to par-
ticipate in segregated events
sponsored by private groups,
thus your policy of giving Ne-
gro children a school holiday so
that they may participate in the
Cotton Makers Jubilee, a seg-
regated affair, and white chil-
dren a school holiday, so that
they may participate in the Cot-
ton Carnival, a similar segregat-
We further protest your policy
of permitting school bands to
participate in segregated pa-
rades, such as those connected
with the Cotton Carnival and
Cotton Makers Jubilee, and urge
that this practice be discontinu-
ose M. James, Top
Area Waiter, Dies
Bose M. James, son of the late
Bose Moses and Maggie James,
husband of Mrs. Mary Olds, of
857 Olympic street was struck
down by a truck at the corner of
Beale and Hernando, Monday,
Feb. 20 and was taken to John
Gaston hospital where he died
from his injuries Tuesday, Feb.
28 at 1:20 p. in. Funeral serv-
ices were held Saturday, March
4 at 2:30 p. m. at the First
Baptist church, Lauderdale
where he had been a regular
member since 1919. Dr. IL C.
Nabrit delivered the eulogy.
James married Beulah Bea-
trice Moss who passed in 1948.
And in 1952 he married the
former Ardelia Mary Olds. not-
ed milliner who has an establish-
ment in the Masonic Temple
Building at Fourth and Beale.
In addition to his wife, Mr.
James leave three sons and a
daughter by an earlier mar-
riage: Oscar James, a postal
employee who lives with his wife
Ruth and three children, Ros-
alyn, Oscar, jr., Rosemary and
Darrly Anthony, at 1057 Walk
Place, Memphis;
Dennis, a driver for Bluff
City Cab co., who is married
to Evelyn Grafton, the daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. W. T. Grafton.
They have one son Dennis. jr;
The oldest son, the Rev. Bose
Moses James III, is married to
the former Dorothy Cox, for-
merly of Memphis, they have a
daughter, Michele.
Since returning from the
Armed Services in 1943, they
have resided in Washington, D.
C. Rev. James holds the AB
and BD degree from Howard
university, of Washington and
for the last three years has
pastored the Bethel Presby-
(See Waiter Page 2)
Tri-State Defender
Cash Quiz
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Quick and overwhelming re- 486 Beale and Raymond Puck-
sponse was made to the Tri- ett of 948 Alma. This trio miss-
State Defender's cash quiz con- ed only one question, No. 2.
Here is this week's five
questions:
I. What is a corolla?
2. Who was the first king of
Israel?
2. Who is accredited with cut-
ting the Gordian Knee
4. What is a Korean?
5. What is Muhammad's real
name?
questions are in the Tri-State Correct answers to these ques.
Defender office not later than lions will be found on page 14
Saturday in the week of the of next week's Tri-State De-
edition. fender Good luck! Turn to pegs
Of the several coming closest 14 of this issue to find last
to winning last week's jackpot week's answers. Fill out and
were Mrs. Ruth Tells of kit mail coupon with this week's
Porter, Howard Alesender of answers.
DEFENDER
Week Of Mar. 11.17, 1961
NAACP Social Draws
Hundreds To Outing
Rpresentatives from hun-
dreds of civic and *oda, dubs
and other community organiza-
tions were told "we haven't
touch first base yet," by a
speaker when the Memphis
, Chapter of the NAACP held a
social hour for all clubs and
. community organizations last
Thursday evening, in the Uni-
versal Life Insurance building.
A. Maceo Walker, president
of the insurance company,
while speaking to the audience,
likened the Negro's struggle
for full civil rights to a base-
ball game. He said "we can live
• In fine homes, go to the best
• colleges and universities, drive
' cadillacs, but until we can gain
' enough membership in the
NAACP to continue to finance
our civil rights court cases, we
haven't touch first base."
He continued "the discrimina-
tion by whites in the south has
caused a shameful imagine of
the Negro to be built up in
their minds. It is up to us to re-
move that imagine. We must
,not only increase the NAACP
.membership here but we must
also raise thousands of dollars
to obtain our civil rights in
courts."
Walkers went on to praise
the members of the various
clubs attending.
Also addressing the audience
briefly was Rev. H. Clark Na.
brit. pastor of First Baptist
church on S. Lauderdale, and
'chairman of the Committee of
'300. He told the guests, "It's
:later than you think. He com-
pared the NAACP's Civil Rights
struggle to the story of "Cin-
derella." He said "it is t he
magical hour of 12 mid-night
. . . it's an hour of enchant-
Ment."
He added vehemently "social
clubs should be aware that
they cannot have a social life
while in bondage. We believe
that this group assembled here
can do a great service if it de-
sires."
Rev. Nabrit, while comment-
ing on the alleedg police
beating received by 15-year-old
*4
SERVICE AWARDS to Uni-
versal Life Insurance com-
pany employees were present-
ed recently at a steal( dinner
in the cafeteria. Second Vice
President-Agency Officer H.
A. Gilliam, standing center,
was host. Receiving awards
• 1181'
for continuous service were,
from left, Mrs. Sadie Cabbage,
15 years; Charles Luster, 20
Years; Mrs- Maggie Coleman,
25 years: Miss Gussye Sweet,
10 years; Mrs. Doris Hall, 5
years; Lawrence Claiborne, 5
years and Mrs. Violet Boyd,
10 years. A total of 94 years
was represented at the lunch-
eon. Miss Sweet and Mrs. Hall
were presented tokens by Mr.
Gilliam for the most accurate
guess of the total number of
years.
Ruby Chavers, said "despite G .d•
the fact that she should not
have gone to Goldsmiths since
It is being picketed, she should
not have been beaten."
Also speaking briefly were
Mrs. Maxime Smith, chairman
of the NAACP's membership
committee; and Jesse H. Tur-
ner, president of the local
chapter of the NAACP and
Evander Ford, president of the
Youth Council, who said, "We
have made plans to enroll 500
members on college campuses."
Work-kits for the upcoming
annual NAACP membership
drive were passed out during
the meeting, after which re-
freshments were served.
Lawrence Wade was master
of ceremonies. Many prizes
were won by those attending.
Among other persons attend-
ing were 0. Z. Evers, Atty.
H. T. Lockard, state president
of the NAACP, Atty., and Mrs.
A. W. Willis, Jr., Frank Kil-
patrick, George Holloway and
Henry Pilchner.
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine — BR 6-9509
PRICES GOOD
Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
March 9, 10, 11
Reelfoot Franks, All Meat 
—.v.v..... lb. 49'
Pig, Country Fresh 
 39`
Turkeys, Torn, Heavy Whole air Halves ........ ......... lb. 37'
Rib Steak, U.S. Good 
 lb. 49
Sirloin, Round or 7-5ene, Choice 
`
Hens, Gov't I d, 5 -7 lbs _.7. lib.. 89c3 c`
Ground Beef, Freshly Ground 
 3-lies. 
99
Lamb Chops, U.S. Good 69`
Buffalo Fish, Fresh Doily, Big Bone -   lb. 49`
Kidney Beans, 300 Bush 
 
3 con, 29
a`
Kreys Stick Chili ...-... ....... -..-... .................... 1-1b. 
n
QIF
Kreys Stuffed Peppers....11/4-lb. can 43`
Stuffed Cabbage Kreys ...--.—... .......... 11/4-1b. can
Beef Stew, Kreys 1 Vs-lb. can
FM/ Large Colbert's Pride
with $5.00 Order 
 dos.
43'
49`
29`
Turnip Greens — 
 I bunches 29'
Heck Bones Fresh_ 3-lbs. 37`
Sweet Potatoes small 
 
29c
Lamb Stew 
U.S. GOOD—VEAL—LAMB--IIIF
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
39'
ul
Continued From Page 1
Hunt, Rev. S. A. Owen, sr., Mrs
T. H. Hayes, sr., Mrs. Mary
Murphy, the late Dr. J. E. Walk
er, founder of Universal Life
Insurance company, the late
Dr. Levy, who was a medics
specialist, and others.
THREE LEADERS
The League has had only
three executive directors since
it was started in 1932. The first
one was the late Lucian Searcy.
Next was Benjamin Bell, whose
last known address was in Chi-
cago, Ill. Then came Rev,
James A. McDaniel, the present
director who started in 1944
when the League assumed its
name. Prior, Rev. McDaniel,
who wss and still is the pastor
of Bethel United Presbyterian
church, headed the Negro Cham-
ber of Commerce here, which
is now known as the Negro
Business League.
Rev. McDaniel was drafted by
the board of directors after it
sought the best prepared man to
assume the responsibilities of
the League which was declin-
ing in service to the community
at that time.
Born in humble surroundings,
the director has had favorable
influence on many facets of
Memphis' economic, religious,
and social life. He was one of
the founders of the Memphis
chapter of Frontiers of America
Club, the only Negro national
service organization. He is a
director of Civic Research,
member of Tennessee Council
on Human Relations, National
Conference on Social Welfare,
Better Schools Committee of
Memphis, clerk of the Birm-
ingham Presbytery of the Unit-
ed Presbyterian church; Elk
lodge, Knights of Pythians
lodge, and a 33-degree Mason:
Omega Psi Phi fraternity and
chairman of the National Mis-
sions of the Presbyterian
church.
He was awarded the Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity's achieve-
ment trophy "for outstanding
community service in 1947 and
in 1959. He was also awarded
the Silver Beaver by the Boy
Scouts of America for "outstand-
ing service in the Scout pro-
gram."
A graduate of Talladega col-
lege in Talladega, Ala., in 19ZS,
he is also a graduate of Talla-
dega Theological seminary and
has done grAduate work at At-
lanta university in Atlanta, Ga.,
before doing further study at
the Presbyterian Institute of
Industrial Relations in New
York City.
The League in describing it-
self states it is "a social work
agency whose program is based
upon the American principle of
helping man to help himself."
It functions through an inter-
racial board of directors, com-
mittees and paid staff to work
for improved racial relations
and to elevate the economic and
social conditions of Negroes as
a service to the general com-
munity. by seeking:
(1) Better job opportunities
for qualified Negro workers.
(2) Improved community serv-
ice for unmet needs in the
area of health and welfare.
(3) Cooperation with private,
governmental and community
building interests for increase
supply and availability of better
housing for Negroes.
(4) Better education for Ne-
groes.
TOTAL IMPACT
Rev. McDaniel described the
goals of the League thusly,
"we have always felt that good
race relations must be establish-
ed through team work, coopera-
tion among the races. The
League is not a pressure or-
ganization. The techniques used
a r e persuasion, education
patience, and understanding."
He added, "we are interested in
housing, health, employment
and the debility of the Negro
family life. We work systema-
tically with management, labor,
government agencies and the
general public to expand and
improve job opportunities for
Negro workers."
The total impact the Urban
League has had upon the so-
ciological advancement of
Memphis cannot readily be put
Into words. Just like the unseen
hand, the League work can be
felt rather than seen
(See Plies.' On Page 5)
SPECIAL
TO ALL CLUBS
PLANNING A PARTY? - DANCE? - TEA?
Spacious Ballroom, Lounge, Taproom
FOR RENT
The ELKS, "Star Light" Ballroom
401 Beale St,
Most Reasonable Rotes — Available with or
without Bend
For Farther Information Call —
JA 5-8333 JA 5-1256
DARK EYES
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Memphis' largest selling
VODKA
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THESE Women Are
Very Good Drivers
The average male's opinion of
women drivers may not be too
high, but there is one group of
women drivers who have earn-
ed the respect and admiration
not only of men, but their en-
tire community.
These are the women who
drive in Memphis and Shelby
County transporting handicap-
ped children from their homes
to the Memphis Speech and
Hearing Center. The children
cannot hear or speak, but they
know the loving hand of the
Red Cross Motor Service driv-
er as a vital link between home
and school, for without them
there would be no therapy treat-
ments, for they have no other
way to get to the center.
The daily trips these motoriz-
ed mothers make are not all to
the Speech and Hearing Center;
there are retarded children who
must have transportation to and
from special classes at Lenox
School: they meet planes and
buses with blood shipments for
local hospitals: eyes too must be
taken to the airport for ship-
ment to other hospitals, or
brought from the plane to Mem-
phis hospitals for restoring
sight.
WELCOME SIGHT
Included in the daily schedul-
es of Motor Service are trips
to bus and railroad stations,
planes to meet with families and
loved ones of hospitalized serv-
icemen and veterans. When
these patients are ready to leave
the hospital for home, they wel-
come the sight of the Red Cross
station wagon which will take
them to their train or plan.
The Motor Service station
wagons are familiar sights at
Kennedy Veterans Hospital.
These uniformed volunteers
make daily trips to the installa-
tion to shop or run special er-
rands for patients. Weekly trips
to the U.S. Naval Hospital at
Millington provide the same
services for Navy men hospital-
ized there.
Being a hospital patient is
boring, but these same Red
Cross Motor Service drivers
help break that boredom by
providing transportation from
the hospitals to ball games and
other events, and fresh cut flow-
ers, provided through the Jun-
ior Red Cross program in the
city and county schools, bright-
en the rooms of many men at
military and veterans hospitals,
delivered by these motor service
volunteers.
In the event of a natural dis
aster, such as tornadoes or
floods these same Motor Serv-
ice drivers would be called up-
on to assist in the evacuation
of people and possessions in the
threatened areas; they would
bring the doctors, nurses, first
aid workers and other emer-
gency personnel or serve as
supplementary ambulances.
Men working to save their
town by sandbagging levees
have many times welcomed the
sight of the Red Cross Motor
Service wagon bringing coffee,
sandwiches and other food to
those who are working against
50°/0
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I LEARN TO DRIVE
time and rising water. In the
recent Florida hurricanes mem-
bers of Red Cross Motor Service
donned dungarees and took the
wheel of mobile disaster can-
teen trucks and drove where
there were scarcely roads to
follow.
23,000 MILES ANNUALLY
These remarkable ladies trav-
el nearly 25,000 miles annually
for the Memphis-Shelby County
Chapter. One remarked that if
their station wagons had oars.
this would equal four round
trips from New York to Lon-
don.
Mrs. Myron Halle, jr., chair-
man of the Chapter's Motor
Service Group, says there are
still openings for more volun-
teer drivers and there Is a
definite need for them. Vol-
unteers who are interested in
becoming a part of this com-
imunity service program are
urged to call the Memphis-Shel-
by County Chapter.
Among the requirements for
applying are a Tennessee driv-
er's license and good health.
The volunteers are given a driv-
er education course by the chap-
ter's Safety Service and are
also given a basic first aid
course.
Mrs. Halle stressed the need
for volunteer drivers and asked
Interested persons to call the
Memphis-Shelby County Chapter
between 8:30 and 5 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday.
Student EA Meet
At St. Augustine
The North Carolina Student
Education Association met at
St. Augustine's college recently
for a one-day conference, hav-
ing as its theme: "New Hori-
zons in Teacher Education and
Professional Standard." During
the course of dhe conference,
the delegates were divided into
five study groups, in which they
discussed avenues by which the
conference theme might be car-
ried out.
The presiding officer was
George Kitchen, state president
from Elizabeth city Teachers
college. At the opening of the
general session, he gave en-
lightening remarks to the group.
A banquet luncheon was held,
at which Dr. George II. Walk-
er, director of Eduaction at
Elizabeth City Teachers college
was the main speaker. Miss
Edith Crowder, state vice-pres-
ident, presided over the pro.
Waiter
Continued From Page 1
tertian church of Alexandria,
Va. After the funeral Rev.
James and family left Mem-
phis for a new pastorate at the
North Community Reformed
church in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
The daughter, Mrs. Elvin Mc-
Neal, wife of Rev. R. C. Mc-
Neal, pastor of the Carnegie
Church of God in Christ of
Memphis.
Mr. James held several jobs
in private service throughout
the country and in 1910 became
a waiter on the LAN Railroad,
later transferring to the South-
ern Railroad where he remain-
ed until 1925. Later he left the
Railroad and took a job as
waiter a tHotel Gayoso, and
then joined the staff at Hotel
Peabody, being one of the first
waiters to work there. He re-
mained employed at Hotel Pea-
body as a trusted and competent
employee until shortly after his
82nd birthday, in 1960.
Funeral arrangements were
held by T. H. Hayes and Sons
and interment was in New Pork
cemetery.
gram. Greetings from the col-
lege were extended by Dr. P
R. Robinson, dean of Instruc-
tion at St. Augustine college;
and concluding remarks were
rendered by Mrs. L. M. Mar.
row, state director of Student
NEA. The conference was end-
ed with a social hour, held in
the Students' Center at the Col-
lege.
The conference was marked
as having been one of the most
successful ones ever held in the
state, in view of the fact that
the attendance and participation
were greater.
Schools participating were:
Winston-Salem Teachers college,
Elizabeth City Teachers college,
Fayettsville Stat Teachers col-
lege, A & T college, Shaw uni-
versity, Johnson C. Smith uni-
versity and St. Augustine's col-
lege.
PROMPT SERVICE
Si, your
Gravely Tractor
Don't Wait 'til our shop
is cluttered.
Bring your GRAVELY
in NOW!
• • •
1 DAY SERVICE for
out - of - town custom-
ers if brought in before
the rush,
• • •
QUALITY ONLY
"Your se is lets H you
buy the best.'" We are also
authorised dealers for
YAZOO MASTER
MOWERS
Coll FA 4-65211
GRAVELY SALES &
SERVICE
2501 JACKSON AVE
MEMPHIS, TENN
VETERANS
Mattress & Upholstering Company
Renovating — Upholstering — Refinishing
Member of Upholstering Association
of Memphis, Tenn.
Phone WH 6-1678 833 E. McLemore
WANTED—TEEN HERS
Tr sell Mrs. LeMeds Old fashioned
Rutter Bits. Make op te $10 per
week. Contact Mrs. lames Roberts
310 A-Butler Ave
5:45-500 PM
SAVE UP TO
GO BY BUS,„„„„„„,„.
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
E. MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
iiiumummumumullumumummumunHomuummuiti
T; 11; Coleman, better
known as "T" by his many
friends, is known also for
his long record with the I. C. Railroad co., 1909-1958, 35
a machinist for 44 consecutive years. "T" did not stop
with the railroad work, but successfully sold cars Part-
time for Automobile Sales, with a high degree of efficien-
cy.
After retiring from railroad service, "T" is now engag-
ed as a Building and Repair contractor with office at
1310 Horace It. T. H. Coleman does more—he is a
devout Christian. a member of the Mississippi Boulevard
Christian church, an Elder and prayer leader. He in-
vites your presence each Wednesday night from 7:30-
8:30. Attend the service and receive a spiritual blessing.
To all of his Christian friends, call and he will respond
whenever asked to help in a religious cause.
APPT. WITH AUTOMOBILE SALES
Mr. Coleman was appointed as field manager with Auto-
mobile Sales by the late beer Schmidt, assisting Charles
Washburn, sales manager.
For a good deal-trade in allowance on a new Plymouth.
Valiant—or used car, just call
T. H. COLEMAN
1310 Horace—Wit
Field Manager - Automobile
Sales Plymouth and Valiant
Dealers, Largest in the South
GRAND OPENING
The Haywood County Thrift
SUPER MARKET
Corner of Jefferson at Jackson
Brownsville, Tenn,
Formal Opening
Saturday, March 11
All Friends and Well-Wishers Are
Invited To Come In And Shop.
A complete line of groceries—Ask For
what you want—If we don't have it
we will get it for you.
SOUVENIRS FOR ATTENDANCE
Mrs. Nola W. Bond, Manager
UPSET SKIN?
Hare's fast, effective relief from
that itching misery. Palmer's
"Skin Success" Ointment, tested
by a famous skin specialist has
helped Millions get relief from
ugly skin irritstion. You don't
have to suffer another day. Use
the famous skin medicine that
works in • special way to help
troubled skin feel bettor fast.
Th•r•'s nothing like "Skin
Success" to relieve the itching of
upset akin.
Only "Skin Success" contains
II important ingredients corn-
Pimples, Rashes, Eczema, letter
Making Your Life Miserable?
pounded in en exclusive wey.
So, if your trouble is itching due
to eczema, rashes, pimples or tes-
ter, use "Skin Success" Ointment.
Relief at once or your money
back. Only MO. Economical 751
size contains four times as much.
Insist on Palmer's "Skin Success"
AOnindtraGeunotr'd Your Complexion ...
. with the deep-acting foamy
medication of PALMER'S "BAIN
5t/CCICEUS" SOAP. It fights germs
Owl oilMn aggravate ugi, blens
lanes and perspiration odors.
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Two Giant
Attractions!
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JEFFREY UNTER
JOHNNY NASH —PLUS 2nd Hit!—
SUSAN HARRISON
Starts Saturday!
5—Big Days-5!
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Left Side
DOWN FRONT!
WHAT A MIXTURE . . . a
Western Round-Up, a federal
appointment, a delegate to a
conference, an operation, $150
• for a jar of face cream; an in-
jured hand, and a new office
I for a doctor.
THERE WERE WESTERN
& FIRE WORKS when the Negro
g Junior Chamber of Commerce
were discussing plans for a
!I Western Round - Up Dance,
planned for sometime the lat-
ter of April. The fireworks
I. came during the discussion
about whether or not the Jay-
cees would dress as cow-boys,
; Indians or just plain John
, Does. We think that the Cow.
I boys won the round.
s. WILL HE?, OR WILL HE
; NOT receive an appointment
to a federal job? That is the
& question we want the powers.
a to-be in Washington, D. C. to
it answer concerning Atty. Rus-
sell B. Sugarmon.
$ JESSE L. WILLIAMS a local
* real estate ealesman said of
I his brother-in-the trade, they
Just should have attended the
I conference of te National As-
& sociation of Real Estate Brok•
g ers( Inc. in Washington, D. C.
t Feb. 24-25. He said the local
'real estate men are "back
woodmen" whenever it comes
to attending conventions. Of
course, he attended.
MACK WINSTON, a mem-
ber of the JAYCEES, under.
went an operation in E. H.
Cremp hospital last week.
WHAT A BARGAIN, face
Cr°1M for $150 (18 ounce jar)
•
A nice person we know, who
is an administrative assistant
ei an insurance company, has
been talking about the face
cream. We a r e anxiously
availing the time when we
can see what this cream can
4do. Could it be that Ponce de
I eln was wrong when he was
.searching for a FOUNTAIN OF
:YOUTH? Maybe he should
:have been looking for a jar of
-youth.
WE REGRET THAT WE
,CAN'T HELP Mrs. Jana Por-
ter who is suffering an injured
riaht hand. A fall caused it.
However, she is still carrying-
- -- 
-
•
•
01 D FASHIONED
PIT BARBECUE
Ever/ Bite (Read
Because It's Cooked With
Mississippi Hickory Wood
Courteous - Curb Service
ALLEN A ANNA'S DRIVE IN
'ISO So Bellevue - Hlwsy St So
11.d All. & Ann... Story in
This Weiski• Defender
H & R GARAGE
Henry Reed Proprietor
Auto Repairs Brake Service
Body & Fender Work
Painting
547 Linden
Res. FA 4-9007 JA 6-4640
on as manager of the cafeteria
at Universal Life Insurance
building.
DR. ARTHUR NICHOLSON
has set up an office in Browns-
ville, Tenn. According to re-
ports he is doing a landslide
business. Bully for him.
FORMER MAYOR EDMUND
ORGILL reminds us of the boy
who took his sait and hat and
went hoeme ..becaese the other
players did not let him have
his way. Orgill thaeatened to
resign f ro m the Mexophis
Transit Authority if the num
ber on the autoority was in
creased from three to five
Maybe it would have been bet-
ter to let him go home.
ARE THERE ANY Negro
physicians who are seeking to
raise $50.000 to contribute to St.
Jude hospital project? Some-
body please answer this ques
tion for us.
MANY WERE EXPECTING
a ene-lail party immediatele
after the local NA ACP pessea
out work-kits for the 1961 an-
nual membership drive held
cocktails after the meeting,
last Thursday night. Instead of
punch and frappe were served.
The local NAACP has never
given a cocktail party to our
knowledge. We don't believe
they go in for them.
A SON HE WANTED, a son
he got. Dr. John Edward Jor.
dan, jr., became a senior when
his wife gave birth to a seven.
pound son in a Nashville hos.
pital last Thursday at 9:301
p.m. When the good dentist re.
ceived the news about the
birth, he left his office with
patients waiting, rushed to the
airport and flew to his wife and
son. Mrs. Nebra Jordan is ex-
pected to return to Memphis
as soon as she is able to travel.
WE HEARD THAT Charles
Townsend, a popular teacher at
Carver hieh school, was ill. He
was rushed to E. H. Crump
hospital. We hope he is better
and will soon be able to resume
his classroom responsibilities.
HELL, NO . . . HELL YES,
was the topic for a debate
which was scheduled for Avery
Chanel AME church on Trigg
earlier this week. We still don't
know what happened to Hell.
THE FUNNIEST ONE YET.
Many prominent school teach-
ers were doing the "Horse."
the "Twist" and ,"Nfautusi" in
long formal gowns during the
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority's an-
nual ball at Currie's Tropicana
club last week. Some of the
gowns were so tight-fitting un-
til buttons, snaps and zippers
flew all over the floor while
they rode the "Horse." did the
"Twist" and simmered down
to a "Wautusi."
SUICIDE RATE
WASHINGTON - More men
than women commi tsuicide
and it is generally more com-
rOPLAR TUNES cold*  
mon in hot weather than in
RECORD SHOP Iis Your Drinking
Becomme A Problem>
If So cull
Alcoholic Anonymous
FA 3-1405 BR 4-8344
RECORDS FOR EVER YONI
306 Poplar 4t Lauderdale)
Phone JA. 5-6348
SAVE 80*
IllIllIuuullI„„„.......
tuuliuuuluul
CART HOME SAVINGS!
*under price of
home delivered
milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
JR. CIVIC CLUB - These
are the members of the Mag-
nolia Barksdale Junior Civic
club, who are actively en.
gaged in making their com-
munity a better place in e hich
$6.••••..
to live. Seated from left are
Georgia E. Thomas, ores.
ident; Regina Ferguson,
treasurer and Herbert Payne,
first vice president. Stand-
ing are William H. Parish,
director and president of the
Maenolla Barksdale Civic club
and Edna M. !torten, secre-
tary.
by3,ft41=411aInNerAnna C. Cooke A
A silver anniversary w a s
celebrated in Jackson last week-
end by members of Beta Pi
chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. honoring the
deceased br...ther, J. T. Beck,
wkho was responsible for estab-
lishing the chapter on the cam-
pus of Lane College 25 years
ago. Charter members were C.
N. Berry and Rex Curry of
Jackson, Tenn.; Melvin Taylor
of Milwaukee, Wis., John Col-
lins of Gary, Ind., John Hod-
win, Artis Burris, Robert Riv-
ers, James Granberry of Colum-
bia, Tenn., T. J. Robinson of
Milan, Charles Johnson of Chi-
cago, Ill.. William Graves of
New York City, and James
Walker (deceased). The campus
chapter grew out of a club of
young men dedicated to high
ideals and principles as well as
good schGlarship.
The weekend began with the
Anniversary Ball in the gymna-
sium of Merry High School on
Friday night. Saturday there
was a 2:00 p.m. luncheon in
the college cafeteria and an
8:00 p.m. smoker at the Ameri-
can Legion Hall. Climaxing the
celebration was a public pro-
gram in the Lane College Health
Building Sunday afternoon
when the noted speaker for the
occasion was Attorney Belford
Lawson of Washington, D. C.,
who is the national attorney for
the National Negro Business
League and for five years serv-
ed as National president of Al-
pha Pi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Joining in the celebration were
members of Beta Upsilon Lamb-
da chapte.• (the alumni chapter
in Jackson) and many other
visiting Alphas from neighbor-
ing cities.
Mrs. J. T. Beck, widow of
the honoree, was presented with
a lovely floral bauquet. Presen-
tations were also made to Pres-
ident C. A. Kirkendoll for the
U. N. C. F. and Dr. W R. Bell
for the Citizens Freedom Move-
ment
CARVER POINT
LAKE ESTATES
First State Park In Mississippi
For Negroes
700 Lake Sites 8. Joining tots
For Sale By
MID CONTINENT LAND
INVESTMENT CORP.
1. Selected Clientele
2. Reasonable Price
3 Easy Terms
OUTSTANDING MEMPHIS LEADERS
ARE ALREADY PURCHASERS
MORE THAN 100 ALREADY SOLD
Call Today
Mid Continent Land Investment Corporation
Mrs. Eva K. Williams Mrs. Ann Gilmore
BR 5-7394 EX 8-1395
Louis Lenti
BR 2-1186
r--
ed away with top prizes: your
scribe let and Hes. B. C. Lu-
cas, 2nd. Mrs. Hazel Wright
came in with low score for the
booby. Members present were
Mesdames Altha Stewart, Car-
rie Bigger, Hazel Wright, V.
Fern Walker, and Merietta
Hughes. A delicious salad menu
was served preceding bridge.
P.T.A. OBSERVES
The Merry High School's Par-
ent Teacher Association observ-
ed its annual Founder's Day on
Monday night in the school au-
ditorium under the direction of
Mrs. Mary F. Adams, president
and Mrs. Ruth Dennis, pro-
gram chairman. A most in-
teresting panel discussion was
given on "The Responsibility in
the Guidance Program" taking
in t he patron, parent, and the
teacher. The panelists included
Dr. W. R. Bell, local dentist;
Mrs. F. M. Johnson, parent
and teacher; and Mrs. Mary
Lane, parent. Moderator for
the discussion was Mrs. M. L.
Womack, guidance counselor at
Merry High School. Music was
furnished by the Merry high
school Glee Club under the di-
rection of Mrs. E. C. Ramey
and past presidents and presi-
dents of local P.T.A. organiza-
tions were recognized. The ob-
servance closed with a recep-
tion.
TO VIE FOR TITLE
This Frida ni ht March 10g
A reception followed in the Ann Greene, daughter of Rev.
college dining room where and Mrs. Isiah Greene of Jack-
guests were able to meet the son; Miss Carolyn Vaulx,
dynamic speaker and enjoy daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John-
doughnuts and hot coffee. Pier- /lie Vaulx of Jackson; Miss
son G. Kemp, jr. is president of Barbara Hadley, daughter of
Beta Pi chapter while John Mr. and Mrs. William Hadley;
Werthing is president of Beta Miss Patricia Ann Hampton,
Upsilon Lambda, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hal
_Election of officers was the Hampton, sr.
matter of business at the last Miss Jacqueline C. Cole,
meeting of the Criterion Bridge daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 0.
Club. Succeeding Mrs. L. B. C. Cole, jr. of Jackson; Miss
Martin as presiaent is Mrs. Loretta Jean Kirkendoll, daugh-
Vera Brooks with Mrs. Annie ter of President and Mrs. C.
M. Bond elected as vice. Both A. Kirkendoll, jr , of Jackson;
Mrs. Lucas and Mrs. Dobbins
were retained as secretary and
in the patron, parent, and the
Mrs. Julia Shecgog was the
delightful hostess at the meet-
ing which was held at the home
of her niece, Mrs. Bell, who is
an excellent cook.
Mrs. Vivian Bell on Hays
ave. entertained t h e Echo
Bridge club in her home last
Saturday afternoon. Subs walk- Mathis, daughter of Mr. and
_ 
worth of Jackson; Miss Ceopal
Porter, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Porter of Alamo;
Miss Nancy Sherron, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William Stokes
Sherron of Ilumboldt; Miss Len-
nette Landers, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Landers, jr.
of Humboldt; Miss Birdie Faye
1".....6lean, Omen ient
I Hotel
I
• Home Cooked Meals
. 228 Vance at Third
I Telephone JA 6-1481
QUEEN
ANNE
‘e•.••••••seseet
Miss Tansy Mae Dodson,
adaughter of Mrs. Viola Duck. nd Mrs. A. L. Cooke is-gen-
eral chairman.
The grand "Miss Bronze
Ball" will climax the evening,
so you will certainly miss a
treat if you do not plan to be
there.
Junior Civic
Club Points
Way For All
The Magnolia Junior Barkes-
dale Civic club was organized
in October of 1960 by W. H.
Parrish. The purpose of this
Junior Civic club is to promote
future citizens, prevent juvenile
delinquency and to promote
unity among our race. This club
consists of teenage boys and
girls ages ranging from fifteen
through twenty.
Social Law
Change May
Affect You
Recent changes in social se
curdy allow payments to many
people previously denied. Any-
one who has tried to get social
security checks within the past
six years, but was turned down
because of too little work cred-
it, may now be eligible.
According to Joe W. Eanes,
District Manager of the Mem
phis Social Security Office,
LeMoyne SCF
Host To
Iowa Students
Members of Lealoyne Col-
lege's Student Christian Fel-
lowship last week were hosts to
13 students and their advisor
from Iowa State university.
The visitors, under the direc
lion of the Rev. James Caven-
er, spent five days in Mem,
phis. When not on the Le. 
Moynecampus, they were visit-
ing other campuses, louring the
city and meeting with church
groups. They also visited Mayor
Loeb.
"We had a pleasant and en-
joyable experience," said Rev.
Mr. Cavener when the group
left for the return trip to Ames,
Iowa.
The Iowa students represent,
,ed the United Student Fellow-
ship.
Herma Jean Coleman, a
senior of 560 Walker ave., is
i president of LeMoyne's Student!
Christian Fellowship.
The club has contributed mon- 
1St CU 1ey to the Lamar Crippled Chil-
dren hospital to purchase fifty
gowns for the hospital use. The p I. ei
regular meetings of the club is UDliC Showheld every Monday night 7:00
until 8:45. The membership of
the Civic club is being closed t6 I sf
March 6. 1960. ran prigThe Magnolia Community is
very proud of the marvelous
work that the junior civic club
has done thus far. Some of the
active members of the club are
Georeia Emma Thomas, Her-
bert Payne, Harvey Young, Re-
gina Ferguson. Antirinetta Fer-
euson, Pauline Middlebrook, M.
Wadlington„Toanne MeKissack,
John Butler. Thomas Guy, Peg-
gy Guy, Ardie Ward, Percy
Ward, Edna Horton, Dori4 Les-
ter, Lena Robinson. John Bog-
gan, Sadie Glenn, Juanita Ter-
ry, Juanita Denman, Jimmie
Morris, Veanne Spencer, Rob-
ert McKissack, Wayne Williams
and others.
SOLD ON PRODUCT
AON, 
- (UPI) -,in the Merry High School audi- Charles Goodyear, after whomtorium, eighteen lovely young theGoodyear
ladies will vie for the title of
"Miss Bronze West Tennessee"
from the title holder, Miss Lea-
tha Jones of Jackson. Miss
Jones is presently in Lane Col-
lege on Delta Sigma Theta
scholarship, singing her way
to the honor. Participants in Mrs. Otha B. Mathis of Hum.
this year's pageant are: Miss boldt; Miss Josephine Herren,
Edna 0. Womack, daughter of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Mrs. Rozie Womack and the Herron of Humboldt; Miss Peg-
late Chester Womack of Jack. gy White, daughter of Mr. and
son; Miss Cleo ThomaS, daugh- Mrs. Robert White of Humboldt;
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Thom- Miss Joyce Thomas. daughter
as of Jackson; Miss Shirley of Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas;
Miss Elnora Beard, daughter
of Mrs. Dosha Beard; Miss Lo- Lemore served as guest speak-
retha A. Robertson, daughter of er on the second part of the
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Robert
-;program.
son.
They will display talent in
areas of dance, dramatics, and
music, both vocal and instru-
mental. Rev. Eddie L. Currie
of Brownsville and Memphis
will again serve as M.C. for,
the occasion and Mrs. Maggie
Massey, charm consultant.
President of the Jackson Alum-
nae Chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, sponsor of the
affair, is Mrs. Alfreda Porter
Co. was named, was so sold
on his vulcanizing invention.
that he wanted to make every-
thing - even banknotes - out
of rubber.
mm ngs
The principal, faculty and
student body of Cummings
Grade School were most grati-
fied at the outstanding success
of their first public endeavor.
Their "Get Acquainted Nile,"
Iheld February 27. was attended
by a record number of parents,
friends and well-wishers. The
auditorium was filled to capaci-
ty long before the hour to be-
gin, with spectators eagerly
awaiting the evening's perform-
ance, and retired to the beauti-
fully decorated cafeteria to en-
joy a tasty dinner and wait for
the second performance.
Mrs. Helen M. Hooks, prin-
cipal. suggested that because of
the inclement weather, the sec-
ond performance be deferred
until the following Tuesday, a
suggestion which was heartily
welcomed by all present.
The program was presented
in two parts. The first part was
a unique presectation of the
school's philisophy and objec-
tives. The second part consisted
of an original skit based on the
combined theme of "brother-
hood" and "Outstanding Contri-
butions of the Negro and his
Responsibility as a Citizen in
the Community."
The Rev. Samuel Herring.
pastor of St. Paul Baptist
Church at Greenwood and Mc-
Your
Neighborhood
Drug Store
Suburban Drug
Free Delivery Service
Prescriptions and Sundries
Pay Your Utility Bill Here
Telephone Bill-Money Order
Every Day Service
Hours 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Telephone
752 E. McLemore at Miss.
WH 8-4576
THERE MUST BE A REASON
WHY .
FRIENDS ENJOY SHOPPING
AT . .
PANAMA
LIQUOR STORE
DRIVE IN
FRIENDLY COURTEOUS SERVICE
PARKING LOT
1020 Mississippi at Walker
WH 2-3312
Natural Mink Pocket Stole $ 62.00
Natural Mink Clutch Cape  18.00
Dyed China Mink Coat  24.00
Dyed China Mink Stole  12.00
Dyed Ermine Cape  185.00
Natural Russian Squirrel Cape  9.50
Dyed Russian .Squirrel Coat  6.50
Dyed Russian Squirrel Jacket  19.00
Natural Muskrat Flank Coat  11.00
3-,Skin Stone Marten Scarf  6.00
Dyed Muskrat Back Coat  80.00
3-Skin Sable Scarf  14.50
Dyed Muskrat Back Coat  21.50
Dyed Muskrat Back Cape  4.50
Dyed Muskrat Back Stole  28.00
Dyed Muskrat Back Stole  14.00
Dyed Marmot Coat  6.00
3-Skin Stone Marten Scarf  32.00
Dyed Marmot Coat  12.00
Silver Fox Paw Coat  15.00
Dyed Marmot Coat  6.00
Dyed Marmot Coat  18.00
Dyed Marmot Jacket  85.00
Dyed Marmot Stole  22.50
Red Fox Clutch Cape  32.50
Red Fox Coat  6.50
Red Fox jacket  32.50
Silver Fox Cape  118.00
Dyed Indian Lamb Stole  18.50
4-Skin Wild Mink Scarf  6.00
4-Skin Wild Mink Scarf  78.00
4-Skin Wild Mink Scarf  45.00
2.00
28.00
12.50
6.00
8.00
Pair Natural Red bxes  12..00
I Dyed Red Fox  4.50
Pair Silver Foxes  26.00
Pair Silver Foxes  4.50
48.00
26.50
Dyed Russian Squirrel Stole  16.50
Natural Kid Skin Stole 8.00
Natural Silver Fox Paw Stole  38.00
many retired workers may get
social security checks because
the work requirements are
now easier to meet. Many
workers born after 1888, and
many survivors of workers who
died since 1953 will be helped
by this change in the work re-
quirements. Mr. Eanes said
that no one knows exactly how
many are in the Memphis area.
His staff is trying to locate all
those who will be helped by
this change.
Anyone in the Memphis area
DEFEWER 3
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who was turned down for re-
tirement or monthly death pay-
menls within the last six years,
should go by the Memphis of-
fice. The social security peo-
ple can check and see If the
new changes will help. The
office is at 188 Jefferson ave.
The phone number is .1A 5-8831.
USED FURS
FOR SALE
Unclaimed Furs Left In Cold Storage ...
Unclaimed Furs Restyled
And all other used Furs ...
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
9 A.M. TILL 9 P.M.
4
-Skin Dyed Kolinsky Scarf 
5-Skin Dyed Kolinsky Scarf 
5-Skin Dyed Kolinsky Scarf 
Pair Natural Red Foxes 
Pair Natural Red Foxes 
Natural Chinese Kid Stole 
Natural Chinese Kid Cape 
Over 300 To Choose From
DeMac's Furs
1548 Netherwood Street
•
I.aste
the
Greatness
of historic
OLD
CROW
America's Preferred Bourbon
~1Y
eta,
-
4e111)7
Daniel Webster
did...and called it
"the finest in the world."
Taste the magnificent flavor
of Old Crow yourself...
next time.
on
Light
Mild
90 Proof
311F Ott) CROW DISTIIIERY COMPANY. FRANK/IMAM
I KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 04 P110011
•••••
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President -Kennedy's state-
ment in support of teachers
and school officials seeking to
achieve desegregation had the
praise of the American
Jewish Congress as an "asser-
tion of Executive leadership for
which the American people
have been waiting since the Su-
preme Court outlawed public
school segregation in 1954."
In a resolution the national
Governing Council of the AJ
Congress declared last week
that "all men of good will will
gain hope and strength from
the President's forthright and
unequivocal action in lending
the weight and the prestige of
his office in support of the Con-
stitutional requirement of de-
segregation.
"They will find inspiration,
as well," the resolution said.
"in his expression of support
of the Supreme Court decision
and of those men, women and
children of both races who seek
to live by it."
A copy of the resolution was
forwarded by telegram to the
President in the White House.
It was signed by Dr. Joachim
Prinz of Newark, N. J., nation-
al president of the AJ Congress.
The resolution hailed the
President for labelling segre-
gation as "racial discrimina-
tion." The AJ Congress nation-
al Governing Council, which is
: the organization's policy-mak-
ing body, expressed the hope
that the President's action
would "serve as the signal for
Americans of all races and re-
ligions, of all political parties
and of all sections of the coun-
try — the South as well as the
North — to join with the Presi-
some of the dresses women are
wearing today. He would die
again — this time of shock. Not
only would he die of shock but
any of the older people now dead
upon coming back would won-
der what has happened to the
morality and spirituality of our
people specifically our church
people who are more prone to
conform to styles than morality
and spirituality.
There are those of us who are
enjoying the goodness of Jesus
but fail to make it known to
anyone. The real challenge to
this man as to us today was to
be a witness. It is a foregone
conclusion that each of us has
something of which we could
justifiably tell all of those about
us. But in the same token of
thinking we must realize that it
takes moral fortitude to do that
which we are duty-bound to do
In our efforts to expand the
kingdom of God we must al-
ways be on the alert to let peo-
ple know that we have experi-
enced something that warrants
us telling those about us.
In all probability Jesus knew
go home and witness to his fam-
ily was a much greater task than
going around with him talking
with total strangers. Here a
man who has been crazy all of
his life was asked to go home
and convince the people that he
now is sane. In a like manner
a man who has been a rank sin-
ner all of his life would have a
hard job going home telling
his family that now he has
changed his way of living.
Christianity always places upon
each of us to challenge those
closest to us to live the whole.
some life.
We like this man who had
just been cure of a bad mind
faces the imperative of mak-
ny, a contribution to our day
and time. We may not have a
weak mind but there is some-
thing hidden within each of us
— once cured will make of us
better people. Sometimes it ex-
presses itself in terms of a bad
temper or a craving for some-
thing for which we have should
have no desire. The sooner we
get rid of these the better will
be our possibilities of making
this a better world.
At this point and with current
world conditions each of us must
strive to do all that we can to
make this a better world. A
BETTER WORLD WILL BE
REALIZED ONLY WHEN
FILLED WITH HEWER PEO-
PLE — PEOPLE WHO HAVE
HAD CONTACT WITH JESUS
AND ARE WILLING TO GO
OUT AND TELL ABOUT IT.
DEFENDER
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"'But the man out of whom the
devils were departed, besought
him that he might be with Him:
but Jesus sent him away, say-
ing, 'Return to thine house, and
show them how great things
God bath done thee. And he
went his way throughout the
whole city and published how
great things Jesus had done unto
him." — Luke 38-40.
These are the words directed
to a man who a few moments
before was crazy. All of a sud-
den through Jesus his normal
mind was restored. No longer
did the people shun him. Then
upon realizing what had hap-
pened this man requested of
Jesus that he be allowed to go
with Him on His missions. Then
Jesus said to Him, "No you to
your home and tell the people
what great things have hap-
pened. Tell them how great
Jesus is."
Maybe to the man who was
filled with enthusiasm this was
great disappointment. He felt
that he had a great story to tell
— he wanted to go all over the
country to tell what Jesus had
done for him. Then Jesus speaks
to him and says, "No you go
home and convince your MVO
people how great I am.
AS PAIGE
As small and insignificant as
this request might seem the
more one thinks of it the larger
it grows. What a different world
this would be if all of our homes
were right!
WITNESS AT HOME
Jesus wanted this man to be
a witness at bottle. Go home and
let the people know that some-
thing has happened to you. Let
the people at home know that a
changed has been wrought.
This man was given a great
charge. In a similar manner
each of us is given a similar
charge. Today something must
happen in the home. The Jesus
who has done so much for us
must be witnessed in our home
before our wives and husbands
before our children. Those of
us who have benefitted so much
from Jesus should let the peo-
ple at home know that these
things have happened to us.
This man was like many of us
today he was running around
naked had lost all sense of mo-
rality. He was living in the
graveyard among the dead. He
was having fits and tearing
himself periodically. There are
those of us who are doing these
same things. On several occa-
sions my wife has remarked
SOr.le
COLEMAN CHAPEL CME
Everyone is looking forward
to the First Anniversary Cele-
bration of the Gospel Chorus of
Coleman Chapel CME church
It is slated for Sunday, March
12, at 3 p.m.
Rev. E. E. Dunigan, the pas-
tor, will deliver the sermon.
Various choirs of the city
will render selections.
Mrs. Lucile Stone is the pres-
ident and P7Irs. Prisilla Burks
is the secretary.
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
Pastor's Anniversary will be
observed at the Mt. Moriah
Baptist church, Sunday, March
12.
An interesting program has
been planned to commemorate
the many loyal years given by
the pastor and his wife, Rev.
and Mrs. R. W. Norsworthy.
Woo loMeet 'Significant'
First Highlander
The first major conference de-
voted to understanding the na-
ture of the multiple new organ-
izations springing up across the
South to work in the race rela-
tions field closed at Highlander
Folk School on the week end.
The conference brought togeth-
er representatives from organi-
zations formed within the last
two years to confront problems
$9.00 PER MONTH
955.
Buys You A Fin,
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)
Of All New Furniture
HUGE SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES
Open 9 'Ti! 9
Free Delivery
FURNITURE 8Y
FLEMING
3574 PARK FA 4-3767
of racial discrimination.
Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth,
Birmingham, addressing the
opening session declared that
"the jugular vein of the segre-
gation forces has been hit and
we are now experiencing its !M-
al writhings." In referring to
the new organizations, he sug-
gested their decersity. "It takes
massive organization to over-
come massive resistance."
Working at the major ques-
tions of the nature of the new
organizations as they relate to
the more traditional organiza-
tions working in the field and
concerned with ways and means
of keeping them alive and vital,
delegates to the conference pro-
duced a series of findings that
Myles Horton, Director of High-
lander, pronounced as "enor-
mously significant. We have
been discussing here during
these days questions as yet not
seriously considered by anyone.
The findings of this conference
have broken new ground."
Principal resource personnel
of the conference included Mr.
Wyatt Tee Walker, Executive
Director, Southern Christian
Leadership Conference; Mr.
Washington Butler, City Coun-
cilman, Oak Ridge, Tennessee;
Mrs. Septima Clark, Director
of Education, Highlander Folk
School; the Rev. C. T. Vivian,
Editor, Nashville News-Star.
New
Park
Cemetery
The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
what her father would say If he 
could come back today and see 
Methodists
Name Nuclear
Study Head
Bishop Matthew W. Clair, Jr.,
of St. Louis, Mo., has been
elected chairman of a special'
Commission to Study the Chris
tian Faith and War in the No
clear Age by The Methodist
church.
Bishop Clair, who heads the
St. Louis Area of the denom-
ination's Central (Negro) Juris-
diction, was elected to this ale-
nificant post when the commis.
sion was organized here Feb. 9-
10, under the authorization of the
1960 General Conference.
Other officers chosen for the
12-member commission were
Bishop Ralph W. Ward, jr.,
Syracuse, N. Y., vice chairman,
and the Rev. Dr. John E. Mar-
vin of Adrian, Mich., secretary.
He is editor of the MICHIGAN
CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.
The commission, half of which
was named by the Council of
Bishops and half by the church's
new Board of Christian Con-
cerns, is charged by the gen-
eral Conference to report its
findings to the bishops and the
board "if possible by Jan. 1,
1962."In announcing the commis-
sion's organization, Herman
Will, jr., associate general sec-
retary of the Board of Chris-
tian Social Concerns and head
of its Division of Peace and
World Order, pointed out that
the commission's report shall
be used in appropriate church-
wide study programs when
has been approved by the Com-
oil of Bishops and the sponsor-
ing 
bCoaSrTdS.TV O 
NEW YORK — (UPI)—Aver-
age cost estimates, based on
industry figures show that it
costs about 6 cents an hour to
watch TV.
The average set costs $29.89
per year (based on average
original price of $269 and an
estimated 9-year life.) Elec-
tricity costs an average $8.16
a year for the set and repairs
$40 36 a year.
GULF LEVEL
NEW ORLEANS — The sur-
face of the Gulf of Mexico is
approximately six inches high-
er than that of the Atlantic
ocean.
Jewish Group Cheers
JFK Stand On Mixing
dent in a great national effort
that will make meaningful for
all Americans regardless of
their creed, their color or their
national origin the promise of.
equality which our Constitution
holds out to every citizen."
CHOIR ROBES
High fashion styling
superbly tailored
— at an economy price!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
UNIFORM COMPANY
314 SO MAIN ST lA IS 3631
DURHAM
STEEL FOLDING
CHAIRS
Modern Den,in.
Handsome ArlD9111,
once. Rusted Con
structIon. V • re
Durable
and up
CONTACT US
FOR VOLUME PRICES
BERNATSKY BROS.
MS 1. Main St — la. SAW
tatimohls. Tenn.
COMPLETE
HOME REMODELING
FIBRE GLASS
AWNINGS
CAR PORTS
SPECIAL SPECIAL
Deluxe Combination Doors &
Windows As Low As
$5.00 Per Mo.
NO MONEY DOWN
FHA TERMS
csii 5.515
Soft Lite Fibre Glass and Con-
struction Co., Inc. of Memphis
WH 8-4079
1211 S. Parkway E.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL,
CUSTOM
WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
BHS
JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tenn eeeee
"YOUR Company Make, What You Ask fen And
Croatia What You Think Of"
i\t
INC.
248 Vance Ave.
THIS 12-STORY building,
as sketched (ruin plans, will
replace the present crowded
national headquarters of the
Episcopal church at 281 Park
Avenue South by late 1962.
Site is at Second Avenue and
East 43rd street in New York
City where work will begin
this summer. The design by
Adams and Woodbridge, New
York architects, is for nine
office floors and a rooftop
setback above a two-story
arcade on Second Avenue
leading to chapel,
lion center, and Seabury
Press bookstore. National
Council officers and staff
now working in three sep-
arate locations in New York
and Greenwich, Conn, will all
be housed in the new build-
ing. No fund campaign will
be conducted to finance it,
but the Presiding Bishop,
the late Rt. Rev. Arthur
Lichtenberger, D. D., will
soon name a committee to
accept gifts and memorials.
Informa•
Catholic Mag Speaks
Out On School Aid
Describing "Christian Cen- for parochial schools is aid to
jury," undenominational Prot-
estant weekly, as "emotional
and irrational," in its approach
to the question of federal aid
to parochial a n d private
schools. "The Sign," national
Catholic magazine, in its March
issue, declares the question re-
quires "calm and intelligent
analysis and a minimum of
fiery emotionalism."
In a signed editorial, Rev.
Ralph Gorman, C. P., the maga-
zine's editor, recalls "Christian
Century's" attack on Cardinal
Spellman for his opposition to
the 9.3-billion-dollar program of
federal aid to education recom-
mended by President Kennedy's
task force. "Christian Century,"
he says, was "never noted for
its friendliness to the Catholic
Church."
Outlining some of the argu-
ments used by Cardinal Spell-
man and others which he says,
"appear to us quite reasonable
and logical," Fr. Gorman notes
that "Congress has established
precedents for direct aid to in-
dividuals even when this
amounts to indirect aid to
schools." These precedents in-
clude tuition grants under the
Veterans' Readjustment Act,
The War Orphans' Educational
Assistance Act and The Nation-
al Defense Education Act, he
asserts.
religion forbidden by the First A
Amendment to the Csnstitution. Wir
But what the Constitutional pro-
vision that guarantees equality
for all citizens before the law
and prohibits discrimination on
religious grounds? Wouldn't this
provision be infringed if mil-
lions of pupils are denied aid
because they attend non-public
schools?" The Sign editor asks.
"We are not saying anything
here about whether there real-
ly is need for the massive aid
to education proposed by the
task force," Fr. Gorman points
out. "We are concentrating on
two questions: isn't it an act of
discrimination forbidden by the
Constitution to exclude 8,800,000
pupils from federal aid because
they do not attend a public
school, and isn't aid given to
individuals rather than directly
to schools completely in har-
mony with the Constitution? In
the second category we include
auxiliary services such as bus
transportation, medical serv-
ice, and text books."
"Surely there is enough sub-
stance to the arguments used
by Cardinal Spellman and oth-
ers to warrant a calm and un-
biased consideration of the
question," he asserts. 'Catholics
should not be the only ones call-
ed on to make concessions in
the interest of harmony in our
"Some say that federal help pluralistic society."
4' lovely To look A t.  lovelier roweffr
toiNK STOLE
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Center
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Red Len Cola
JANA PORTER
Yes Madame,
It's time to start "sparking" up to
Dad again. He is so smart he will never
catch on. Jack Sprat and I have worked
out a special pie for Dad called "Dad's
Roast Beef Pie," that the small fry will
also ask for seconds of. It is chuck full
of succulent beef cakes and vegetables
with brown gravy under flaky Jack
Sprat pie crust. Good to the last bite.
DAD'S ROAST BEEF PIE
PLAIN PASTRY TOPPING
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour.
1/2 teaspoon salt. 1-3 cup shortening.
2 to 3 tablespoons cold water.
Sift flour and salt; cut 1.13 shortening
until pieces are size of small peas.
Slowly add cold water tossing with fork
until mixture will just hold together.
FILLING
1/2 cup minced onion, 1/2 cup minced
celery; 2 tbsp. fat; 2 tbsp Jack Sprat
Flour; 2 cups cubed left over beef
or veal; 1 cup diced cooked potatoes;
1 cup sliced cooked carrots; 2 tbsp.
chopped parsley; 1 tbsp. Worchester-
shire sauce; 1 3-ounce can browned
mushrooms and broth; 1 teaspoon salt;
1-8 teaspoon pepper: 1 cup gravy.
Cook onion and celery in hot fat until
golden. Stir in flour. Add remaining
ingredients. Simmer 10 minutes. Pour
mixture into well-greased, deep 8 inch
pie pan. Cover with plain pastry. Bake
in hot oven (450 degrees) for 20 min-
utes. I would like to see the smile on
Dad's face. Bye for now.
JANA PORTER
HERE IS ANOTHER sterling group of performers as
Presented on a recent Big Star Of Memphis and Mid
South Talent Show. The program comes to the listeners
of Radio Station WDIA each Saturday morning. Big
Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid South have
been bringing talent of this nature to Memph4s for some
time now and will continue to do so as long as the people
of the Wild South welcome the products of Big Star. This
is another way of saying "Thanks" to Big Star buyers
for their continued patronage of these wonderful stores
for such a long period of time. In the meantime, young
talent such as this will keep beaming out from the pow-
erful airlanes of WDIA, the Mid S4rnith's most popular
and powerful radio station.
CASH FOOD STORES
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JERE IS THE 'MISS JUBILECT ROUNDUP
BOBBIE COLLINS AND LENA MITCHELL
MARGETTE HOLMES AND LAURA LANE
MARY TOWNES ELIZABETH A. DABNEY
Who Will Be Miss
I Friday night, March 10, at
Ellis auditorium, one of the
above lovely girls will be named!
, 
Miss Jubilect.
These beauties represent canj
didates from Booker T. Wash-
ington; Douglas and Hamilton
high schools, Memphis; Bar-
i retts Chapel, Arlington, Tenn.,
and Mt. Pisgah high school,
Cordova, Tenn.
Aside from the title, Miss Ju-
bflect will win a $20000 schol-
arship to the college of her
THELMA McCAIN AND RELSEA CASH
.55
JEANETTE THOMAS AND MARY MORGAN
ROSE A. COOPER
b C t•
choice and a capsule all cotton
wardrobe. She will lead all pa-
rades and will be featured on
the Miss Jubilect float in the
Grand Jubilee Parade.
The Jubilee will be held from
May 8 through May 13. Head.
quarters are at 393 Beale at.
J4fl t L HARRIS
BARBARA SAWYER AND ERIE M. TATE
EVELYN BURROW AND MARVA WILLIAMS
CLAVENEITA L. CRAWFORD HYMELIA WALKER
Ma.
EMMA J. LONGLEY CAROL FINNIE
WILLIE B. SOMERVILLE AND JEANETTE PAYNE
CAROLYN HENDERSON AND CAROLYN JONES
VIVIAN L. CHANEY CLEMENTINE SANDERLIN
GLADYS C. BARBEE RUBY MORRIS
.5.
118, INC.—Miss ROA(' Blake-
y, secretary for BUS, Inc.,
tailors, interviews customer
from local singing group
about some robes In the mod-
ernistic offices of the garment
making firm at 248 Vance ave.
BUS stands to r Berkley
Buckles, vice president and
treasurer; Albert J. Henry,
vice president and secretary:
and Leonad J. Small, presi-
dent. They are seen in right
photo with sonic of the seams-
treaties of the firm. The BUS
outfit has representatives In
13 states. Mr. Small said "We
established this firm to give
a much needed acrylic to our
community, to make money,
and to grow and grow. BUS
was incorporated under Ten-
nessee laws by Atty. B. L.
Hooks in 1917. Its accounting
system was completely set
up by CPA Jesse H. Turner.
"Don't sacrifice to trade with
BUS because it Is made up of
Negroes," says Mr. Saall,
"because we hic proven the
good quality of our garments
and the efficiency of our or-
ganization."
II ITTIF. M. GUT
—55
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Our Opinions
We Deplore Brutality
Many citizens of both races in Mem-
phis expressed grave concern about the
alleged "terrific beating that a 15-year-
old girl received at the hands of city
policemen" in Goldsmith's department
store on Feb. 23. We received many tele-
phone calls from both white and colored
parent s, mostly mothers, inquiring
about her physical condition.
According to the girl, Ruby Chavers
of 1387 Davis St., she went into the de-
partment store to purchase "some mate-
rial." Later she inquired of a saleslady
the price of a pair of gloves. During an
exchange of words, the saleslady be-
came angry and ordered her out of the
store. Another saleslady called the po-
lice. A police woman arrived first, later
two policemen arrived, after she had
been rushed to an upstairs office.
After she told her story to an uni-
dentified man in the office, policemen
attempted to handcuff her. She resisted.
The policemen threw her to the floor
and started hitting and kicking her in
the ribs. While on the floor they kicked
her in the stomach and the side. After
getting the handcuffs on her they push-
ed and pulled her down the steps. Most
of the facial damage resulted from the
beating she received in the patrol car on
the way to the police station. This is
how Miss Chavers related the incident
to the Tri-State Defender.
Displaying a black eye, badly swol-
len lips and jaws, she said "they beat
my face so badly until it became numb.
They used vulgar language."
Urban League!
Also, we ask the saleslady: Did Miss
Chavers leave the store with the gloves
she was accused of stealing? We ask the
policemen: Did you find the gloves on
Miss Chavers' person?
If Miss Chavers is guilty of stealing
the gloves, she should be punished by
"due process of law," not at the hands
of brutal policemen.
We deplore stealing as much as we
do physical violence. We believe that
our "due process of law" is adequate to
grant equity, therefore policemen
should not set themselves up as the
judge, court and jury.
Police Commissioner Claude Armour
should see that policemen are ever
aware that they are the guardians of
law and not law within themselves.
Congratulations
Twenty-nine years ago a group of
stalwart citizens saw the need of an in-
terracial social-work organization for
Memphis. With clearly defined tech-
niques and articulate purposes the or-
ganization was started.
The techniques utilized were persu-
asion, preparation, education and good
race relations. Purposes were spelled
out:
(1) More opportunity for bet-
ter employment of qualified Ne.
groes.
(2) Better housing.
(3) Better health programs.
(I) Better education.
This organization started a voca-
tional guidance program for Negro high
school students immediately after it
was organized — as a matter of fact —
29 years ago. Now that organization is
in the midst of an annual guidance pro-
gram.
That organization is the Memphis
Urban League, headed by Rev. James A.
McDaniel. We congratulate the Urban
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UN-MOLESTED MOLESTERS "make" all school ho
There's a movement stirring morning and afternoon
in Memphis just now that local sometimes at mid-day.
Negroes ... questing first-clasS GRABS ARMS
citizenship, really ought to They frequently go
barge in on, or sit-in on. to grab the arms of
It's the concerned efforts of sing by or hug them. T
aroused Memphis parents . . . hesitate to beat up an
disturbed by recent outrages. . boy who might rake a protest.
to provide greater protection for They resort to all sorts of vile
school boys and girls against language in the presence of the
sex deviates. Maybe a strong- children and their teachers. The
er and more effective term is most vulgar attitudes are ex-
"sex fiends." pressed. And responsible adults
The "deviate" in the most are left with a feeling of help.
commonly known form is the lessness.
adult . . . male or female If the police are called, the
(mostly male), who lurks "corner or store rowdies" scur-
around where children congre- ry like rats to fade into the
• gate or pass . . . with the in- crowd of kids or up an alley or
tention of luring an unsuspect- side street. Too often, junior and
ing or curious youngster into senior high school boys are in
X-rays indicated that she had been indulgence in some form of sex ,t,haetrireertanricnsw.dFieosr,  farergeutehnetlyretthaedeleh 
many 
tay or 
the
s.
the victim of severe blows. Officials at "de- tives of some of the school
Goldsmiths' refused to comment on the viate" or "degenerate" kills or youngsters.
ineii:ent„ injures the child physically. In One of the biggest problems
Miss Chavers, reportedly above aver- all cases 
some form of injury... facie- school principals and
permanent or temporary . . . is teac: Ts is that of protecting
age in grades as a sophomore at high done to the child psychological- the children in their charge as
the saleslady. She was accused of resist. 
DARK SHADOWS 
the child's 
s Itthes kaindsi
 
go to tai nd from school.
ne ems eesn 
mentioned 
nen aside,ed  buta 
and
ing arrest by the policemen, 
tschool, was accused of shoplifting by slyib.
il
Tithies is shock totht
e least osf the has to b
injuries involved. Even when this is, too much of the suppox-
Let us assume that Miss Chavers the degenerate gets no further edely respectable element of
was shoplifting as t h e Goldsmiths' gtheaanttvteheremmaakremarks to a youngster Prove of the attitude of the row-
ing of lurid or sug- Negro communities seem to ap-
saleslady accused. Let us assume that ... or other-wise doing or say- dies. They rarely call the police.
she did resist having handcuffs placed ing something in violation of Very few local Negro Parent
around her wrists. Does that justify ra everyttt  .code the
o f 
child 
a ndecency taniurtdmedo. an- Teacher te pdeAfisnsiociatiounhhs e have takeactionn 
three adults attacking and brutally beat- SAFETY HOMES agains them. It's hard to get
ing a small 15-year-old girl? Are we to The suggestion of some kcal anybody to appear in court to
be led to believe policemen in the City of Parent 
Teacher Association Prosecute the bullies even when
spokesmen that homes in all the police arrest them. Thus
Memphis are so poorly prepared in the neighborhoods be set apart and the vicinities of too many Ne-
art of policing until they could not sub- designated as sorts of sa ety" gro schools become 
"happy.due a mere unarmed child without re- __or re
fuge points" for children hunting grounds" for the de-
sorting to physical violence? 
accosted by molesters, seems generate deviate, rowdy, and
to be a good one. cuch "safety Plain thug to hold "open sea-
or refuge points" definitely son" on comparatively helpless
should be in Negro neighbor- Negro school children.
hoods. That's why it's suggested There's no telling how many
here that interested Negro par- Negro girls have been the un-
ents and responsible adults take publicized victims of their ac
steps to get in on the move- tions. Too many Negro parents
ment ... and possibly add some feel it's useless to seek relief
suggestions of their own, through regular law enforce-
No children in the city are ment channels. But that's not
more exposed to the destruc- so. . . not for awakened, Intel-
tive presence of degenerates, ligent, and determined parents.
deviates, and other molesters And with the aroused interest
than Negro children. AND of the responsible white corn-
YOUNG Negro girls are the munity . . . now is the time
most pitiful victims. For not for these parents to step up
only do they have virtually no and he counted.
physical protection . . . they Of course, that doesn't relieve
don't even have the psychologi- parents of the responsibility of
cal (interested public attention) teaching their school-age chil-
protection of the community, dren the tried rules of precau-
Virtually every Negro school tion and common sense. Too
district in Memphis has certain many girls, white and Negro get
corners or places where the NP- themselves into dangerous post-
gro school child . . . especially tions by trying to be flip, cute,
a girl has to run daily hazards and not "chicken." In so many
to get by safely. These are the instances, they wake up to find
corners or nlaces where hordes themselves in the clutches of a
of obviously idle thugs. . .obvi- determined degenerate or im-
ously low-class thugs obviously moral low-brow, who wastes no
rowdy thugs and obviously thues time in calling their "childish
intent on molestine school chil- bluffs." Then it's too late to call
dren as they pass. They are par- for mama. So. Negro mamas
ticularly prevalent around local and papas ought to take some
Negro high schools. . .or some- action .. . before . . . their kids
where in their vicinities. They try to call for their help. Selah!
urs . . .
. . . and
so far as
girls pas.
hey don't
y school-
•League on its 29th year of community • .s•••••••••-••••••••••
work.
Notwithstanding
By
Thaddeus T. Stokes
The People Speak
Appeal For Mercy
Dear Editor:
The Universal Ass'n of Ethi-
opian Women, 2725 Danniell
at., New Orleans, Louisiana,
has established a defense com-
mittee to aid Joseph 0. Jen-
kins in his fight for justice.
We are making this appeal for
mercy in behalf of Joseph 0.
Jenkins, doomed to die in the
electric chair. In New Orleans,
La., Joseph at the time of the
lunacy hearing was determined
by three psychiatrists as a
catonic schizophrenia. Still the
web of prejudices was woven
against Jenkins who as 25 years
at that time.
Jenkins is a Korean Veteran
whose mind began to show ser-
. icus signs of deterioration, ac-
cords to his mother, upon
return from the service.
The Veterans Hospital had
no bed available, and a private
doctor was summoned. He
found Joseph intensively nes-
V0113.
The mother, Mrs. Orleans
Jenkins, has spent thousands
of dollars in an effort to save
, her boy's life. She is penniless
' and is in need of public anti-
port. There are only a few
days left to work in behalf of
her son, who would not he
facing death if he was white
The Universal Association or
Ethiopian Women Inc. urges
interested persons to please
Joseph 0 Jenkins Defense corn- Mrs. Audley Moore.
Directormittee.
SO WHAT?
send immediate support to
Mrs Orleans Jenkins, 1411 St. "SHE CAN
Ann at., H, New Orleans, La. . . . 'AT
OrT'00,6101.:'
Pa
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TELL YOU WHERE T'Gp SO
YOU LOOK FOR WARE TO
WHERE ARE THEY??
What was once the proud
home of the Memphis Red Sox
is no more. Gone are the sturdy
beams of steel and massive
columns of concrete . . . rows
and rows of seats elevated into
tiers which was known as the
Martin Stadium on Crump blvd.
... once the mecca for Negro
baseball teams . .. the ostenta-
tious gloating of the mid-south
and the pride of the Martin
Brothers. Like the stadium,
most of the Martin Brothers are
gone from Memphis.
The stadium has been leveled
to a mass of unsightly cement
and weird twists of steel which
paint a grotesque picture on
the site where the once popular
stadium attracted all manner
of men like the Belle-of-the-Ball.
Soon the Tri-State Trucking
company will erect new build-
ing on the site for a trucking
terminal.
Surely many Memphians
must experience a bit of nostal-
gia when they view the once
"Proud Lady" in devastation
Surely they must experience a
pang of sadness when they think
of fans who once crowded Into
the bowl to cheer their favorite
team on to victory and blast-
ing hoots at the opposing team.
Where are the young men
who once thrilled the masses
on the diamond with their fan-
tastic hits, catches, throws and
runs . . .yet who did not be-
come Maier League starst
POP-CORN
Where are the men who knew
victory and defeat on the same
athletic battle field in one after-
noon?
Where are the sweethearts of
the baseball players? Have
their beauty faded by being ex-
Dosed to the inevitable cruelty
TACTFULLY of the heed of *set
THE TRIP." What about the boys who use
UrCON'tEfi4INIG GOT-MBE DONE IRE)
3i 0j46%
4,01/4
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LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
"They say a man must crawl
before he can walk," said Sim-
ple, "bat sometimes a man
crawls so long be cannot get
up and walk.
has crawled
is now time
I think the Negro
long enough. It
he Is alked. He
been bowed down too long. It
IL now time he lifts his head.
Been related to Uncle Tom too
tom-tommed long! It is now
time the black man snatches his
bandana off his head and does
not replace It with a cellophane
one. Let his hair blow in the
wind like Adam Powell's. or
else put on a turban like Mal-
colm X."
"I have never seen Malcolm
X. in a turban," I said.
"I h ave never seen Malcolm
X," said Simple, "but I thought
Muslims wore turbans."
"Not all of them," I said. "I
think a turban has something
tc do with Mecca."
"Who is she?" asked Simple.
"It's a place," I said, "not
a person. '
"Then where is Mecca?" ask-
s,. Simple.
"It is not in Georgia," I said,
"you can bet on that."
"And it stone is not in Har-
lem," said Simple. "So wh re
is it?"
"I think it is somewhere in
Arabia," I said, "Anyway,
to Catholics."
"Or the Elk's Rest to an Elk,"
said Simple.
"You are thinking of drinking
places," I said "What I am
referring to are spiritual places
where one goes to get the soul
refreshed."
"But you have to drag the
body there and a cool beer is
a help," said Simple. "Was
to go to Mecca, I would atop
by the Elk's Rest on the way."
"Muslims do not drink," I
said. "Period."
"Why?" asked Simple.
"Because drink befuddles the
brain, flags the spirit, and
causes a man's physical well-
being to sag also."
"Do, Jesus!" said Simple.
"But I know I have seen some
Catholic friends of mine in the
Elk's Rest, also Baptists, Meth-
odists, and Wash Feet."
"Muslims are the ones who
de not drink,' I said. "At least,
ii is against their religion."
"Like sinning is against
everybody's religion," said Sim-
ple. "But if it wasn't for the
sinners, what would the preach-
ers do? They would have no-
body to save. Who would set
on the mourners bench? And
Meat, Mecca, And Beer
it is the fountainhead of Mo- what would a revival be us'
hamedanism. Mecca is to the out a mourners bench? Oh, ,t
Muslims what the Vatican is is sweet to be a sinner and
have all the womens praying
over you! Such excitement
when you rise up and cry, "I'm
saved!' And if you be Baptist,
you at least get a bath when
they dip you in that pool. In
the old days it must have been
hard on the hair, but not with
these new processes. Do Mils-
:ims baptize?"
"I doubt it," I said, "theirs
is an Eastern faith."
"Not Southern," said Simple.
"Seems like I did hear they
don't eat pork. Now how Ltan
anybody get along without- a
pork chop now and then With
a cold, bottle of beer, or a pt's
foot, or a mess of chitterlings?
I ask yoti."
"There are some people ' in
the world who do not eat me.)
at all," I said, "just vegetabll
fruit, and nuts."
"Aw, nuts!" said Simple. --
"That sounds like the remark
of a very intolerant man. The
least you should do is respect
other peoples ways of life,": I
sain, "be it in regard to "re-
ligion, eating, or drinking hab-
its. If a person wants to live
without meat, why not?"
"Why not?" agreed Simple.
"Let them sop the gravy •es
long as I can get the meal."
•
Open Voter Education-
Project At Highlander
 *40.1 •••••••••••
to hawk peanuts, pop-corn and
soft drinks? Have they fathered
a son who has fathered a son
who now hawks peanuts and
pop-corn?
Where are the bat-boys? Are
they grandfathers with grand-
sons who are trying for the Big
Leagues?
Are the box-office workers
victims of infirmities? Does the
ticket-takers now walk with a
cane?
Where are the men whom the
fans termed, either the devil or
darling, depending on how a
play was called . . . the Um-
pires. Have their voices been
silenced forever?
What about the managers?
Did they witness too many de-
feats to care one-way or anoth-
er now?
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Where are the trainers and
scouts? Are they telling tell-
tales of the Golden Days?
How are owners of teams now
faring? Are they financial se-
cure . . or are they a depend-
ent of a welfare agency?
Oh yes! Where is the water
boy? Has his head witnessed
too many hot summer after-
noons to have any dash re-
maining in his limbs?
What about the Red Sox? The
team reverted to the National
Negro Baseball League. Some
Memphians said "we hate to
see them go but there's nothing
we can do." They recalled how
the team broueht home national
campionships in 1938, '39, 1943,
'49 and 1950.
The Memphis Red Sox was
first organized in about 1919
by the late A. P. Martin, who
was a barber and the owner
of the Martin Barber college
on Beale. He operated the team
about two years before selling
it lito two men . . . one was
Moss Dandridge, the other was
By LEON DANIEL
MONTEAr LE, Tenn.—(UPI)
— The Highlander Folk School,
a controversial, liberal outpost
in the conservative southeast
Tennessee hill country, is quiet-
ly at work on a project aimed at
swelling the ranks oi Negro
voters.
The school's charter was re-
voked after an investigation by
the 1959 Tennessee legislature
on the grounds that the racially-
mixed institution violated the
state's segregation laws.
Highlander has been continu-
ing operation, however, pending
appeal of the circuit court order
lifting the charter. The school's
director, Myles Horton. a native
of Savannah hi segregation-
minded west Tennessee, says he
is preparcd to appeal the case
all the way to the U. S. supreme
a Miller. Soon the men sold
the team to R. S. Lewis of the
R. S. Lewis and Son Fun-
eral Home now on Vance
ave. That was around 1923.
Lewis built a stadium of wood
and named it the Lewis Park
In 1927 along came the Martin
Brothers . . . the late W. S.,
J. B., now of Chicago and B.
B. still practicing dentistry in
Memphis . . . and bought the
Red Sox and the stadium from
"Bubba" Lewis( and changed
the name to "Martin Stadium."
BIG LEAGUERS
Twenty years later, the Mar-
tin Brothers built the proud sta-
dium of concert and steel at a
reported price of $200,000. They
operated it until it was sold last
year at a reported price of $110,-
000.
Many ball players with great
ability, but a little ahead of the
time when Big Leagues would
accept Negro players, have
known victory and defeat in
the stadium. Among them
were such names as Larry
Brown, Neal Robinson, "Jelly"
Taylor, Verde! Mathis, Porter
Moss, Willie Wells, jr.. and his
son Junior; Elliot Radcliffe, and
his brother Theodore "Ted-
Double Duty" Radcliffe, so cloasll
Josh
ed because he wan both a pitch•
er and a catcher -
Gibson, Oscar Charleston, "cool
Papa" Bell, Carl Glass and
George Crowe, another man-
a ger-pitgher.
Whengiou recall managers of
the Red Sox, such names as
the following come to mind:
Rufus Ligons, Jim "Candy"
Taylor, Rubin Jones, Homer
"Goose" Curry, and of course
Larry Brown and Elliot Rad-
cliffe.
Most of the Negro players
in Big Leagues today, have
played in Martin Stadium, a
long time before racial bars
were' lowered. Memphis sent
to the Big League pitcher Dan
Bankhead about '50; Bob Boyd,
pitcher; and Jehosie Heard.
WHO'S WHO
To list the names of other
Negro players who dreamed a
dream about the Big League
while playing at Martin Sta-
dium, would be almost like com-
piling Who's Who in Baseball:
Jackie Robinson, the first to
break the barrier; Larry Etoby,
"Red" Sam Jones. Monte Irvin,
Willie Mays, Al Smith, Roy
Campanella, Junior Gilliam,
Bill Bruton, Hank Aaron. Luke
Easter, Ernie Banks, Earl "ek-
es, Minnie Minoso, Elston
Howard, Vic Harris, . and
more.
But as we speed by the site,
we cannot refrain from thinking
about the pleasures, the heart-
aches. the joys. the heart-
breaks, the accomplishments,
the defeats, the frustration, the
adjustment, that must have ef-
fected the fens and the baseball
teams. But one last question:
Where are those telio did not
make the grade?
court.
Horton, who founded Hi g.
kinder in 1932, is setting up a
system of "citizenship school."
to teach illiterate Negroee to
read and write well enough-to
pass literacy requirements .for
Negroes.
In explaining how the plan
works Horton likes to talk about
Johns Island. a rural area ;aft
the coast of South 'arollna
where most of the people -ere
Negroes and very few of thn,
according to Horton, are filtr-
ate.
"We opened a school it a
community there in 1956,"1-ie
said. "There were 208 Negroes
and of these about ;0 voljtd.
Now more than 700 are register-
ed and almost all of them voti."
Horton said that as meee 4e-
groes began voting on Johns
Island roads were built and pub-
lic schools were itn?roved.
for the Negroes by the loct
"None of this has been d
whites," Horton said. "With the
impetus v support of the
school, taught by local volun-
teer teachers, they have done
It themselves "
Teachers and supervisors for
the schools come to Highlander
to learn how to teach the clas-
ses, using Highlander's inten-
sive program.
Horton said that In ha found.
that learning is accelerated
"when the motivation is first
class citizenship.
"The mechanics ce the pro-
gram were worked out by Mrs.
Septima Clark, our educational
director." he said. "I have been
experimenting with tht plan
for years but she Worked. out
the teaching details " s
The school is financed by
trihutions from throulhout t
United States. Among th,- mo
prominent backers of th sch
are Mrs. Fleenor Rnoseveft a
Dr Reinhold Nietuhr, the
°logien.
•
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•Seek To Outlaw Sticky
Fingered Relic Buffs
By CHARLES B. HARNETT
Public Relations Director
ILLINOIS STATE MUSEUM
Indian mounds and village
sites have been looted and de-
Stroyed in such numbers in I111-
nois that archaeologists find
"themselves confounded in writ-
Aug the state's prehistory.
-Until the last few decades the
'damage wrought by vandals on
prehistoric sites was never
iully realized. Now archaeolo-
gists are pondering on the open-
Cods of Indian prehistory creat-
ed by "treasure" hunters who
systematically have pilfered the
state's antiquities over the last
johliundred years.
11. In some states — Florida and
Arizona to name two — tree-
lure-hunting may sometimes
„seem justifiable. Millions in
...buried hoard" are said to lie
! hidden away in caves, &ban.
.4oned mine shafts and under.
...ground vaults. But Illinois has
snever been known as a region
containing treasure troves, his.
-Boric or prehistoric. It there-
-fore poses something of a mys-
tery why people should want to
-ruin the only means by which
scientists can uncover the
story of Illinois' past.
Since the 19th century when
Indian mounds were first ex-
cavated here, the only objects
recovered from these earth-
works have been stone, bone
and copper implements buried
Abby the prehistoric Indians. No
Igold, silver or gems have ever
been found, and archaeologists
say there never will be.
Yet it is estimated that some
90 percent of the Indian mounds
in Illinois, at one time or an-
other, have been vandalized, if
LAMIDI FAKEYE, master
_ carver of Ondo, Western NI.
./
seri', is shown with one of
his many famous wooden
not ruined. In Jo Davies' coun-
ty alone of the 650 Indian sites
recorded there in 1935, over 600
had been plundered. Other coun-
ties "rich" in such catchpenny
artifacts have suffered similar
attacks on their antiquities.
A recent case also illustrates
the disregard some persons
show for the state's prehistoric
heritage. An Illinois school tea-
cher boasted of having rifled 13
Indian mounds on a single Sun-
day outing.
Amateur a n d professional
archaeologists in Illinois, aware
of the irreparable damage al-
ready done, have united their
efforts to save the remaining
NIGERIAN k ARVINGS,
above, were done by Lamidi
Fakeye, known as the "ma,-
carvings. The noted artist
recently exhibited his work
during a showing held by the
British Council at lbadan.
lts CEVIA‘Nt.ki IURNIO OUT
BE P. VreAlrftV Ut.
ARE SOU *1 'A% tHo*/ DUstIALIA?
prehistoric sites from destruc-
tion. A bill will be introduced
shortly in the State Legislature,
which would regulate the dig-
ging of archaeological sites.
The bill would establish a
Board of Antiquities which
would issue permits for seca•
vation of archaeological sites.
Under its provisions persons
desiring to excavate would file
a statement of intent with the
board, outlining the site, char-
acter of work proposed and
length of time required fir the
excavation. All records, photo-
graphs and recovered materials
would be available for study by
the board until 90 days after the purpose.
see(
close of excavation.
Archaeologists believe they
will thus be able to save much
of the information contained in
mounds and village sites
throughout the state.
"The intention of this bill,"
says Dr. Joseph R. Caldwell,
"is not to stop people from dig-
ging. Rather it is intended to
presern prehistoric data which,
otherwise, would be lost for-
ever." Dr. Caldwell. co-author
of the Antiquities Bill, is head
curator of anthropology at the
Illinois State Museum.
The bill has been endorsed by
the Illinois Archaeological Sur-
vey, a group of professional
archaeologists representing the
state's educational institutions.
Amateur archaeologists of the
-Illinois State Archaeological So-
ciety, one of the midwest's large
amateur bodies, last year tent*
Lively approved a bill of similar
ter carver of Ondo." Most of formed with a razor sharp
the artist's works are per- knife on light, soft wood.
Tills WOODEN carving by La-
midi Fakeye, Nigerian artist, Is
one of his many works which
may be viewed at the Lagos
museum. His results is a com-
bination of Swedish modern
and ancient Yoruba.
PO BUNG..
A MODEL.
ovEtonN
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Dear Mme. Chants: Ave., Dayton 17, Ohio
I would like to join your pen • • •
pal club. I am a lady in my Dear Mme. Chants:
early forties, considered nice I read your corner every
looking, some college educe- week and it is wonderful how
Lion and self supporting. Would you have helped so many. Hope
like to correspond with a gen- you can help to. find a corn-
tieman of similar background panion. I am a quiet young
—preferably of Spanish origin. man with no bad habits; 5 feet
However, race or color does 5 inches tall, black hair, med.
not matter. ium brown skin. Race, creed.
Irma Lowe, 150 N. Hermitage color do not matter. Please
Ave., Chicago 12. 111. enclose photo. Will do likewise.
• • • Richard L Yancey, 4402 S.
Dear Mme. Chants: Prairie, Apt. 111, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
I am a regular reader of
your column and think it is Dear Mme. Chante:
tops. I am a lonely, woman. I am 46 years old, 5 'set, 3inches tall, brown hair, light49 years old, 5 feet, 4 inches
tall, weigh 149 lbs,, brown red complexion. Would like to
complexion. I am a beautician hear from only sincere ladies
who are interested in marriage
and have 17 years of teaching
experience in the public school and 
want a good husband. She
can have one or two children.
system. Love church and
better things in life. I am 
the 
am a Christian man.
D. p Hunter, 405 Mary St., Dub-
telllgent and understanding. lin, Ga.
Would appreciate hearing from • • •
a ni" gentleman between 4. Dear Mme. Chants:
and 54 years old. He must be I am writing to you with
intelligent with some educe- hopes that you can find me a
tion and profesaional trade. companion. I have lived alone
Please enclose photo. for so long that life is getting
Mrs. Ernestine Wilson, 4553 unbearable. Would like to find
William Arnold rd., Memphis a respectable man in his late
17, 'Tenn.
• • • 
40's or early 50's. Someone who
wants to get ahead in life. I
Dear Mme. Chants: love classical and sweet music,
Your column has been such also baseball. Attend church.
a wonderful help to others Louise Campel, 6466 S. Dante
that I was wondering if you Ave., Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •could help me. I am a young
widow who is desirous of meet- Dear Mme. Chante:
ing a nice intelligent gentle- I am 23 years of age. Would
man. He must be employed, like to correspond with a young
like children, between 5 feet, man between 23 and 29. I am
9 and 6 feet tall. I am 5 feet, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, weigh 136
9 inches, considered nice look- lbs., black hair, brown eyes.
log. Please send photo. Miss All letters will be answered.
Lee Louis, 2017 W. Washing- Ella Ellis, 106 W. 59th St., Chi-
ton, Chicago, Ill.
• 
cago,
• • • • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Dear Mme. Chants:
I am interested in meeting a I am a constant reader of
Christian gentleman between the lovelorn corner and it is
40 and 50, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, just wonderful how you have
weight around 160 lbs. He helped so many people find
must possess fine qualities and true love and happiness. I am
like the nicer things in life, wondering if you can help me.
He must like children. Will I am interested in correspon-
give all necessary information ding with handicapped gentle.
in first letter. Please send men. They must be single, and
photo. There are advanteges between 39 and 65. All letters
here in medicine, chemistry will be promptly answered.
and engineering. Teresa Robertson, 233 Kinnard
O. C. Davis, 305 Westwood Ave., Dayton, Ohio
Approve Mixed
Clergy Meeting
JACKSONVILLE. Fla.—(UPI)
— 
Leaders of the Southern
Methodist church closed a two-
day meeting by approving a
proposed meeting of white and
Negro clergymen to discuss
ways of bettering race rela-
tions.
Florida state Rep. Robert T.
Mann of Tampa, said the meet-
ing would take plac- at Lake
Junaluska, N. C. sometime
next year. Mann is chairman of
the human relations committee
for the church's southeastern
jurisdictional council.
"Any church's responsibility,"
Mann said. "is to help its mem-
bers understand diversity of
viewpoints, and to apply chris-
tian principles to minimize the
Intensity of feeling which ac-
companies differences of this
kind."
States represented at the meet-
ing included Florida, South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
North Carolina, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Tennessee and Vir-
ginia.
Nigerian Master Carver
Uses Sharp Knife, Wood
A razor-sharp knife or "dee
made by the local blacksmith
from discarded automobile
eprings, a block of wood, pref-
erably soft Omo or lustrous
Iroko, and a half-remembered
dream compose the combine-
tin necessary for the sure
bands of Lamidi Fakeye, the
master carver of Ondo, to pro-
duce some of the most provoc-
ative wooden statuary to come
out of Western Nigeria in years.
Lamidi, son of Fakeye — a
master carver in his min right
whose works may be viewed at
the Lagos museum — apprentic-
(ON...WELL -CNAT'S
ONLY
ed himself in 1945 to Bandele,
son of Areogun, whose massive
architectural style derived from
the early carvings of the Mobs
Yoruba', can be found in many
villages between Inero and Obo.
Wood-carving in Nigeria, es-
pecially Western Nigeria, is one
of the oldest of the indigenous
arts. Many of the early ex-
amples of carving now repose
in the museums and dniversi-
ties of other countries, having
been removed from Nigeria dur-
ing the first 30 years of the
century.
In fact, the smuggling of care-
YOU'RE 5NONiN'i
I 
_
tNE laUSINESS:
•
ings from Nigeria to Europe
and America has caused the
Federal Antiquities Commission
considerable anguish and ex-
pense. In Oyo, which lies 34
miles north of Madan, the capi-
tal of Western Nigeria, a flour-
ishing trade in statuary, produc-
ed on a mass production basis,
has been established among vis-
iting tourists.
Unfortunately the harried cus.
toms clerks at Lagos airport are
not expert enough to distinguish
between genuine antiquities and
those carved last week. To play
safe, they impound everything
that looks as though it might
have even faint historical signi-
ficance.
Fakeye's work smacks of both
old and the new. In 1955 he
was commissioned to design the
furniture for Western Nigeria's
House of Chiefs and House of
Assembly. The result is a curi-
ous but pleasing combination of
Swedish modern and ancient
Yoruba. In 1952 Fakeye carved
the panels that now grace the
walls of Western Region Pre-
mier S. L. Akintolee well de-
signed office.
Educated at Oshogbo day
reboot, Fakeye learned the rudi-
ments
i
 of carving:
1zmproviag 
his fath-
er, !improvising 
Raokia eff) Prof. Doodi.
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Nigerian City
University Site
IBADAN, Nigeria — West-
ern Nigeria's new university
will be built at If., 55 miles
east of the Regional capital of
lbadan.
Ife, with a population of 110,-
000 is one of the oldest towns
in Nigeria and t Ii e cultural
cradle of the Yoruba people.
It derives its name from t h e
mythological lore that the earth
was created in lie, the word
connoting "expansion."
An official announcement
from Ibadan states that t h •
university, when built, will be
called "The University of Ife "
The announcement pointed
out that the Government had
taken the decision on the siting
of the University at Ife on the
recommendation of a panel of
experts
A team of experts led by an
Architect and Town Planner
of considerable experience in
the planning of Universities.
A. Sharon, undertook a survey
of no fewer than twenty major
towns in the Region bearing in
mind the requirements of the
proposed university. The team
arrived at the unanimous choice
of the township of Ife as the
most suitable and appropriate
location for the University.
The government, in accept-
ing this recommendation, has
decided that the proposed urn.
varsity will be sited near the
town of He, on the actual lo-
cation recommended by the
experts and which will be sur-
veyed immediately.
Says Dr. Bunche
Wasn't Recalled
WASHINGTON — (ANP) —
Rep. Frances P. Bolton of Ohio,
last week, published a letter in
the Congressional Record that
cleared up the mistaken impres-
sion of many persons that Ralph
Bunche was recalled from his
assignment at the outbreak of
trouble in the Congo.
The t1 -3 of the word "recall,"
Rep. Bolton said, implied that
Bunche had failed in his mis-
sion as the Unit d Nations man
on the scene. This is not true,
she said.
To help clear up the matter
she inserted a letter in the rec-
ord she received from Andrew
W. Cordier, executive assistant
to Secretary General Dag Ham-
m a rskjold.
Referring to Bunche, Cordier
wrote: "His role in the Congo,
as well as that of all other Unit-
ed Nations officials involved
in this United Nations opera-
tion, was above reproach. I
want to stress that Dr. Bunche
was not in any sense recalled.
SHORT MISSION
"He was sent to the Congo by
the secretary general as his
personal represen'ative during
wherever he thought necessary.
He taught carving at St. Leo's
College in Abeokuta and later
at Holy Cross School at Lagos
before moving to Ondo where
he is now closely associated
with the Catholic Mission.
EXHIBITS CARVINGS
Recently Fakeye had many
of his carvings on show at an
exhibition held by the British
Council at lbadan. Furniture,
masks, panels and lbelis were
featured. The Ibejle, or twins
are idols representing dead
children. Yoruba parents when
a child died, ordered an lbeii
Idol which they clothed, pre-
sented with food, and in whose
honour they held feasts. The
statues are male and female
and if on, twin died, then the
idol would get clothes made
from the same material used to
dress the surviving twin.
Fakeye still gets orders for
approximately SO Ibeil idols
each year.
DR. RALPH BUNCHE
the last days of June on a short
mission.
"He represented the secretary
general at the Independence
Day ceremonies on June 30 and
was requested to consult with
the Congolese authorities re-
garding the type of assistance
that might be rendered to that
Government and people.
"This mission wa expected to
be short. His regular official
duties, in addition to pressing
personal obligations, awaited
his return. However, the crisis
developed and the Secretary
General found it necessary to
prolong his stay in the Congo
far beyound his original inten-
tion. it became mandatory both
because of his official duties in
New York and his personal
obligations to return to New
York by September I.
"I hepeat. therefore, that in
no sense was Dr. Bunche recall-
ed. His return to headquarters
was natural and normal and
due wholly to awaiting duties
both official and personal.
"Criticisms regardine his ac-
tions in the Congo were irrele-
vant since he discharged all of
his responsibilities there with
such impartiality. soundness
and ability as to be beyond re-
mach from th eSecretary Gen-
eral's and the Unite, Nation.
point of view."
DEFENDER
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Mississippi
CORINTA
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
Funeral for Mrs. Ophilie
Stigers Sparke was held at City
Road Methodist church last
Sunday with Rev. J. R. Mc-
Leod officiating. Burial was in
Forest Hill cemetery.
Mt. Mona Methodist church
held a musical program last
Sunday evening with all
churches and ministers taking
part. Rev. R. S. Pickens was
guest speaker.
The Christian Union had a
song program at Mt. Moriah
Methodist church recently. The
program was rendered by the
Early Travelers Quarter of Blue
Mountain, Miss. Rev. W. W.
Hamilton, president; Mrs. Ise-
bell Young, secretary; Rev.
R. H. King, pastor. Mrs. Cora
E. Hamilton was sponsor.
Rev. R. B. Owens, jr., was
guest speaker at Macedonia
Baptist church last Sunday.
Bishop Asks End To  Housing Bias 
NDA Discusses
Medical Aid
To Africa
lines
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Medical and dental aid to Afri-
ca was the topic discussed by
the group assembled here at
the Howard University College
of Medicine.
Colored physicians and den-
tists, because of their racial
identity believe they can be
of service in stabilizing the
medical program of the African
nations until they have the sci-
entific personnel in schools and
services to function without
such help.
This cooperation with Afri-
can countries would be the best]
The Missionary Society w a sleey of winning them for de-
the sponsor. Rev. C. J. Lowe r moncacy.
is pastor. Rev. W. W. Hama. It was agreed that liaison
ton also spoke. should be developed between
TUPIPI,0 the African embassies and the
By ELLA T. HADLEY State Department to push for
Mrs. Lucy Chambers died educational facilities, that is,
last Tuesday. Funeral w a s teachers in their schools and
held at Spring Hill M. B. African students in our Amen-
church. She was an Eastern can institutions.
Star Heroine of Jericho; C. B. The National Medical Asso-
Society and Home Benefit So-
,ciation a n d National Dental
ciety and a member of StevensIAssociation would then recruit
Chapel. Survivors are 3 sons, personnel to fulfill these posts
1 daughter and other relatives. in Africa.
On the sick list are Mrs. Le-
la Clifton, Mrs. Mary Arnold,
Joe Partlow, Eliza Firmie and
Ora L. Cannon.
The district conference was
held at St. Paul M. E. church
—amount raised — $136.22.
• * •
DOLLY SPRINGS Earl Woods was held at ShamThe entertainment given at- Baptist church. Rev. E. Wright
the home of Prof. and Mrs. delivered the eulogy. Mr. Woods,
Daley was enjoyed by all. The
was a native of Lake City, S.
Ilecasion was in Mrs. Daley's C. He came to Pahokee in 1940honor. 
and was well known in the
Among those present were Everglade project. He was the
Linda Marshall, Ora L. Wal-
ker, Mary E. Crocket, Verna
L. Boyd, Jerry Hubbard,
Charles Armstrong. Preston
Sims, Beverly Parker, Fannie No. 1 of Shilo Baptist church
rendered an afternoon serviceN. Gregory, Mamie L. Falk-
ner, Sallie E. Jeffries. Jean for Rev. J. B. Adams which
Pinson, Kattie Walker and Mrs. was very inspiring—$86.00 was
Walker.
GOODMAN
Florida
PAHOKEE
By R. C. DURR
Funeral services for J. C.
Woods, son of Mr. and Mrs.
husband of the former Mary
L. McCuller.
Rev. A. L. Jarden and choir
raised.
Walter 3. Steven, former 6thI
grade teacher at East Lake,
By. P. BILLINGSLEA high school has been trans-'
Rev. and Mrs. 0. B. Davis, (erred to Everglade elementary
school where he has been madeMrs. Pearleane Billingslea.
Mr. and Mrs. James Holmes principal. Mr. Steven is a
member oof St. James AMEand Mrs. Sarah Peppers at-
church and a member of civictended the PTA meeting in
• • •
NATIONAL DENTAL ASSO-
elation African Affairs Com-
mittee members are shown,
seated left to right. Dr.
Gerald O'Coner, exe c u-
tive director — Foundation
for All Africa; Miss Charlotte
Primas, dental hygienist, rep-
resenting her brother, Dr. H.
R. Primes, chairman, Na-
tional Dental African com-
mittee; Millard R. Dean,
N.D.A.; Mrs. H. R. Primes;
Dean Russell A. Dixon, How-
ard university Dental School.
Standing left to right: Dr.
Julian Anderson, New York
City, N.L.A.; A. H. Starke,
executive secretary, Founds-
Lion for All Africa; .1. B.
Koranteng, Educational At-
tache, Ghana Embassy; Dr.
Edward Mazique, National
Medical Association; Dean
Robert S. Jasob, Howard uni-
versity College of Medi,ine
and Samuel C. Smith, execu-
tive secretary, National Medi-
cal Association.
Baton Rouge
LOUISIANA
By M. N. RINGGOLD
Among the fabulous affairs of
the season is listed the recent
presentation of the debutante
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Har-
rison D. Lawless. Miss Jac-
queline Joy Lawless, framed
n the center of a huge Valets-
time background of the lovely
living room, was refreshingly
beautiful. Hundreds of guests
called during t h e evening.
Friends serving in the roles of
door hostess, coordinating host-
esses and tea girls were Mrs.
S. J. Ramsey and Mrs. 53. J.
Cole; Misses Evelyn Wade,
Barbara Clark, Martha Ray
White and Jean Marie LaMotte.
Mr. R. Taylor Gadison, 1956
graduate of Southern University
with a major in Animal Hus-
bandry, left Baton Rouge last
Thursday for briefings in Wash-
ington, D. C. before assuming
duties in the new agricultural
program being set up by the
Liberian Government. He will
leave for Monrovia after the
sessions in Washington. During
the two-year stay in Liberia he
will write a thesis on the eco-
nomic phase of that country.
This assignment for Mr. Gadi-,
son, a former employee of the I
Louisiana State Industrial
School, is being sponsored by
t h e Internationa: Voluntary,
Durant last Monday night. organizations throughout t h e Services.
Men's Day program was citY•
very enjoyable at Goodman Mrs. Marie Jones has been
Baptist church the fourth Sun-,on the sick list. Also Mrs. Vai-
1 D Pauline Jacksonday. Several churches partici- e rummer, 
pated. Mr. R. T. Brandon of and James Jones.
Durant was guest speaker — Mrs. Naomi Carr has return-
ed to the city after spending
three weeks with her mother in
South Carolina.
$38.000 was raised.
• • •
PICKENS
By GRACE BYRD STIGLER Rev. Otis Drummer, 12 year
Sunday school a n d church old boy preacher, preached a
services were well attended wonderful sermon at the Church
last Sunday at Fairview M. B. of God. Rev. Drummer's sub-
church. Rev. Safford deliver- ject was "The Bottomless Pit."
ed a wonderful sermon. Choir No. 1 of St. James
Mrs. Hattie Day is in the AME church will present a
hospital in Jackson. Four of musical the third Sunday at 3
her children from Cleveland p.m. All choirs in the city will
are here at her bedside, participate at the affair.
Arkansas
BATESVILLE Rev. and Mrs. Albert St.
By MAITIE WATKINS 1Clair attended services in La
A number of books suitable Cross last Sunday.
for program reading for the Douglas Corinthine who was
Easter season are available at injured in an auto accident is
Charles Brown Memorial Li- recuperating in the home of
brary. located in the Ethel Mil- Mr. and Mrs. Tyree Kennard,
ler school. Mr. and Mrs. Levi Drafton
The Bible band met Thurs-,of Sidney visited here la st
day evening in the home of Saturday.
Mrs. Essie Martin. I The Society of Bethlehem
The Missionary Society metIBaptist church met Friday
Friday evening at Bethel AME evening. Mrs. Willie Flemming,
church. Rev. W. J. Daniel is president; Rev. Douglas pas-
pastor. tor.
Rev. P. L. Johnson of Little Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scrib-
Rock visited here Friday and ner attended services at Wal-
was guest in the home of Rev.
and Mrs. W. J. Daniel. Rev
Johnson preached a very in-
spring sermon last Sunday at'
Bethel AME church.
nut Ridge last Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Scribner
were dinner guests in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Geni-
pher Watkins recently.
Mr. Adolph Colby, former
Baton Rougean now living in St.
Louis spent several days in
Baton Rouge recently. While
here he was th, house guest of
Mrs. M. N. Reingold and Mrs.
I. N. Givens. Mr. Colby visited
relatives in New Orleans dur-
ing the Mardi Gras season.
Friends in Louisiana regretted
that his lovely wife, Mrs. Ma-
bel Colby, was unable to ac-
company him on this trip.
Weekenc: visitors to Baton
Rouge last week were Messrs.
Felton H. Purnell, Stanford
(Billy) Purnell, and son Baron
("Dubber" and H. McBride.
The exercises of Carrie's
Beauty School were held at St.
Mark Methodist Church last
Sunday in joint connection with
the morning services of that
church. Mrs. Maggie Brous-
sard, School Supervisor, is to
be congratulated on the splen-
did program as well as the gen-
eral appearance and deport-
ment of the graduates. Pro-
gram participants were inspir-
ing in their presentations.
These persons included Dr.
Katie Whickham, President Na-
tional Beauty Culturists Lea-
gue; Mrs. Marla Porter Ed-
wards, Miss Isabella Gant and
Mrs. I. Payne Robinson. Ap-
propriately beautiful music was
rendered by the choir. The ser-
mon on "Beautifying the Soul"
Tennessee
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Taylor of
215 Madison Street are very
happy parents of a fine baby
girl born to them at Jackson-
Madison County General hos-
pital Sunday, Feb. 26, 1961.
Mother and daughter were do-
ing very nicely.
Mrs. Alberta Anderson re-
turned to her home recently at
596 Wilson st. from Memphis.
Tenn., where she attended the
funeral of a relative.
Mrs. Mary Pinkston of 256
Southern st., was in Danville
Ill., several days visiting her
husband's brother who is very
ill
Funeral services for Mrs
Julia Bond were held last Sun-
day at 2 p.m. at Denmark Bap-
tist church, the Rev. W. H.
Johnson officiated. Burial was
In the church cemetery with
Ford Funeral Home in charge.
Mrs. Bond was one of the older
citizens of Madison County and
had been a member of Denmark
Baptist church for more than
60 years. Survivors include her
husband. Rev. Bond, several
nieees, nephews and other rela-
tives.
Mrs. Gretchen Craig and her
two daughters, Mrs. Jewell
I Parham and Mrs. Peggy
'Scruggs and children all of De-
caturville, Tenn., were recent
visitors in the home of their
DR. HORACE MANN BOND
(second from left), dean of the
school of education, Atlanta
university, is shown Poling
with President Geer ge W.
Gore, jr., (left). J. W. Riley,
progranvrhairman and bead
relative, Ars. M. A. Jennings
on Tanyard Street,
The PTA of Washington-Doug-
las Elementary school presented I
its Annual Family Night Pro-
gram recently in the school!
auditorium. Featured on the
program was talent displayed
by the parents within the or
ganization. The occasion was
thoroughly enjoyed. Refresh
ments were served at the close
of the meeting.
The young people of Cumber-
land St. Baptist church observed
Annual Youth Day last Sunday.
Wesley McCullar was chairman,
Mrs. Mary France, • director,
the Rev. W. M. Monroe, pas-
tor.
The PTA of West High school
presented its first Annual Foun-
ders Day program, Sunday,
Feb. 26, 1961 in the high school
gym at 3:30 p.m. Highlights
of the National Founders of
PTA, were presented by Mrs.
Fannie McKinney. Recognition
of past PTA presidents both
local and county was given.
Music was furnished by men's
choruses of Denmark, Mercer,
Johnson Grove and St. John
No. 2 and the West High Glee
Club.
Guest speaker was Miss Jes-
sie Brooks, Instructional Super-
visor of Jackson City school.
Others who appeared on the
program were Rev. F. D. Free-
man, Rev. D. J. Phinesee, Mrs.
by Rev. W. T. handy, jr., was
challenging to the entire con-
gregation.
Mr. Daniel Byrd of New Or-
leans was guest speaker for
Men's Day program at Wesley
Methodist Church last Sunday.
Mr. Byrd is known throughout
the state for his participation
in Religious, Educational and
Fraternal affairs.
Despite the downpour of rain
the "WORLD DAY OF PRAY-
ER INTERDENOMINATIONAL
WORSHIP SERVICE" was con-
ducted at the Maggie Nance
Ringgold Unit, YWCA last Fri-
day night with the following
persons performing icey roles:
Miss V. T. Jones, Mesdames I.
N. Givens, T. E. Ramsey, Elsie
S. Powell, M. H. Archie, T. S.
Perkins, F. B. Barnes, and lit-
tle Amanda James, Annie
Jones, and Amanda Jones.
Mrs. Malvina V. Booker,
President, Louisiana Congress
of Parents and Teachers is
actively engaged in encourag-
ing the efforts of various P.T.A.
units.
Notes' Accident Of
Color' As Deterrent
EDITOR'S NOTE: Following
is a portion of a statement of
the Most Reverend Patrick A.
O'Boyle, Archbishop of Wash-
ington, D. C., entitled: "Hous-
ing, Regardless of Race." It
was printed in the Archdloces-
an newspaper The Catholic
Standard, on Feb. 24, 1961.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A
major aim -of Brotherhood in
the Washington area this year
is to promote and support this
objective and I recall that five
years ago, addressing the mem-
bers of the John Carroll Society
at their annual dinner, I made
this statement:
"A second line of approach
Is suggested by an argument
which runs this way; it is fool-
ish to seek to integrate Negroes
into a white community, because
the cultural and educational
levels of the two groups are too
far apart. How can we mingle
two groups so different, with-
out creating intolerable ten-
sions?
"Perhaps the best answer to
this objection is to go back in-
to history and read what was
said about our own ancestors.
I will not offend your ears by
repeating the scurrilous re-
marks that were common, not
too long ago, about the Irish,
the Italians, the Hungarians.
Polish and many other peoples
represented here.
"We were considered by some
to be the dregs of Europe, the
products of old-world slums.
the unsuccessful type that could
not make a living in our native
lands. We do not hea: much
about this today, precisely be-
cause this was a land of op-
portunity. We had a chance to
advance and assimilate.
"But we had this chance in
large measure because of the
accident of color. We could not
be identified merely because of
our external appearances. When
our parents sacrificed to give
us an education, we could take
F. A. Dobbins, Instructional
Supervisor of Madison County
Schools. Representative from
Denmark, Greer and silairs
Chapel Elementary school and
a representative from West
High Student Council. Mrs. A.
B. Deberry the program chair-
man and Mr. Larnell Deberry,
president of West High PTA
spared no pain in making this
occasion what it should be. All
parents, patrons, friends and
students of Madison County
were invited to attend.
Beta Upsilon Lambda and Beta
Pi Chapters of the Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity, Inc., observed
Its 25th Founders Day Anniver-
sary on February 26. 1961 at
5 p.m., in Lane College audito-
rium. The speaker for this oc-
casion was Atty.Flelford B. Law-
son of Howard university Lay
School, • Washington, D. C.
Attorney i a w son is an
International personality who
served as an Atty. to the U. S
for five years
of the FAMU department of 
Supreme Court 
as General President of the
history and geography, and Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Dr. H. Manning Efferson, 
.Th. occasion was informational
dean of th4 university. and Inspirational.
DR. ROBERT P. VARLEY
(right), guest speaker at
Maryland State college Bon-
o r s Convocation, receives
bronze plaque from Dr. Ver-
non W. Stone, extolling the
speaker's interest in the quest
for universal acceptance of
the brotherhood of man.
Funeral rites for Mrs. Bertha
Ross were held Thursday at 2
p.m. at Brown's Creek Baptist
church, the Rev. N. Davis of-
ficiated. Burial was in the
church cemetery with Stevenson
and Shaw Funeral Home in
charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barnes
of 445 Merry Lane Court are
the proud parents of a healthy
little girl born to their union
on Washington's birthday Feb.
22, 1961. The child has been
christened Charline Barnes. The
mother and frther were bub-
bling over with happiness.
Funeral for Mr. Melvin Giv-
ens who died Wednesday, Feb
22. 1961 was held last Sunday
at 2 p.m. at Blairs Chapel CME
church, the Rev. N. Davis and
Rev. P. T. Northern officiating.
Burial was in the church ceme-
tery with Stevenson and Shaw
In charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D. Mil-
ler of this city gave a surprise
birthday party for their son.
Arthur D. jr., who was four
years old last Sunday. Arthur
was surrounded by several of
his little friends and was the
recipient of many valuable and
useful gifts. They were served
plenty of ice cream and cookies.
Mrs. Miller was assisted as hos-
tess by her mother, Mrs. Sallie
Oliver and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Woods of 408 Tanyard rt.
Mrs. Rosie Chattman is the
proud mother of a fine baby
boy born to her Feb. 21, 1961
at Jackson Madison County hos-
pital. Mrs. Chattman and the
baby were doing nicely at this
writing.
Funeral services for Mrs
Blackwell. 39. who died sudden-
ly enroute to Jackson Madison
County hospital, Feb. 19, 1961
were held Sunday, Feb. 26, 1961
at Ruckerville Baptist church,
Faulkner, Miss., the Rev. J. R.
McDonald officiating. Burial
was .in the church cemetery
with Bledsoe Funeral Home in
charge.
The Tennessee Christian Work-
ers' Council will convene with
Collins Chapel CME church,
Memphis, Tenn., March 10-11.
All interested persons are cor-
dially invited to attend.
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Final rites for Mr. David
Thorton, 65, who died at Vet-
erans Facility Jan. 19, were
held from the chapel in Moun-
tain Home on the afternoon of
Jan. 23, with Chaplain H. T.
Wright officiating, assisted by
Rev. J. F. Birchette. He was
a member of the General As-
sembly Church of the First
Born. He is survived by his
widow, Mrs. 011ie Thornton. He
was a veteran of World War I.
Interment occurred in the Cir-
cle.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Coone,
Mr. Carl J. Rhea, Mr. Joseph
Rhea, and Mrs. 011ie Thornton
attended the funeral of Miss
Corrine Rhea in Morristown,
Tenn., recently.
Prof. and Mrs. T. J. Harville,
Rev. J. F. Birchette, and Mr.
Virgil Brady spent the week-
end in Winchester, Ky.
Rev. J. F. Birchette. and
choir, of Thankful Baptist
Church conducted the service
at Central Baptist Church In
Kingsport, Tenn., on the after-
noon of Feb. 19.
Rev. J. F. Birchette was the
principal speaker during the
Brotherhood meeting held at
Munsey Memorial Methodist
Church, on the evening of Feb.
19.
The Echoes of Zion rendered
a musical nrogram at Mt. Hope
Holiness Church on the after-
noon of Feb. 19, with Mrs. Dor-
othy Simnions as sponsor. Mrs.
Minnie Miller has gone to Phil-
adelphia, P a ., to visit her
daughter,rdra. C. K. Ellis.
our place equally with other
educated members of our com-
munities.
"But racial prejudice bars
this advance to members of
the Colored races. Negro or
Chinese college graduates may
be waiting on tables because
they have no outlet for their
training and talents. Can you
expect a people to advance in
the face of such discourage-
ment?
"To me the remarkable thing
is not that some members of
minority groups are retarded,
but rather that so many have
been able to advance as far as
they h- •
"This is a real problem and
It confronts us in every area
of our nation. Difficulties may
be more publicized in some
places, but we all face the prob.
lens in one way or other. Here
is a real challenge to us as
Christian laymen, to take lea-
dership in bringing about full
equality of opportunity, in tact
as well as in law, to every
American citizen.
"Until we do this, we cannot
pose as a truly Christian nation.
Nor can we win the bitter war
for men's minds in the world
struggle if the Communists can
tell hundreds of millio is in Asia
and Africa that they rather
than Christians, practice the
doctrine that all men are equal."
OPEN OCCUPANCY
"We now come to the ques-
tion of free and open occupan-
cy of housing; le, this bs stated
first. and I quote from the
Statement of the Catholic Bis-
hops of the United States, of
November, 1958:
"The heart of the race ques-
tion is moral and religious. It
concerns the rights of man and
our attitude toward our fellow
man. If our attitude is govern-
ed by the great Christian law of
love of neighbor and respect
for his rights, then we can work
out harmoniously the techniqu-
es for making legal, education-
al, economic, and social ad-
justments.
"But if our hearts are poison-
ed by hatred or even by %indif-
(erence toward the welfare and
rights of our fellow men, then
our nation faces a grave inter-
nal crisis."
"A strong love of neighbor
faces up to facts that the sen-
timental approach may overlook
or ignore. One of these facts is
that the objection to open hous-
ing is not based merely upon
race.
"It also stems from the fact
that many of our Negro citizens.
largely because of patterns of
segregation in schooling, hous-
ing, and jobs, do not have the
income to buy or rent housing
on the same terms as their
white neighbors. They are
forced to overcrowd, with two
or three families occupying the
same space as was formerly
occupied by one family.
"When this happens the char-
acter of the neighborhood is
changed, with congestion, noise,
and other characteristics of
slum conditions appearing. We
repeat this is not a matter of
race, but of income levels."
Accordingly, the problem of
open occupancy of housing de-
mands much more than an at-
titude of good will and absence
of racial prejudice. It calls for
a broad attack on the entire
housing problem and also upon
the factors that produce and
maintain our slums. Specific-
ally):1 The character of a neigh-
borhood can be retained by ade-
quate enforcement of sound
zoning laws, to prevent over-
crowding. But this in itself is
merely negative. It does not an-
swer the needs of those who
cannot afford good housing
under these terms.
2) At the present time, good
housing for low-income families
Is available only through public
subsidy. This may take the
form of new public housing, or
subsidies to renovate and mod-
ernize older houses.
3/ As a long-range goal our
WILLIAM PACE, director of A
Public Relations, Morris Brown DI
college of Atlanta, Ga., is shown
addressing the participants at
the Southern Regional School
Press Institute's General As.
sembly held recently at Savan-
nah State college.
Alabama
TRUSS VILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
Mr. and Mrs. Alfonzo Stin-
son and sister, Mrs. Vera M.
Cross former residents of
Trussville and now living in
Chicago were called to Bir-
mingham last week because of
the death of Mrs. Stinson's
sister. They visited here
among friends before leaving
for their home.
Services at Mt. Canaan Bap-
tist church, were crowned
with exhilarating joy last Sum.
day. An arousing message was
delivered by the pastor to the
delight of all. Visitors were
Mr. and Mrs. George Posey,
members of Hagood Chapel
church, Pinson; Mrs. Vera
Mae Cross of Chicago; Mrs.
Lula Kendrick and Troy Davis,
Mrs. Sadie Baker has re-
turned from Cleveland after
spending several days there
with her son and his family.
Services at Mt. Zion AME
church were well attended and
highly enjoyed last Sunday. A
great message was delivered by
the pastor, Rev. W. M. Morris.
BREWTON .
By ALEX ANTREY
The February financial drive
held' at St. 'Siloam Baptist
ekirch termintilfd last Sunday
at 2 p.m., reallzinj the sum of
91,468.17. Rev, J. G. Williams
is pastor.
Mrs. Mary Ellen Washington.
Is still on the sick list.
The PTA held a meeting of
all members last Saturday at
SNM high school here.
Robert Stallworth and family
visited his daughter who is at-
tending school out of town.
Rev. J. H. Williams, pastor
of Second Baptist is a part-time
teacher at "ashington junior
high school.
Mr. Coleman, former teacher
of SNM high is now in the U.S.
Army, stationed in Texas.
Richard Thomas motored to
Atmore last Sunday to take his
son.
Mrs. B. Robinson's grandson
has returned home from Texas.
55*
EMPIRE
By DONALD E. PENDLETON
Members of Union Baptiste
church Usher Board went to
Flat Creek to participate on a
program. Rev. J. H. Freeman
delivered a wonderful sermon
that was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Turner and Mrs. Percy
E. C. Williams attended the
Founder's Day meeting last
Sunday.
Mrs. Jackson's brother visit-
ed her last weekend.
Mrs. Fannie Alexander, John
Phillips and Mr. Bell are still
on the sick list.
Mr. D. A. Mixon is still ill
and is asking for prayers of
all friends.
Chemical Sales
Down In 1960
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. -gb
Reichhold Chemicals, Inc., hesl!.
reported consolidated sales of
899,173,000 for 1960 and $100,-
aim must be to raise the earn-
eouragement for adult educe- All
924,000 for 1050. Net income for
Don, as well as full opportunity 
year was $3,352,000 andings of low-income groups. This I the
Involves opportunities and en:
vanee culturally. But education 
, $3.832,000 for 1959.
fieures.. include the fined.
cial results of the Alsynite Corn-
is not feasible for many, 
pany of America and Decryfor children and youth to ad- Products
long as there are not adequate 
Co which were corn-
binin„e! during 1960 through pools
Earn-
job incentives to justify 070 7
sacrifices that this may Involve . 
o,f,,,edintereonst 
an 
concept. ge nio;
Fairness in employment mii,, 
per share for 1960 were
In education. 
11 08 for 1959 based on an aver-
s.'9,000 shares outstanding and
work hand-in-hand with fal.,,rss,
4) Finally, it is most impor-,
1 jangle of 3,491,000 shares outstand-
sonal demoralization the, often ings of the corporation were
Henry H. Reichhold, Tires'.
tent that the problems of per- 1
ly by the white and colored material, naphthalene, a n d
'. dent,barelyresult from continued slum llvof eth196tieweoarrhlck:
ing be faced frankly and joint. ' wide shortage of a major raw
stahtedeatuhsaet
communities of our area. Every ' start-up costs of the two new
one regardless of race, must' chemical plants, one to produce
realize that each one has perlphthalic anhydride and the
Witte' because of his fights. hydride.
tonal obliaetions and respond i- i other to produce maleic an-
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HELPING YOUTH THROUGH JOB GUIDANCE
•
FIRST NEGRO appointees to
the staff of the Tennessee Ens-
ployment Security Office, were
referrals from the League.
Lett is Samuel Peace, who
since that time has become
employed by a home develop-
ing company; and A. J. Gil.
14VEARS OF VOLUNTEER
VICE to the Memphis hr.
b,. League is represented by
five of the above persons, who
have been members of the
League's board of directors 29
y cage. Seated, left-right, are
Mrs. Mary Murphy, Lester
4:rareer, retii ing executive
diriiirtor of the National Ur-
.*
oc.ortle
b.*
.010.47,
JAN
OpPLAY OF vocational guid
gerae literature as it appear.
er „during the 1958 Tri State
Pair. At left is Rev. James A.
Meanie', who is the execu-
tive director of the local
League. Next to him is a rep-
resentative from Tennessee
us, who Is still employed
there. During 1948, the Ur-
ban League concentrated
much of its efforts in finding
positions of responsibility for
Negro leadership, and worked
for more adequate service to
the Negro community,
ban League, of New York city
(Be is not included in the 145
years): and Mrs. T. H. Hayes,
Sr. Standing: left-right, Edwin
Dalstrorn, chairman of the
local League for the last six
years; Elder Blair T. Hunt,
president of the local comma-
tion for the last three years;
and Rev. S. A. Owen.
trawr
1.1.4ak .
Tiviviramwromisi
MN 'FRANCES MOULTRIE
orris College CORE leader,
p liquids through straw. inMmunity Hospital in Sum-
ter. Miss Moultrie was Milo-
1
State A&I university. More
than 150,000 pieces of guidance
literature are distributed
annually through schools in
the city and county, as well
as other interested group and
institutions.
ed by police during CORE
demonstration on February 21.
She has been unable to raise
her head since. The photo was
smuggled out of the hospital.
DURING THE summer of
1955 the above high school
students and graduates gath-
ered at the Urban League 0f.
BOARD MEMBERS DURING
1954-1955, also included are
Urban League staff members.
Some of the board members
are now deceased, but t h e
majority of them still remain
URBAN LEAGUE'S director,
Rev. James A. McDaniel, left,
works with numerous organ'.
rations and agencies for the
general welfare of the Negro
community. Above he is re-
ceiving a check for $700 from
Miss Irma Laws, who was
presenting for the JUGS
social club. The check was for
the 1990 summer camp for
lice seeking employment.
Some of them continued their
education. Others became part
of the labor market. Al the
active. Third from the left
on the front row is Dwight
R. G. Palmer, who addressed
the board members on "Bro-
therhood." He was, at that
time, a representative from
Cripple Children, which Is
sponsored by the Society of
Cripple Children and Adult's
Easter Seal Campaign. In the
middle is Mrs. Alma Booth,
a volunter worker for the
camp. The Urban League's
executive director has con-
ducted a campaign for Easter
Seals for the last three years.
es;
time they were attempting to
apply for jobs at the Urban
League.
the National Conference of
Christians and Jews. He was
also a board member of the
National Urban League. The
board has also been inter.
racial.
THIRTY-SIX consultants as•
sembled at one high school
just before they went to their
interest-groups. Represented
above are such professions
INTERESTED, IN NURSING
was this group of high school
students during the annual
1958 Vocational Guidance Ses•
Mom At the left are the two
.2114.4..u..1-C rr
N1 .0 '1
consultants from a local hos-
pital. In uniform is a young
woman, who was a student
nurse at the time. The other
lady was a supervisor of nurs-
Ing at a local hospital at the
time. More than 1,000 pieces
of literature about nursing
was distributed to an estiniat-
ed 14 schools in the city and
county that year.
BUSINESS administration and vocational Guidance session, cashier of the Tri-State Bank;
salesmanship were the Inter- rational Guidance session. and Lonnie Briscoe, who is
terests of this group or high The two consultants wele still a top notch salemen for
school students during the 1958 Jesse H. Turner, who is still a company which producesjewelry.
and trades as engineering,
nursing, medicine, dentistry,
journalism, social work, ed•
ucation, religion, art, music,
military services, business aci•
ministration, beauty culture,
architecture and other traits.
More than 300 persons from
trades, crafts and professions
donated unestimable hours
to the Urban League-sponsor-
ed Vocational Guidance pro-
gram for the benefit of Negro
high school students, during
the 1958 session.
This Senior
Thinks.Big Fisk International Student
N. C. Buford, director of the
ment of a senior in that area, Expands PerspectivestDriveiss annionoofunMceecshatnhiecalacIhniedvues: Center  
Larscie Ellis.
Ellis has received ratings on
civil service examinations for
engineering aid with a GS-3 rat-
ing of 90 and a GS-4 rating of
80.
Ellis, a graduate of the New
Prospect Vocational high
school, Louin, is majoring in
Electricity.
PRESTON KING, Fisk Alum
nus, (2nd from left), Eels-
' resentative, Committee of
African Organization in Lon.
don, discusses Africa a n d
world affairs with three other
European visitors on Fisk
campus. They are: Dr. Luigi
Serrano, a United States In.
formation Service officer at
Turin. Italy, Preston King.
Peter Krebs of BIAS, West
Berlin, and (;,'ton Halla, an
employee of the Voice of
America program at Munich, ,
Germany. Preston King was 1
recent speaker at the Fisk In.
ternational Student Center.
Established in 1945 and a versity, as participants. The
member of the International initial panel examined signif-
House Association, the Interns- icant devlopments and trends in
tional Student Center at Fisk Australia and Oceania as theyn
university has long conducted impinge upon and help shape
intercultural programs that have the current world order.
enriched the lives of students On Feb. 15, Preston King, a
and expanded their horizons. Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
Its purpose is to provide a corn- Fisk university, and since his
; mon ground for international graduation as student and teach.
and American students and er in the London School of
'faculty personnel interested in Economics. England. led the
international relations, and in- second panel in the 1960-61
tercultural exchanges and in- series under the title, "Prob-
terpretations. The Center pro- lemsand Prospects of African
vides also a common ground for Unity." Three African students
interracial contacts in the South, of Fisk University were also
with a focus on common members of the panel: Messrs.
interests in which race itself is Joel Mgbejume and Solomon
incidental. Pela of Nigeria, West Africa;
The Center seeks to achieve and Martin Mutisya of Kenya,
Its goals through interracial cul- East Africa.
tural programs, lectures and King, author of one book on
debates, panels on international African economic problems al.
affairs, foreign-language clubs, ready published, and another in
foreign films, play readings, preparation, represented the
and chamber music programs. Committee of African Organi-
Continuing its established zation in London, a federation
ipractice of arranging programs of African natives studying n
through which student perspee- British universities, with which
tives on the world are broad- King has been working for
ened and deepened, the Fisk several years.
ISC program for 1960-61 has Third in the series of panels
included a series of six panel occurred on Feb. 22 and dealt
discussions on the subject, "De- with "Asia." Faculty partici-
cisive Forces in the World To- pants were: Dr. J. Masuoka
day." involving faculty mem- (Japan), Department of So-
bers and foreign graduate stu- ciology: Dr. Sing-Nan Fen
dents from both Fisk and Van- (China), Department of Educe-
derbilt universities. tion, Dr. Shih-Fan Ting
FIRST PANEL (Taiwan), Department of Chem.
The first panel in the series istry, all of Fisk; and Drfi
was held on Feb. 8, with Dr. Anthony M. Tang (India), De-
Harold Bradley, head of the partment of Economics of Van-
History Department; Dr. Fred. derhilt unieersity. Graduate
crick Schneider, professor Of students also participating were
history: and Dr. Bernard Gor- Messrs. Mafooz G. All (Pak'
don, peofessor of political istan), and Satya T. Sethi (In-
science, all of Vanderbilt uni- dia), both of Vanderbilt; and
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Fisk university.
Participants on all the panel:
have described and assesses
the major problems—political
economic, social, and cultural—
in each world area under dis.
.LAND
ICE
cussion: no facet of the world LLy
areas has escaped the examina-
tion of the discussants who have L.
looked at population, education,
labor force, health, food, and
housing as they claim world
attention.
Remaining panels under the
g_eneral title "Decisive Forces
in the World Today" will ad-
dress themselves to "Europe"
(March 15), "South America"
(March 29) and "Synthesis"
(April 5), with faculty person-
nel and graduate students from
Fisk and Vanderbilt universities
as participants.
EXPENDITURES RISE
NEW YORK — (UPI) —Fed- I
eral expenditures between 1946
and 1959 rose from $61.7 bil-
lion to $94.8 billion, an increase
of 54 per cent, government fig-
ures show.
This compared with the rate
of spending for all states, which
jumped from $6.4 billion in
1946 to $31.1 billion in 1959, a
total increase of 386 per cent.
FINDING SPACE
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The —Transportation and Com-
munications Department of the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce
states that 94 per cent of all oft.
street parking in the U. S. is
represented by the S4ve billion
which private investors have
put into parking facilities.
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10 DEFENDER
Week Of Mar. 11-17, 1961
. 111-111.11. MI ai bela a • .•  • • II • 111 SI •
SOCIETY
• Merry•
Gtigt-R ovitti•
in.• BY MARJI I WIN
verified d if Ri s' rt
Stli tifiltig new . . . and in-
tereatng . . . has been -added
to the soda! scene
of TEl STATE SP
CLUB, recently otgatiiiell laSt
25 aPhit9 etithealaits.
The initial sottn,L. bOW Wag
made hitt Fridge Med . and1 Heard, Willie RehY, Hattie
the deseithilltig hilretifi of the JOhtison, Selma Smith, Georgia
MOP fel11 te deier t he Atkins; ?mune , Rots, Ftitta
watnins of their unitlee party Sriiith, Geneva Allen, Jeannette
held at the cozy and modern Flynn, W. K. Pegues, Thelma
confines of Fuller Golf Course Davidson, Flora Cochrane, Tom-
ClUbleabie. ride Wallace, Eva' Hamilton, In the same general neigh
Platt:10S Our the verdure ate Fantine Shelton, Orphelia hashoski, there is the feative
extendell to the 25' odd menof lips, Elhora Hewett; Isabelle interest of Mr. and Mrs. Chart
IlfehiPhis arid the Tri-Shate area Fleet, Ada Atenian, M. M. De- es Washburn over their an
Wins have banded together to latleat, G. B. Garvin, Millerene nooneernent of the engagenien
provide opportunity for mern- Thornton. Others included Mrs. of their lovely Jacquelyn, who
hers, their friends and their Rubye Stewart and Mrs. Mabael will marry a Baltimore, Md
ebitfrew to e•ti % • hsinti, Davis who Wel'es. in• ehafge' of lientenant Addition Carter fol
ffi,.11* and gr, g. Their first the lovely recelitlon mental- 'caning her gilkpiection from
patitY was in the relaxed mood menthre' MIsa Thintriptain on 'Set- saameeott InetTette in June.
with members and Wives at- urday night at the' talkie ze-r)t'S WILD "ltf#APSODY"tired in colorful caanal wear of the Pastor, ReY. S. A. Oeteliis
. . to etijoy an evening of and Mrs. Owens. _Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter ofZeta Phi Beta Sorority Anted
cisektalls prece'ding the eve- DEVOVE BThf.Pi CLUB' beantifelly engraved nikritations
ning's highlight. a game gehr- The Devout Pridge cites was .10
 their "Rhapsody in Blue"
rael's de" Idifit11111 entertained by Mrs. Jesse (AI1 fOrniat dente', held last Fridaybarbecued vertiabii, GO6W, leera) at her lovely night at Currie's Club Tropi-
Gilitire. SetnrdaY be- eana ....here we hear seotes
l leaf' the geoll11 of soeialitiea had a gay time
brotify en/6411 taltY after what seems like a long
hbrs d'oeuvre' Atela'aee°Thlaa-l social doldrum for this - time
.44- cocktails belittle' ere buffet of year. The formal climaxed
when fried a week of the outstanding ac-
gOdteetn cht0c 1, diffeldus ha- tkities etsgaged iri by the Zetas
vetted rice and ateOhipanyhtg doing the animal 'Finer
vegetables combined with a coP- yeernanhood Week" — activit-
gealed salad to Make a bean- ies which ran the gamed of
table. Hot eel& and home- social service and rededication
Made cookie pet he finishing to the good works done by the
batch to a delightful meal. chapter in the city in the area
Bridge was et jotired by meal- a scholarships and communi-
b'ers Mesdames Edith Thornton, ty service.
Leda Gilliam, Grace Young, Beta Epsilon Omega and
Elizabeth Simon, Iris Harris, Beta Tan Chapters of Alpha
Sally BattheleMPW. Laura Ow- Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
ens, Leoda Gammon, Victoria celebrated the fifty-third an-
Hancock and guests Lillian 
irfrerCampbell, Toile Flowers, Mat- f eiedsmi_.air7 
of the orgenization's
tie Crossley and Louise Ward 
g Satureley, Feb. 25,
who had a wonderful time mom- at the 
Universal Life Insurance
Company.peting for hilarious prizes which
included , a colorful blanket,lice, Dr. Leland Atkins, Dr. W. terry cloth apron, pot holder0. Speight jr., Atty. A. A. Lat.;
Ong, Robert Mebane, Sam:matel*d "t and a ennibtria-t• n salt and pepper set se,Crowder, William 1). Parker. I
)10bert S. Lewis, jr., U. s. Btrie' of mnIfiltted an illteresting Pt°matening‘ tea towels , . . .Of Madison, Ark.. Rev. H. B. ,
Brikenridge of Earle. Ark.. 
Prizes Won by lAlla
Liz SiMmlitra and 'LilAtty. A. Br. *Wit, Howard;"
Piiikstbn, and Harbld
The Sportsmen etliliftflielig
their wives, and ifibitet
scribe Miss Jetiel Getitry
''your coludfilikt," the latter'
foregoing the pleaSure chae to
the remnants Of a bout of ',Anis.
An6ther guest was Dr. Alphon-
se Seville of Little Rock, Ark.,
of whom we'll be hearing more,
since he will become a perma-
nent part of the Memphis scene
when he establishes his prat-
Dhile HkSiftitS' Whidergarted'
dWeetors held a gefacquitititli
program for perelthi,
frithillit and children last
Friday evening at the kind.
eriiittep %islets i located at
241 Pielftib Circle, West.
The deloitifoli selvice was led
bY' the childtek Rehilirks
*fell Ws. Lacy E. Cent,.
bell Williams. Mrs. IL
Jones, director of the Jesse
Mink' Cotter, afro Wetted,
in the' Dixie Homes, led' a
qiieettomand.answer period.
Others appearing on the pro-
gram included Mrs. Vol
Stitt, Mrs. W. C. Jaelisow,
directed' of the kindergartem
Mrs. CorneRa Crenshaw,
metlager of Dixie Homes;
and airs. Rea MeChrilliskl.
who was mistress of etre-
mohy. About 60 persons at-
tended-. Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Mildred Ril-
ey, a local' representative of
tlie Pet Milk company. Above
are, left-right, Mrs. Camp-
bell, Mrs. Riley, an maidenti-
Dee parent, efts. Williams
and the assittant director;
and pupil. AMOR( others at-
tending were Mrs. A. J.
fancy, Mrs. Juanita Brown,
Mrs. L. M. liotihmworth.
in Wine saute, ptifid0 salad,
Wild rice and a taliita!Tzlñ
toaked salad. ,
Dr. G. W. Stanley fah, the
• president, etea introdue-
ed by A. afacen Walker; TO:
lor Halves is the vice president;
and John Gammon of Marion',
The executfr ente c °
Ark., the secreiliatY;tritLattfer'.
further comPoteW . wok:
• Oscar L. Sitnpatin.
FRS
Besides the above nientierfed,
retribeti irtelee J. P. shgt-
g, H. JolOtift, (Bail
non, Di. I. A. *falai, jr., D.
q6 of this
tOr, who Ode? thit he will set
up lesitin'aikkans fOr any child
desiring to learn to play golf.
• . . Gerald Howell, Bishop J.
0. Patterson, Harry Cash, Dr.
A. B. Carter, Dr. A. R. Float-
ers, Sam Qualls Horace Wal-
beth Rbmbai Whit-
him, the latfdf the church's
welt-km-inn
The leaders of the various
aetiVities of the niontb were
Mesdtitries Velma hfcLeinore,
Ada R. Spraggins; Mildred
There was mita fun, Mit
With the secret pals dile re!
eefred_spifts . Old the nine-
te'ay Mite, 00. Mintiest/en df
each Meiling cif th6 groins, *Oh
by Grace Vernet?.
TWELVE rot Oto
The Twelve Matrons Social
club beckone: the bid of Louise
Jackson recently, where plans
were completed for their An-
nual Jamboree Dance, to b
held at Curries Club Tropicana
lice here in the very near fa.l an Saturday, April 18, resulting
tier The hysiCian-surgedh In a very pleasant interlude for, iS
married ladies. so Mat reltx!
It is the plan of the laCState
Soprtsmen Club to provide fre-
quent social gatherings of the
same nature.
THE MODERNETTES
Pert Joyce Blackmon provid-
ed the social fare for the Mod-
ernettes Club . . . planned with
calculated proviSions for real
fun for the group of young mar-
rieds who comprise this bridge
club. The gals oo-ed and ah'ed
anent the pretty-pretty party
fare that featured cold cuts of
him. turkey and other tempt-
ing morsels.
Barban Atkins and Ann B.
Harris won thc club prizes,
while Doris Hall was the high-
est scoring guest and thereby
the members and guests attend-
ing.
GRADUATE ALPHAS
Graduate members of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity welcomed
their national president, Atty.
Belford Lawson of Washington,
D. C., who made a special
trip to Memphis following an
appearance in Jackson, Tenn.,
to Meet his Memphis brothers
and their wives at a soignee
coelctall party held at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. T.
Northeroas, 1/132 South Park-
way, East, where the good
A PHI A spirit was in high
gear, Sunday night, Feb. M.
More than 40 members and
their wives enjoyed this in-
formal chat, Which included
received use "loot." Other men- his stating his desire to take
ohers attending were Elaine ur Atty. Russell Sugarmon
Campbell, Cynthia Winfrey, back to Washington with him.
Nora Jackson, and Juanita big wheel that he is in demo-
Truitt, who were delighted with crane politics. Atty. Lawson
the camaraderie of guests Ruby pointed out that he would al
Jean remember our Atty. Let-Lewis, Rose Evans, Doro. ways
bthy Carr, Virginia Grinner, ting, for it was Mr. Lawso 
Lula McEwen and Delores Cal- who presented Mr. Letting to
lian. the U.S. Supreme Court. ftc
The women of Metropolitan also discussed plans for the
Baptist Church held their an. organization's program, and in-
nual climax of a month of acti. vited members to attend the
vities with an afternoon pro. next national convention, which
gram, Sunday, Feb. 26, when will be held at Louisville, KY
Miss Frances Thompson, in- next Christmas season.
structor of P r, at Tennessee 181RIDES AND BRIDES-TO-BE
State University, Nashville, This is going to be a stellar
Tenn., was the guest speaker. year for weddings, what with
Miss Thompson's topic was, the announcements which have
"The Eternal Cry of the Hum n been made concerning three b
Ileart," and her accomplish, our town's most charming bel
pnents as an outstanding artist les. Memphians are coning ove
who has studied at the Prague the forthcoming wedding re-
in ctechoslovakia and at Bad. ception of the former Mies
cliffe and Harvard University Carol Ann Lotting and Alfred
were evident in her 'Month:in, Joseph Calloway of Houston,
end in her interesting add out- Texas, to be given by the beau.
going personality. Miss Thelma- teens bride's parents. Atty.
son was introdeced by is friend
or long standing, Mrs M. I.
Hawkins who was also her host-
ess during her week-end stay.
The program also featered
these well-kn iwn personalities.
Mesdames &Mice Abren, Rebe
)lngal, general chairman of
women's activities; Jeannette
Powell, Pearlie Hayes, Eliza-
The Founders' Day Observ-
ante was "The Creation of Al-
pha Rapt,! Alpha Sorotity, and
featured an original skit, "Its
The Beginning" Wilber by
mernber Vet-a Clark, With Cai-
ne Lentz Stevens as the nar-
Mt*, graduate metnbers Juan-
ita Chambers, Sheridan Hicks,
Carol Jamison, Elms Mating,
nafitie Brown, Myrna Bond
Stud Ghana Split joined Bete
Tat! Members Eliza Young and
Christine Armstrong in portray-
ing the interesting story of the
personality of the founders of
the first Negro sorority.
The program also featured
Dorothy Graham at the piano,
meditation by Andrewnetta
Jones solos by Hattie Swear-
engen and Mertis Ewell and
resolutions by the chapter ba-
sileus, Marjorie Clefs.
Special Mention was, made of
excellent sereice given by Beta
Epsilon Omega's past basilei,
Minnie Redmond Bowles, Em-
ma Washington Bradford, Mil-
dred Raynor Davia, Ethel J.
Perkins, Louise T. Gloster
(new a professor at Hampton
Institute, Marion M. Jehns
(presently engaged in psychia-
tric social work at Reading,
Pa.) Johnetta Walker Kelso,
Alma Roulhae Booth, Katheryn
Perry Thomas, Ruth Trigg
Beauchamp, Helen Meadows
Hayes. Emma Thorn Johnson,
Georgia V. Harvey and Cellie
Lentz Stevens.
A banquet dinner was Serv-
ed at gleaming tables, beau-
tiful with the green of the sym-
bolic ivy of the AKA's and;
vases of pink gladiolas at in-i
dividual tables, as well as thel,
large pink and green floral
centerpiece at the speaker's'
table. With glowing candles
and the light Of their emblem,
the more than 50 terrors pres-
ent pledged to renew their
service to Mankind. The gen-
eral chairman of the foUtiders
day celebration was tinder the
direction of Mae D. Fitzgerald,
general chairman, and assisted
by Leoda Gammon, Gloria
Clark, Caine Stevens and Belie
iIT CHAT
Well-known Jesse L. Wil-
barns has just returned from
the meeting of the Conference
the National Amoelatien of
Real Estate Brokers, Inc., held
Feb. 24-25 In Washington, D.,
C. While in the nation's
hal, he saw former laiellat,
phiaiss, Ernest T Eilatul, 4
real estate appraiser Mate
and Mrs. A. A. Letting on Sun- who was chairman of the ikr-
day. March 19. rangement for the conference
Interestingly enough, this an and toastmaster at the ben
A GUIDE 70 GOOD
EATING
OT
OffAta- WILLIAMS
With the coming of spring mi-
lady is sure to be looking for
some bright new ideas — ideas
f6r perking - up last Earner's
hat. New and clever Ideas for
c h an gi ng the decor its her
home. And most of all bright,
original ideas for changing
tired winter menus to colorful,
perky spring fare.
A new color scheme, a dif-
ferent sauce or just a sprig of
this and a dash of that can
cbnvert winter to interesting,
delightfie spring dishes. We
have quite a collection of ideas
— some new, some old, but all
good. They are guaranteed to
please the eye, tease the palate
and' whet the appetite.
Bright Ideas for Appetizers!
Add gingerale to your fruit
'nice coOrtaila just before serv-
ing.
Frost glasses for chilled fruit
'ekes by dipping rim of glass
10 fruit juice, then in gramilat-
ed sugar, and chill until ready
o serve.
ADD GINGERALE
Corrabine half • orange juice
and half Sauterne and a little
gingentle for a pleasing ala'
petizer. Have all ingredients
W. 0. Speight, Sr. 1393 South
Parkway East on Sunday,. Feb-
rushy 28, where the mothers
enjoyed the planned medita-
tion and elected officers, all of
*hem were re-elected to serv-
ice. The organintion is com-
posed of mothers of Delta Sig-
ma Theta Sorority members,
and gives an annual scholar-
ship to a deserving college
student.
IMITANUAL EPISCOPAL
The Letiten Season is being
highlighted by the Women of
the church at two outstanding
teas.
The guilds of the church,
all part of the Women's Auxil-
iary, will sponsor the annual
FOUR SEASONS TEA on Sun-
day afternoon, March 12, at
the Parish Hall of Emmanuel
church, Cynthia and St. Paul
avenues, from 4 until 7 '-
clock
The Altat Guild of Emman-
ual will hold its annual Lenten
Tea on Pales Sunday at the
residence of Dr. and Mrs. W.
0. Speight, jr., 1865 Smith
Parkway East, from 4 until 7
o'clock. The pnblie is cordial-
ly invited to attend both Of the
teas.
nouncement came the next
week after the announcement'
of the engagement of her
Main, Miss Lily Patricia
Walker, who will be married to
Harold It. Shaw in s June cerel
many.
NOTICE
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Veer News
Stories te The
Tri-State
Defender
236 Smith Wellington
Post Office Bee 311
chilled or serve on ice.
Bright Ideas for Vegetables:
Sprinkle curry powder, salt
and bit of sager on tomato
slfees before broiling.
Make a medium sauce and
season with a bit Of grated lem-
on rind and juiee. Add drained
calmed green beans and sliced
mushrooms; heat thoroughly.
Serve as dinner vegetable, or
spoon into tart shells for a
meatless Medway entree.
Combine 1/2 cup of crushed
pineapple to the prepared rice.
This makes an appropriate
flavor combination for veal and
hem:
Turn noodles into a nest.
Sprinkle with caraway seeds
and fill centers with peas.
Cook thinly sliced carrots
along with lima beans.
Bright Ideas for Salads:
Cembine creamed cottage
cheerm with blue cheese to met
yonr taste: then season with
a bit of finely chopped onion
and a dash of Tobasco sauce
and use stuffing celery or as a
spread for open-face sand-
wiches or canopes.
ELYGANT:
Pill atoocado halves with well
drained fruit cocktail combined
with grapefruit sections. Top
with a dressing of sour cream,
lemon juice and sugar, and
sprinkle with almond silvers or
toasted coconut — elegant!
Mix a few raw chopped cran-
berries with cabbage slaw.
Bright Idea for Meats:
When preparing gravy for
roast lamb, use about 1 cup
of coffee, flavored with sugar
and cream as part of the
liquid.
Servo glazed orange slices
as a relish with chicken.
Fin a little cheesecloth bag
with eickling spice and drop in-
to the stew pot. POr a quick
fruit sauce for rood lamb, heat
aficup of water, 1-4 cup sugar,
cup white wine vinegar and
1-4 cup salt to boiling; pour
over 1 tablespoon dried mint
leaves and let stand 30 min-
utes. Drairi a no. 21/2 can fruit
cocktail and strain minted sy-
run over it. Serve warm or
cold.
Sprinkle inside cavity Of
fish with instant Minced onion
and fleety chopped watercress.
Tuck in thin slice of lemon and
pan broil or bake as usual.
quet. He also saw afemphian
Jack limo. a special cleric
in the post office in the Pen
0/keen Building.
nt Lir A itfolivrEtt s
The Delta Mothers chill met
it the home Of Dr. and Mts.
BBB Warns All Housewives
Against Cookware Salesmen —
"Don't be 'stampeded' be
'scare' tactics of stainless steel
cookware salesmen," the Bet'
ter Business Bureau warned
housewives in the Memphis
area, in a special warning re-
lease.
mented, "we get these high.
pressure salesmen in the area
Who scare housewives hail to
ideath with wild and baseless
claims that their contiatted use
of aluminum cooking utensils
would result in cancer or some
George V. Morse, Jr., Bureau other serious disease. They
Manager, reported that sense use such tactics, of course, to
cookware salesmeirsverelaimly sett their own nemnneeninum
,/ 
telling prospective pevehesers 
that the use- of aluminum cook- 1
log utensils would cause "can- Ent-re Nous
car, hepatitis and other bodily
ailments." Mr. Morse said that
sueh statements were "steletty
for the birds."
"Periodically," Morse coin-
Pat Washburn
Wedding' Set
For Summer
Mr. and Mrs, Charlet W.
Washburn of 1240 Qatilli ave.,
Memphis, Tenn,, ammunee the
engagement of their dsughter,
Miss Jacquetyn Patricia Wash-
burn, to Lt. Addison Detsglas
Carter of Baltimore, Md., now
stationed in Fort Ord, Calif., in
the U.S. Army.
The bride to be'is,tlatt grand-
loagliter of the late Mir. and
Mrs. Arthur Rim, sr., and the
late Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Wash-
burn, all of Memphis.
A senior at Hampton Institute
its Hampton, Va., she is a grad-
uate of Booker T. Washington
High School of Memphis. where
she was a member of the Na-
tional Honer Society, the Glee
Club and numerous other activ-
ties. In the Spring of 1957,
Miss Washburn made her de-
but at the Cotillian sponsored
by the Memphis Alumni chap-
ter of Kappa Alpha Psi fra-
ternity. At Hampton, she is an
English major, and is a mem-
ber of the Gamma Theta chap-
ter of Alpha Kappa Alpha so-
rority. Other activities include
her participation in the Senior
Dance Group. the Dramatic
Club and the Debating Society.
Lt. Carter is a graduate of
Hampton Institute, where he
received a Bachelor of &fence
degree in accounting. He is the
son of Mrs. Gonave Carter of
Baltimore, Md.
The wedding will take place
at Metropolitan Baptist church
a few weekt after Miss Wean-
burn's graduation, the date to
be announced later.
Bright Ideas for Desserts:
Sprinkle instant entice, choc-
olate mix or maple blend syrup
over vanilla ice cream for a
real, teaser and surprise.
Whip one pint heavy cream
until stiff and fold in Va cup
powdered sugar and 1 teaspoon
vanilla. Freeze until partially
firm. Tun into a bowl and
fold in 1 cup diced canned
peaches, ½ cup each chopped
paeans and marshmallow.
Freeze.
For other bright ideas send
for our booklet Dairy Conk
Rook. Write Memphis Dair
Council. 135 North Pauline,
Memphis, Tennessee.
"A Guide To Good Eating"
is a service provided for the
readers of the Tri-State Defend-
er through the cooperation of
the Memphis Dairy Commit.
eautiful
SPRING DRESSES
Now In Stock
Sizes 3-241—Name Brands
We Wit' You To Shop At
MANNE'S
LADIES SHOP
1727 Lamar BR 4-3140
Plenty W Parkin Specs
GOOD POOD At LOW COST!
CIPINIMPed end Fai
Cottle e
sicasit 454414..
Irak Fir—s—t -1
I in +e '
i Yetlow Pages ,
L ..,i
Meet Held
At Currie's
Currie's Club Tropicana was
the seen* for the February
meeting of Entre Nous Bridge
club, with Mrs. Earneatine
Gray as hostess. Guests attend- ,
ing included Mesdames War.
buss Horne, Frances Hassell,
Oideatine Herndon, Martha'
Whitney, LaVera Watkins, La-
Verne Weathers and Kiss Marie
Brooks.
After a tasty fried chicken
(limner, the bridge competition
began. This contest ended with
Mrs. Frances Hassell winning
the guest prize and Mesdames
Nedra Smith and Hannah
Hirsch, respectively, taking
home the club prizes.
Members present were Mes-
dames Gladys Anderson, Nedra
Smith, Marrianne Roach, Es-
ale Shaw, Carrie Scott, Hannah
Hirsch, L. Delores Scott, Ber-
nice Smith, Helen H. Bowen
and Earnestine Gray.
OFFICERS INSTALLED
The Shelby Social club held
its installation service at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. James
Ballard, 70 W. Illinois at,, last
Sunday evening: Installed as
president was Miss Evelyn Her-
bert. Other officers included
wares. In some cases, custom
ers have paid inflated price
for such cookware, their
ejurcalgtaent impaired by theietions,,
ALL AGREE
The Bureau's Alert_btiligin
which is mailed to 'WWI
business establishmedia and t
authoritative 
nmstiv me ouredsia, egette as ths sueutho
American Cancer Society, th
U. S. Public ilealth *rake
Mayo Clinic, and the America
Medical Association, ;all o
whom are agreed that, there i
not the slightest danger arisin
cooking 
the of aluminumo
The ALERT further 'points ou
that the Federal Trade Cons
mission has taken action agains
manufacturers and distributor.
of non
-aluminum cookware to
using or encouraging the us
of such utterly false statement
about aluminum ware.
"hostess parties." where
housewife in a neighborhood his
vites her friends and rieialiarg
in for a free meal, afterig.
they are subjected to a sale
pitch by salesmen, is the meth
od frequently used to promot
the sale of such cookware.
The Memphis BBB furthe
pointed out that in a suiVey con
ducted several years age by th
National Better Business itu
ream, MA per cent of all hospi
tals polled were using alumin
urn eckrig utensils' in their ow
kitchens. 
"Surely they would, not
doing so," Morse pointed out
"if they felt there ,was th
slightest danger to their pa
tients."
The ALERT bulletin ask
housewives subjected to sue
misleading sales pitches, to r
port their experiences promptl
to the Bureau.
••••••Essi
&SPENCER CORSLIN
er Mrs. Elnora Jones, vice preai- Mrs. Emma R. Green 
702 David SA:dent; Miss Virgie Farmer, re-'•
porter; Mrs. Fkrance Todd. a Phone FA 4-2511
secretary. R▪ egistered Spencer Corsetiete
A dinner was served follow- Individual Designer
lug installation. The feature
speech was made by Mrs. Mar-
garet Pembroke.
• Spencer Foundation lb- Bra
1.Appointments—Home Visits—
Invited3,•n•anan.if.ila
SUWVAN'S DRY GOCtOgSTORE -
763 L Algernon At Miss.
Early Spring
And Easter Wear
Tiny Tots To Teens
Dainty, Frilly, Cotton Dresses - -0
Bouffant Petticoats
Choice of Styles, Pastel Shades, and Sizes
Also
For the Little Ones
Easter Rabbits and Baskets
Lay-A-Way Invited
HURRY...
New
Telephone Directory
Closes Soon
Last Coil fort
Changed Listings  Additional Listings.
Ads in the Yellow Pages
Don't With! Call our Bueineas Office right away
to notify us of changed tidings in the Telephone
Directory. Remember, additional listings for mem-
bers of your family or firm may be included for
only a small extra cost!
Mr. Busitimernan: Yellow Pages is the best way
to tell people how to find you. Call the Telephone
omenia:ruliTy lir:pdviagesitleleattlfreErywitionbg:P:d'sraPre.mturit de-oit
used buying guide— Yel-
Southern e.is
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StorkStops
BORN AT JOHN GASTON
FEB. 25
Daughter, Oarolyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Boyd of 3047 Yale.
Daughter, Connie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Howell of 972 Mc-
Dowell.
Daughter, Delmarie, to Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Pettis of 217
Reno.
Son, Russell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rooks of 1134 Tully.
Daughter, Gwynn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Wainwright of 304
N, Dunlap.
Daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Bradshaw of, 609
Exchange.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert W. Townsend of 1402
Adelaide.
Son, Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
John S. Stephens of 272 Dixie.
Son, Tyrone, to Mr. and Mrs.
Freddie Griffin of 372 Butler.
- Daughter, Darlene, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Foster of 805 Love
Alley.
FEB. 26
Daughter, Cassandra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley H. Lovett of
392 Leath.
Son, Christopher, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Perry of 2847 Air-
ways.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius Sims of 1455 Britton.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry White of 2240 Howell.
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Carnes of 280
Cambridge.
Daughter, Stephanie, to Mr.
TOOTH
ACHE
ORA-JEL?
Woman Nearly
Itches To Death
nearly itched to death
7,4years.Then I found.,
pew wonder crease. Now
j'ai happy," writes Mrs.
F. Ramsay of L. A. Calif
'Here's blessed relief frorn
tortures of vaginal itch,
sects' itch, chafing. rash
and eczema with an amazing new scientificformidacalledLANACANE.Thisfasi-acting
medicated creme kills harmful baCreria germs
while it soothes raw. irritated and inlisimed
tiaaljtfl 
Stops
,
r
Buy Your 1961
NEW FORD
CARS OR
USED CARS
From Us
FINANCING 10 SUIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL-DOBBS
World's Largest Ford Dealers
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871
says
SATCHEL PAIGE
Believe it or not,
Satchel Paige is still
pitching pro ball! How
does he do it? What
keeps him going? How
oId IS the ageless Mr.
Paige? In this week's
Saturday Evening
Post, Satch reveals his
actual age—and gives
you his Six rules for
staying -oung! Read
"Maybe I'll Pitch For-
-
ever" in this week's
'Post. Pick up your
copy today!
IPOSTI
• ClItftS MAGAZIN"
and Mrs. Steve Bell of 395 D. Covington of 242 N. Second.
Wellington.
FEB. 27
Son, Lonnie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Woodley of 2095 Hun- Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
ter. I Mrs. Ealy Stevenson of 1738 Far-
Daughter, Gwenda, to Mr. and' rington.
Mrs. Luther Owens of 1421
James.
Daughter, Regina, to Mr. and
Mrs. American Frazier of 1588
Hanauer.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Savage .of 1887
Castalia.
Son, Arecko, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Taylor of 1114 Tully.
Daughter, Marcia, to Mrs. and
Mrs. Harrison Wilburn of 142
Angelus.
Son, Al, to Mr. and Mrs. Al
Rhodes of 2579 Felix.
Daughter, Donna, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Howard of 1441 Ap-
ple
Daughter, Suzanne, to Mr. Almost every day 
that passes
and Mrs. Lee E. Ellzey of 98D. LeMoyne Dr. brings a 
new development in
W. Desoto. Son, Argentry, to Mr. and I beauty science, but it is a good
Daughter, Roshaw, to Mr. and Mrs. Argentry Lewis of 1527
Mrs. L. C. Sandridge of 1299
Gaither.
Son, Mario, to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Satterfield of 1621 Vic-
tor.
Son, Darrell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Felix Wright of 748 Wells.
FEB. 28
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Sanders of 274
Weaver.
Daughter, Rita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Curley Birdsong of 665
Pontotoc.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Winston of 1329 James.
Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Ivory of 260 McKeller.
Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wash Childress of 1056 N. Sec.
Daughter, Michelle, to Mr.
and Mrs. Rozelle Mitchell of 66
Eads.
LEADERS and workers-in
the Memphis Branch NAACP's
1961 membership drive are
shown above at a meeting
held in the assembly room of
Universal Life Insurance co.
Each of these persons rep-
resents ward and precinct
clubs throughout the city. The
1961 membership campaign
For The Ladies
Son, Travis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Jones of 748 Wortham.
Son, Donnis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Sims of 246 Pauline Cir.
W.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs
Robert Franklin of 1607 Florida
MARCH 1
Twin daughters, Donna and
Denise, to Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Clemons of 1804 Keltner circle
Number 1.
Daughter, Sadie, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Taylor of 2379 Hun-
ter.
Daughter, Shelia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Shaw of 737 David
Son, Raymond, to Mr and
Mrs. Raymond Mathews of 949
Orr.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Watkins of 2623 Midland.
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Ward of 1470 Wa-
bash
Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. R. D. Harvey of 2529
Hanwood.
MARCH 2
Son, Quillian, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Tyree of 1587 Orr.
Son, Alton, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Ryan of 1249 College.
Daughter. Yolanda. to Mr. and
Mrs. Will Mathis of 2155 Clay-
ton.
Son, William, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Anderson of 2888 Ho-
ward.
ond. Daughter, Shelia, to Mr. 
and
Son, Roy, to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mrs. Joseph Conrad of 316 
Lin
Star Gazing
HERE IS YOUR
DAY-TO-DAY
HOROSCOPE
FOR MARCH 8-15
Pisces is the sign for persons
born between Feb. 20 and
March 20. During this period
you should emphasize leader-
ship and drive. Attempt new;
projects, with confidence. Avoid
controversy. Stress activity
with loved ones, while increas-
ing a desire for pleasure.
Wednesday, March 8: Contact
friends, seek favors, and look
for means to increase your In-
come this morning. Business
cares may Increase in the after-
noon. Do nothing to antagonize
partners.
Thursday, March 9: The
moons change of phase is a war-
ning of a business crisis. Meet
the challenge head on. Don't
procrastinate and put off de-
cisions. This is the time to act.
Friday, March 10: Cut down
on all spending today. Expens-
es may take a sudden rise. Vis-
it friends who might be ill in the
afternoon, or ealy in the even-
ing. They are in need of you.
Satuday, March 11: Stress the
cultural side of life. Attend a
show or a concert even if yo,
have to attend alone. Don
force the issue of romance,
could be disappointing.
Sunda;, March 12: Spiritual
consolation means much to you
today. The afternoon hours are
best for meeting people or en-
tertaining in your home. Find
relaxing pastimes.
Monday. March 13: There Is
considerable strain during the
whole day. Don't go on trips,
however, if you must go, drive
with care. Be very careful about
emotional life.
Tuesday, March 14: If you
drive yourself too hard, you will
Drive-in Restaurant
BIG & TASTY!
Jumbo Cheeseburger
39c
Kingsburger
35c
Bar-B-Q
25c
TK — SPECIALS
Hot Dogs—Hamburgers
15c-2 for 25c
Giant Shakes
25c
Cold Drinks
10c
Out Driving?
Stop By TX's
For a Taste-Treat!
We Do Not Sell Beer
Open Seven Days
WH 6-0189
FLORIDA at TRIGG
practice to recap the wonders
that have been with us for a
good many years . . wonders
that are still 'tops" in aiding
women in the complex process
of looking beautifpl.
Take loose face powder for
instance — the one cosmetic
that gives you subtle color and
a flattering finish to your corn.
plexion.
One of the most famous of
them all, Coty's "air spun" face
powder, which in 1961 celebrates
its 37th year, still maintains the
unique and unrivaled process
which has made it lighter, more
lasting and evenly textured than
any other face powder in the
world
dent Number 3.
Son, William, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Lewis of 511 East Trigg.
MARCH 3
Daughter, Chandra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Avery Jones of 629
Mosby.
Son, Roger, to Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Hum of 790 Alcy.
Daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jeremiah Peterson of 982
N. Manassas.
Daughter, Tammerra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce Walker of 1455
Davis.
Daughter, Demetria, to Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Watson of 398 G.
Lauderdale.
become overfatigued and cause! Son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.
illness. Take it as easy as p05- Walter Stephens of 932 Mosby.
sible until improvement comes Son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
in the evening. Flynn of 1405 Ralston.
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Bolivar Price of 1190 Foun-
tain court.
Daughter, Brenda, 'to Mr. and
Mrs. Matthew Tate of 1457
Brookins,
Wednesday, March 15: The
moon is in your sign, get ready
for a new campaign in business.
Make plans to expand your per-
sonal activities. Be forehanded
and prepare for your future.
MR THE MATURE WOMAN
JOil OPPORTUNITIES ON RISE
If you are a mature woman
who is thinking of taking an
office job now that the children
no longer require your constant
care, your prospects are excel-
lent. Never before have there
been so many employers who
realize the advantages of em-
ploying older women.
Assuming that you worked in
an office before marriage, you
will be surprised by how quickly
you will regain your former
skills. However, just to give you
the confidence you will need
when you start job hunting,
you may want to take a short
refresher course, particularly if
you are planning on secretarial
work or on a job operating
modern business machines.
In job hunting, good grooming
is important and good grooming
includea more than make-up and
dress. For example, it is wise
to use an oral antiseptic as pro-
tection against odor-breeding
germs which constantly enter
the mouth and multiply with
every bite of food and every
breath you breathe. Available
now is the Tew Micrin oral an-
tiseptie which both instantly
kills such germs and prevents
the growth of new germs for a
full 12 hours. Until now, one-
hour protection is all you could
count on through use of an oral
antiseptic.
Don't be self-conscious about
your age, and don't try to make
yourself look 20 when you are
closer to 40 or 50. It can't be I
done and will only hurt your I
job chances. Either a dress or,
suit is appropriate, but be con-
servative. Choose simple, un-
cluttered lines. Use make-up,
but don't over-use it, Try to
achieve a natural effect. Be sure
your hair has a well-brushed
look.
If you are asked to fill out an
application form, do it cheer-
fully and carefully. The same
goes for aptitude tests. Tests
may give you the jitters, but
remember that they have the
same effect on most people..
Employers make allowances for
this. Just do your best and do it
willingly, and there is every
probability that good fortune
will attend your hunt for a job.
chairman, Mrs. Maxine Smith,
announced that a 15,000 new
member goal is in sight. She
reported that the news was
received enthusiastically by
This revolutionary way of powder was applied.
powder making was discovered Each granule of Coty face
when Coty cosmetologists de- powder is "air spun" and re-
veloped the "micronizer" . . . fined to identical size and blend-
a mill that refine and blends
powder at the incredible speed
of 30,000 revolutions per minute.
During this action, combina-
ions of colors in minute quan-
tities are blended into the ala-
baster base . . . rich dark reds,
brilliant scarlets, bright yel-
lows and terra cottas, even
black . .. to create subtle tones
suitable for each individual
complexion type — alabaster,
pink, fair or bronze.
COATED WITH FRAGRANCE
During the spinning process, Social Club•
each granule is coated with the
chosen Coty fragrance . . L'-
Aimant, E:meraude, L'Origan
or "Paris" . . . then buffed to
a smooth, rounded bead . .all
of identical size.
This Coty-developed process
of air spinning the powder rules
out the old fashioned pulveriza-
tion method of the past, when
beating and grinding overheat-
ed the powder and damaged the
delicate color tones and frag- Next regular meeting is
ranee . . or sifting it through a scheduled for the home of Mrs.
silk screen, a method which al. Pelee Walker, 9341, Lenow.
lowed granules of various sizes Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey is presi-
to fall through the mesh, and pre dent and Mrs. Sammie Lee
vented a smooth finish when the Carer is club reporter.
ed perfectly . . . assuring a
satin-smooth finsh to the skin,
with no streaking, caking or
turning orange . . . all made
possible by micronization.
No other method has ever
Week Of Mar. 11-17, 1%1
Speas Book
v•t' Lists 29
Apple Plans
the group. Memphis Branch
ot the NAACP's 1961 rain-
paten officially begins March
19 and ends May It
BETROTHED — Mr. a n d
Mrs. Charles W. Washburn of
Memphis, Tenn. announce the
engagement of their daughter
Jacquelyn Patricia to Lt. Ad.
dison Dee s Carter of Bal-
timore, Md., the son of Mrs.
Genevieve Carter of Balti-
more, Md. Miss Washburn is
a senior at Hampton Institute
-
Member Fetes
Tennessee
Members of the Tennessee
Social club were feted by Mrs.
Louella Riley, 383-E S. Lauder-
dale St during a meeting last
week. The meeting was start-
ed with sacred songs being led
by Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey. She
also read from the 51st Psalms.
Presents were presented by
Mrs. Pelee Walker.
in Hampton, Va., where she
Is an English major. Lt. Car-
ter is stationed at Fort Ord,
California with the U. S.
Army. The couple will be wed
In Metropolitan Baptist church
in Memphis following the
bride.elect's graduation in
June.
been devised that blend'. and
distributes color and fragrance
so uniformly, giving fluffiness
for hours without needing to be
refreshed .. and completely in
step with the triumphant come-
back of loose powder that gives
a "transparency" to the skin
. . the new cosmetic 'look"
for Spring '61.
Now, in a special offer, with
every box of Coty "air spun"
face powder, you get a heauti•
ful, refillable, spill proof com-
pact to hold loose powder . .
both for only $1.95, plus tax.
SILHOUETTE DANCE
Plans for a spring dance were
made when the Silhouette So-
cial club me at the home of
Mrs Addle Brown of 3254 Ro- Mo•
chester rd., last week. A repast
was served by the hostess. Mrs.
Charline Mobley is president
and Mrs. Bernice Thomas is
club reporter.
Twenty-nine delicious app!.
juice recipes are now contain • •
in a 20 page recipe bookie
just released 1m the Spea
Company.
Salads, appetizers, cakes
frostings, desserts, candies
sauces are some of the f
creations yo-,11 find In this col
lection of apple juice recipes
Other recipes show how to giv
various meats new appetite ap
peal with apple juice; how t
prepare new taste treats In ap
ple juice jellies, ice cream soda
and delicious punches. And ho
to make apple jelly by using aP
!Ile juice and Pen-Jel powdere
apple pectin.
If you've considered appl
juice solely as a refreshin
drink, which it is, a whole ar
ray of new surprises await
you In these many other contri
butions of . apple juice to crea
Bee cookery, according to Mr
Paul F:gerstrom, Executiv
Vice-President of the Spea
Company. A. copy of this color
ful Speas Apple Juice recip
book can now be obtained FRE
by writing the Speas Co., 2.1
Nicholson ave., Kansas City 20
BLOOD FLOW
BALTIMORE — Scalp cut
bleed more freely than cuts i
other parts of the body.
RICELAND RICE
Tuna Turnovers
HIGH IN ENERGY VALUE...LOW IN COST
INGRIDIENTS:
6%-or. can tuna fish Dash Tabasco sauc•
3 tablespoon. •ach, finely 1 10:-or. con e•nd•ns•d MOM
chopped pimiento and grated of mushroom soup
onion 1 cup wat•r
21/2 cups hot cooked Riceland 1 cup grated Am•rican ch•latia
Rice
METHOD:
1. Early in the day, break Iuo,, into small pieces, stir in onion,
pimiento. Riceland Rice, Tabasco sauce. Pack liberal ,tg cup
of mixture into wet. cuatard cup. Unmold into a greased shallow
sebaking-rving dish. 2. Make 6 timbales, wetting the cup each
time. Cover well and refrigerate. 3. At meal time mix together
mushroom soup and water and pour mixture over timbales.
Sprinkle on cheese. 4. Bake in pre-heated 350° F. oven 30 to
35 minuted, or until cheerio bubbles and brown.. Makes 6
luscious servings.
Ricelsarl Rice is a perfect partner for any meat, vegetable, Or
fruit. Easy, too. No paring or peeling or washing. High in
energy value. .in, in cost, and non-perishable.
New tasty ways to serve rico
Write Riceland Rice,
P0 Box 815
Stuttgart. Ark.
RICELAND
RICE
VON
RCA TV SPECIALS
Consoles — Table Models
Portable and 3 Way
Combinations and Color TV
No Money Down
FREE 6 HYBRID
Rose Bushes - 21/ yrs. Old
With Any Console Or Color TV
BI f TMANS FURNITURE & APPLIANCE
1687 LAMAR • BR 4-8365
erent wishes for and one that GOOFING AROUND
Try young lady idolizes.! Here I go again telling all
'Around the campus she is ac- your business and hurting your
;Ye in such organizations as . foelish pride. Sue Parham, you
e Charmettes, Pep-Squad, didn't tell me about Don Mc-
ludent Council and Glee club, Milian. Come on girl, what is
Jidis also popular among her it that the junior class possesses
that the senior class wants?
id varied hobbies of Marilyn,. Gee Whiz Delore Holm
es, does
ke singing, playing the piano the truth hurt that bad? Caro-
id socializing with her close,'yn Thompson, who 
will escort
.sociates. In religious life the
rung debutante is a dutiful
•venth Day Adventist where
tie is active in church functions
rd organizations. Her so
Sal life revolves around the
tivities of the fabulous Co-
ttes Club.
/Recently in a contest sponsor-
ii by the city-wide National
Infense Cadet Corps, Marilyn
(as selected as first alternate
8 Miss N.D.C.C. Although she
Its not selected as queen the
nudent body here at Melrose
Bnors and speaks of her be-
Buse she is our queen. Upon
:aduation from "Dear Ole Mel-
(se' she plans to further her
lucation at Lincoln university.
here she will pursue a career
3 the field in sociology. Con-
)atulations Miss Isabelle, and
nay success be yours.
BOTE!!!
'you to the senior dance, Law-
rence Kelly, James Buford or
Jerry Key? Jimmy Morris. I
am well aware that you are a
great lover, but someday you'll
wake up and find that your well
has run dry.
Ernest Johnson, does Billy
Holmes know what you are plan-
ning to do? Well I don't think
he is going to like it one bit.
George Bradshaw, now, now fel-
low, let's not get too tuff. Ben-
netta Nelson and Junienne Bris-
coe have their eyes on you and:
you'd better watch out. What's'
the latest in the love life of
Robbie Rogers, Roger House
and Gloria Campbell?
I find that Frank Lowe has
been walking Lydia Campbell
home lately, what's to it? Why
is it that Curlene Hamilton
laughs at the jivin' made by
your reporter about James
'THE BIGGEST AFFAIR OF Manns? 
'
HE YEAR THIF. MELROSE' Samuel Gocillow, what is the
•VINIOR DANCE! BIGGEST purpose of your hovering over
IND BEST OF ALL!' COMING, Eleanor Williams? Is it friend-
'ship or a bit of puppy love?
IENIORS ON PARDAE What are your views, Morris
eln keeping with the policy Woods, on this subject? Regina
tvery senior to participate on ,Thigpen, the fact has been
a assembly program," five brought to light about your ling-
jembers of .he class presented ering flame for Elbert Griffin.
•11 very informative discussion Will it ever cease or is it ever-,
•-i Fellowship. Leadership and lasting?
.iiarm. Commencing the achy- Marguerite Brigefort, who
rs, James Manns presented gave you the power to tramp
( very inspirational devotion, unmercifully over Winford BrY-
ierbert Payne spoke briefly on ant's heaft? Why you should
ellowship, followed- by charm- be ashamed of yourself. Has
1g Georgia Thomas who spoke Frank Roddie been bitten by
Vnamically on Charm. Leader- the love bug? It seems to me
pip was brought out by John that he is trying to check on
ato. Miss N. D. C. C., Marilyn every skirt in sight. Melvin
;abelle received an ovation Jones, Verneda Thompson is
reater than that given Julius' still waiting for that one sweet
resar after she beautifully dis- moment with you. What are you
iayed her lovely voice. Iwaiting for? Charge me child,
The highlight of the program Charge! Aloma Lytle, what is
fought shrills of laughter froml it about the N. D. C. C. Ball that
re audience as Mrs. Geral- you enjoyed so much? Could it
one Smith, Mrs. R. Strong, be those 15 minutes you spent
i iss L. McEwen, Miss Warren, talking to Milton Burschfield?
yrs. H. O'Neil and Mrs. Meryl Who is the mysterious call-
oilier, members of our facul-•er that buzzes Ethel Johnson
if, delightfully dahced to a tune each evening around a i x
ihich was no doubt on the top o'clock? Could it be you. Wil-
t in the "Roaring Twenties." ham Chism? What is this I
*his was only a sample of what hear about this dynamic come-
presented to hundreds of back that James Perkin is plan-
ipectators at the Extravaganza fling with Nancy Echols? Lar-
'a-esented by the Melrose PTA. ry Mitchell, who is the young
'his was a climax to the pro- lady at Father Betrand that
'gam presented by the mem- makes a seven hour walk in the
rs of the Senior Class, rain so delightful? Geneva Alex-
. B.L.A. PRESENTS ander, will James Walker be
• ELEPHONE TECHNIQUES your date for the senior dance?
The Future Business Leaders SENIOR DANCE DATES
if America recently presented: Porter Osby and Mary Storey,
i program which served as a Ardella Edwards and Charles
tery helpful aid to the student: McClandon, Sue Parham and
)ody end faculty of Melrose. Don McMillan. Janice Hem
'ARE YOUR TELEPHONE. and Curtis Reynolds, Verneda
TACTICS TERRIFYING OR Thompson and Johnny Rutland,
TERRIFIC?' That was the clues-, Diana Briscoe and Charles Fife,
ion brought forth. Several Effie Erby and Homer Fouche,
members of the club presented. Alice Ishmeal and James San-
skits depicting the right and, driage, Angiereen Grant and
James Buford, Aloma Lytle and
Bishop Trotter or Milton Bus-
field or Malcome Weed or 7?
NOTE!!
WANT TO HAVE A BIG
TIME? WANT TO BE IN ON
THE HAPS? WANT TO BE IN
THE SWING? WELL JUST
MAKE YOUR PLANS TO AT'
'FEND THE REALLY BIG SEN-
IOR DANCE IN THE MEL-
ROSE GYMNASIUM. COMING
SOON!! IT'S SOONER THAN
YU THINK.
DID YOU KNOW
That the Melrose senior dance
is coming soon? Betty Cunnigan
speaks of Bernard Bates as a
i A sample of the talent that Heart Breaker? That everyoneis present at Melrose was air- is trying to be a roving report-
.,:ed recently on a Talent Pro-ler? Bobbie Settles stopped Tbel-
wrong way to use the telephone
:in dialing and conversation.
. Membership cards were pre-
nented to the members by the
-president; Attie Spencer, secre-
tary; Frances Roddie, asst.
!sec.; Lorene Holmes, treasurer;
Coreen Daniels, chaplain; Paul
?tie Middlebrook, reporter and
:Evelyn Spruill, business man-
'eager. The advisors are Mrs. C.
.0T. Suggs and Miss M. L. Mc-
%Dowell.
e NOTE!!!
COMING SOON! THE BIG
NIGHT!! THE MELROSE SEN-
IOR DANCE!! DON'T MISS IT.
TALENT REVIEW
ACCDVT of) YOUTI/
' MELROSE CHATTER I "1" wanreceoutti
BY
BETTYE JEFFRIES
fELLO• gram. Such 'outstanding stars'
. Your scribe back once moreks Lemuel McCall and Edith
present to you the latest di- McCoy presented their rendition
.ict from the BIGGEST M in of Cause I Love You; The Jazz
'se city. Let's go, let's go, let's Dance Group, consisting of Mar-
-a. OK? garet Sherrod, Joyce Berry, Ju-
WET MISS N D. C. C. nienne Briscoe and Georgia
: There is on the campus of Thomas, the organ player;
dross, a young lady who pos-: James Moore. guitar swinging
sesses qualities Brothers -Hawaiian Willie Ann
such as charm, Dunlap. The Shop Around Dance
beauty. talent. group The Let's Go Dance
wit grace, and Group and many others present-
poise. She has' ed a delifhtful hour of enter-
a voice that has tainment.
been rated as This is the first in a series
high as that of of many Latent shows to be pre-
Marian Ander-1 senled leading up to the fabul-
son. She is one ous showcase. The theme for
who is destined t his year's showcase is
to be at the top "THERE'S N 0 BUSINESS
M. Isabelle ef the list for LIKE SHOW BUSINESS. Be on WDIA RADIO station recently
cformances at Carnegie Hall. the lookout for more news about awarded students from 11
a person is beauteous Miss, this gigantic affair.
arilyn Isabelle the 17-year-old NOTE!!! 
Memphis and Shelby County
high schools' 
who made the
iughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clar- DON'T FORGET TO RE-1 honor rolls for first semes-
lice Isabelle who resides at MEMBER T H E MELROSE
12 Hanley st. Marilyn can be SENIOR DANCE. COMING 
ter, a one year membership in
'scribed ass young lady every:SOON! 
the YMCA or YWCA. Called
(assmates. Among the many
WL)1ft
the Goodwill Scholarship club,
the station said these awards
are for recognition of the stu-
dent's scholastic achievement
and as encouragement to other
students. Students were pick-
ed by the principals and fac-
ulties. There were two girls
and two boys from each
school. Schools represented
were Manassas, Douglass,
Lester, Melrose, Hamilton,
FOR TEENS and
PRE -TEENS
.07_0Antty
Booker T. Washington a e d
Carver in the city. From the
county were Shelby County
Training school, Mt. Pisgah,
Geeter and Mitchell Road.
(Photo by Withers)
HAMILTON
Scribblings
By
Brenda Jeffries
and
Joan Williams
INDUCTION CEREMONIES
Tuesday, Feb. 28, the Na-
tional Honor Society held its
annual induction ceremonies.
Mrs. Thelma Whalum was in
charge of devotion. Marbra
Hollifield played a trumpet so-
lo and other members of the
band played a clarinet ensem-
ble. The Booker T. Washing-
ton Senior Glee club, under
the directioh of Mr. Penant.
reminred two selections. Miss
Paulette Brin1/41ey introduced
the guest speaker, J. D. Spring-
er. principal of BTW high
school. Robert Bolton, presi-
dent of the National Honor
Society, spoke on the four
principals of the club, scholar-
ship, leadership, service, and
character.
The certificates to the new
members were awarded by
Michel Bradswell and our
principal, Harry T. Cash. The
members of the sister organi-
zation,. the Honorlites, were
presented by Miss Leila Sweet.
A response was given by Pres-
ident, Honorlite, Maudette
Brownlee.
The new inductees are:
David Carnes, Clara Martain,
Mettle Graham, Carol Jones.
Carla Allen, Peggy Walker,
Phohe Weaver and Margaret
Johnson.
The sponsors of this wonder-
ful organization are our fine
counselors. Mrs. Ruth Beau-
champ and Mrs. Lillian Camp-
bell.
NDCC MILITARY BALL
The date and scene of this
affair was Friday, February
24, at the Melrose high school
gymnasium. Mr. A. C. Wil-
ma Ishmael's plan of union with
Charles Smith? Sandra Taylor
is hiding her business? Janice
Hughes and Charles Epps will
soon be as one? JoAnne Mitch-
ell put Kenneth Thompson down
is fast as she picked him up?
Jewell Reed is trying to devise a
way to keep in the limelight
since basketball season is over?
Catherine Greer has eyes for
Ernest Johnson? Georgia Emma
Thomas and Jasper Williams
are reconsidering? There is no
room for Barbara Bowles in
Jasper Williams' heart? That
Delores Flynn means nothing to
Jasper Williams?
Jasper Williams is a playboy?
Dorothy Agnew and Abraham
Campbell have become Un-
touchables? Lemuel McCall has
been put out in the cold by
Rose Mary Jones? (B.T.W.)
Joyce Berry and Tommy Mar-
tin have problems? Mary Wal-
lace and Larry Mitchell will
soon be back as one? Charles
Freeman is Mr. Bigtime? Did
you know all these things? Well,
you know now.
NOTE!!!
IT'S COMING WITH A BIG
BANG!! IT'S COMING!! IT'S
GOING TO BE THE BEST
YET! IT'S COMING, COMING,
COMING! SO YOU BETTER
GET READY! IT'S GOING TO
BE BIG BIG, BIG!! IT'S GO-
ING TO BE THE BEST!! IT'S
COMING. THE NIGHT OF ALL
NIGHTS. MUSIC BY WILLIE
MITCHELL A N D HIS BIG
BAND! DON'T MISS IT'S
SOONER THAN YOU THINK!
S1GN-OFF
See you around ...
hams, genial radio personality
acted as master of ceremonies.
This is the first such ball for
the National Defense Cadet
Corps, but it surely won't be
the last due to the success of
the gala affair. Major George
Robinson, Cadet Corps head,
seemed very pleased with the
great success of this affair.
Superintendent of Memphis
Public Schools, Mr. E. C.
Stimbert, was present to make
his comments on the ball.
Miss Phyliss Ross, Hamilton
high junior was chosen queen
of the affair. She is the spon-
sor of Cadet Sidney West.
Other members of her court
were Beverly Buntyn of Book-
er Washington, Marian Rob-
ertson of Lester, Daisy Par-
rish of Douglass, Marilyn Isa-
bel of Melrose and Addie
Holmes of Manassas.
HI•Y-FACULTY GAME
As an annual affair the }H-
Y team plays the star basket-
ball players of the faculty. This
year the game was played
March 1, 1961 in the Hamilton
gym. The starting five for the
faculty were: J. Joseph, Mr.
Hudson, Mr. V. Williams, Mr
Brownlee, and Mr. Buren Lee.
The starters for the Hi-Y were:
Harold Smith, Samuel Love,
Richard Johnson, Joseph Gray,
and Lawrence Greene.
It seemer as though the Hi-Y
boys were no competition for
the faculty, they took an easy
victory with a final score of
55-31. High point man for the
faculty was Mr. Hudson, for
the iii-Y Harold Smith.
SPOTLIGHT
This week we have the privi-
lege of spotlighting a very
Popular and outstanding mem-
ber of the senior class, Miss
Lois Jean Davis. Lois lives
with her mother Mrs. Estelle
Davis at 1624 Pillow street.
Around the campus she is a
member of such organizations
as the Newsette Staff, (Busi-
ness Mgr.) FBLA, (Secretary),
Fine Arts Club, Social Science
Club ricl Guidance Staff.
In religious life she is a
very active member of the
Parkway Gardens Presbyter-
ian church.
in social life she la Secre-
tary of the Model Teens Social
club.
Lois' hobbies are sewing,
dancing and swimming, she al-
so enjoys listening to modern
jazz and entertaining James
Sykes.
After graduation in June she
plans to enter Fisk university
in Nashville. Tennessee where
she will major in sociology.
So hats off to the perfect ex-
ample of a young lady.
TOP TEN
Lola Greene, Dorothy Jones.
Ella Parker, Barbara Arder.
Evelyn Lawson, Sandra Hen-
derson, Patricia Moore, Lois
Deberry, Maxine Davis and
!Ala Abron.
FELLOWS
Jimmy Greene, Alvin Greene,
Theodore Davidson, Wade Con-
ner, Henry Earle, Thomas
Bowen, Billy Miles Archie
Settees, Robert Williams and
William Hunt,
CAMPUS COUPLES
Charlet' Terry and Lee Ann
Conner — Someday: Calvin
Junior and Bennie McGlothin
Manassas High News
Willie B. Jones, Plain Austin,
Isaac Hayes, Rudolph Myers,
Nancy Ross, Benjamin Malone,
Sidney Kirk, Noble Gatlin,
Quincy Taylor, Patrick Turner,
Leonard LeGronge, Katherine
Bailey, Clarence Nelson, James
Cox, Bernice Lee, William Har-
ris, Shirley Roberson, Marvin
Bledsoe, Don Cook, William Car-
roll and Delores Cleaves (10th).
CUPID'S CUTIES
Julia Minor and Thurman Les-
ter (TSU), Jean Williamson and
Roy Barton, Betty Grandberry
and Charles White, Mattie
James and Oscar Crawford,
commerce, science, etc. one Azalee Brown and Willie Wal-
must certainly look his best at ters, Gene O'Neal and Jessie
all times. 
yin 
Balfour, Beverly Allen and Cal-
In the form of a brief skit we
were given the do's and dont's Chester Nunnally (Doug.).
In dressing, whether at home, 
coNJpolyDnEeNnr, Jackie PaynePayne and
at school or at play, ruling out
t  
your "shop" attire at school for Samuel James has his eye on
young men, too many petticoats 
a certain junior girl. They say
it started with the military ball!for the young ladies, processed(hair definitely out and not in Am I not correct?) Nova Mont.
pinery has bought an interest
-
good taste for the young men in our intercom system! (She
gomery served as skit narr
and many others. Nova Mont-
takes over at the seventha•
tor. period). William "Angel Baby"
Burrows is still looking for theTo leave no doubt in our minds
the proper dress on any right girl! (Any volunteers?)occa-
sion, the FBLA went just a bit When asked who was the
further with a fashion show of "latest" with him, Rodgers
lovely winter and spring dress- Matlock stated that at that
es, suits; etc., and the latest moment he couldn't name them
in men't wear. all! (Is he really telling us the
The fashion show and skit truth?) Elmo Logan has been
were not the end of this fine admitted to class so much we
program for their was a speak- are wondering when will he re-
FBLA PRESENTS
Whenever we are favored
with any type of program pre-
sented by the Future Business
Leaders of America,, we tend to
look forward to it with great
anxiety and anticipation for we
know that their program will
certainly be enjoyable and In-
spirational also.
The chapel program, was, of
course, no exception. The theme
was "Good Grooming," which
correlated with the objectives
and purposes of all clubs and
organizations on our campus.
For to be a success whether In
er also in the person of Mrs.
Elizabeth Moss, home economics
The Music department of wards Bryant and Ina Edwards, supervisor of public schools.
Douglass high school presents Warren Brown and Bennie Tea- Mrs.
its Night of Enchantment, 'Tues. gue. 
Moss endeavored to em.
day night, March 14, 8 p.m. in DEDICATIONS 
phasize good grooming and she
demonstrated various ways in
1 the school auditorium. Find Another Girl, Ruby En- which
We are proud to have as con- gram - David Nell y; All In almost a 
is dress 
s
abnayswher  an wec
hethe
testants for Miss Jubilect: Mary my Mind, Jo Ann Hooper-Arthur proper accessories.
Towns, Lois jubert, Earline James; For You, Audery Yates- As given by Mrs. Moss, the
Johnson, Imogene Claxton, and Chester Nunnally; A Letter five Ps of good grooming are:
Carol Finnie. Good luck, ladies. From Tina, L. M. -Odell King; poise, personality, plan and
TOP TEN GIRLS Shop Around, Willie Kimmons - purse.
Our hats are off to Mrs. M.
Delores Holston, Daisy Parrish,
Earline Johnson, Carol Brown, W. K. W. (We Know Who).
Barbara Acox, Mary Townes, 
CITY WIDE POPULARITY 
and Mr. Ulen who
Jewel Reed (Mel.), Louis Col- made i
t possible for us to wit-
Gertharine Jones, Catherine fins (Douglas), Bernard Bates
Smith, Flora Fleming and An- 
nie B. Braswell. 
(B.T.W.), Thomasine and Mary
TOP TEN BOYS 
saying so long until our next
Calvin Graham, Odell King,
Bradford McClan, Willie Kim-
mona, Wallace Edwards, Charl-
es Brown, James Kincaide, Ben
Warr, James Parker and Ed-
WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW Davidsonward Bryant.
Freddie Rooks, when will you
prepare your typing assignment -- —
your friendship with Carey San- Rifle Teamon time? Mose Crawford, Is
der going to be perpetual?
to elucidate your parlance? Is
Charles Brown, will you learn VSictoriousit true, George Carr, about you
and a certain sophomore? What
has happened to Wallace Ed-
wards and Beverly Braswell?
CURRENT COUPLES
Cranford Scot and Arlene Yat-
es. Louis Collins and Rosiland
Shivers, Bradford and F. F., Ed-
DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP
report of the latest haps.
MOTTO: Regardless how
problematical you are, don't be-
come a procrastinator.
-- it Won't Be Long; James
Sykes and Lois Davis — Shop
Around; Richard Foster and
Claudette Greene — Find Your-
self Another Girl: Ted Mc-
Daniels and Dorothy Peete —
Down and Out; Booker T.
Jones and J. A. W. — My
Love Has Never Died: Robert
Williams and Maxine Faster —
Free; Lawyer Cox and Bar-
bara Arder — I Idolize You;
Charles Jones and Doris Allen
— A Letter From Tina; Larry
Mitchell and Carole Jones —
—Don't Let Him Shop Around;
Roosevelt Ratliff and Shirley
Newby — Mother-In-Law.
Woutn YOU HAVE
THOUGHT ...
That Larry Mitchell is tight
with Bettye Sue O'Neale (Man)
... You didn't think I would
do it did you Larry? ... That
I would forget to put Nelse
Parker's name in the paper. . .
That Claudette Greene, would
stop riding Richards back and
get herself a bicycle That
George .Motton would settle
down to just one girl. Congratu-
lations Brenda ... That De-
lores Flynn would let Jasper
Williams fool her about Bar-
bara Bowles ... That James
Sykes would he nicknamed
"Speedy Gonzalez" ...
That there would be three
riding in the front seat of
"Bally Ache." Willie Mae
Davis, Thomas Bowen, and
Vanqueta Price ... That Bob-
by Jones could get a girl even,
after Basketball season ...1
That Charles Terry would
make his third strike with
Georeia Carroll, now he's out
... That a certain senior has
his eye on Carol Jones... That
George Bradshaw (Mel) D
ranking Samuel Love's hustle
with Junienne Briecoe... That
Rose Cooper could change a
flat tire
WORD TO THE WISE
When this summer's heat
eels to be a Drag • • Re-
member eats and chicks A
Miles Davis air conditioner
blows cool Ill
A team representing the Army
ROTC at Davidson College last
Saturday won the North Caro-
lina State Invitational Rifle
Tournament held here at A&T
College.
The team scored 3662-points
to win the State chaimpionship
for the second year in a row,
edging the University of North
Carolina Air Force ROTC team
which scored 3636-points.
The tourney which drew nine
teams in addition from Wake
Forest, North Carolina State
College, Duke University and
A&T covered two days of fir-
ing, the session being held on
Saturdays, Feb. 18 and 25.
Lee Beadle, Arlington, Va., a
freshman student in the Air
Force ROTC at the University
of North Carolina, took top in-
dividual honors. In the two ses-
sions he scored a total of 772-
points out of a possible 800-
score.
ness such an enriching program.
One that will be remembered in
the hearts of many over the
coming year.
Officers of the FBLA are
Vivian Reams, president; Marie
Franklin, vice president; Nor-
ma Bowls, secretary; Eloise
Smith, corresponding secretary;
Barbara Jefferson, chaplain;
Drucilla Ingram treasurer; Lil-
lie Austin, parliamentarian and
Allen Dillard, reporter.
SPOTLIGHT
This week's spotlight falls on
a young lady well-liked by her
fellow classmates and friends
and well-known for her lady-
like manners and pleasing
personality. She shows an un-
usual talent in the field of art
and just last week her work was
exhibited on our large bulletin
board in the hall, giving us a
sneak preview of the current
fashions for young women and
young ladies.
•
Other teams finishing in or- In religious life she is an ac-
der. included: University of tive member of Mt. Olive Ca-
North Carolina - Navy, 3601; thedral, of which Rev. Henry
Wake Forest College, Army - Buntyn serves as pastor. She is
3552; North Carolina State Col- also a member of the Junior
lege, Air Force, 3540; A&T, choir there.
Army, 3506; Duke University,
Navy, 3486; North Carolina
State College, Army, 3450 and
A&T, Air Force, 3338.
OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Businessmen are optimistic
about prospects for their own
companies in 1961. a poll taken
by the U. S. Chamber of Com-
merce found.
The survey showed that 65
per cent of the 250 company
chiefs polled expect their own
company's sales this year to
show an increase. Only 8 per
cent forecast a decline.
COFFEE BREAK
NEW YORK — (UPI) —For-
ty-three per cent of the na-
tion's 86 million employes help
themselves to at least one cup
of coffee daily during a coffee
break at work, a survey of
coffee drinking on the job
showed.
The Pan American Coffee
Bureau said that one out of
every five employes makes his
own coffee at work.
By now I'M
certain y o u
have guessed
her identity for
she is none
other t h an
M a r y Esther
Jones, a senior
in t h e 12-4
Homeroom in
which Mrs.
MARY JONESHilda Smith ls
instructor. Mary Esther resides
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Armstrong of 3307 W. Wal-
dorf.
Around our campus Mary
Esther is affiliated with the Mu
Alpha Theta, Art club, New
Homemakers of America, and
the Gracious Ladles
Incidentally, Mary Esther is
one of few students qualified to
graduate in three years because
of her high scholastic average.
On graduation, Mary Esther
plans to attend Howard univer-
sity in the field of fine arts as
a fashion designer and illustra-
tor. "May success follow you in
all your endeavors."
SPORTS
The basketball season has
climaxed with the Tigers bring-
ing victories but few defeats.
Just last week to really bring
the season to a close, our var-
sity team and the male instruc-
tors on our faculty played an
exciting game and the Faculty
team surprisingly defeated the
varsity by the routing score of
43-36. High point man on the
faculty team was Mr. W.
Roach. Other members of the
squad included Mr. Able, Mr.
Cox, Mr. McCoy, Mr. Johnson,
Mr. Jones and Mr. Ware.
CAMPUS PERSONALMES
Barbara Holliday, Dorothy
Willett, Maxine Brown, Minnie
Ross, Aquita Wooley, Jessie
Pritchett. Joseph Campbell,
John Prince, Freddie Rawlings,
ceive his final "walking pap-
ers." Thurman Tucker, one of
our hard-fighting Tigers has
joined the Mixe Chorus. (I won-
der is he getting his voice ready
to serenade his dream girl?)
Will Dorothy Stokes ever find
the right young man? (Time
waits on no man, Dorothy!)
Who is the young man of Lillie
Marie Austin's typewriter and
dreams? Roosevelt Richardson
wishes it to be known that girls
cramp his style. (Now this is
what we term as a Way out cat.)
Robert Simpson has develop-
ed a keen interest in the activi-
ties over at LeMoyne. Could it
be that a certain coed is the
latest with you? Who does
Lovie Griffin and Gloria Shot-
well have their eyes on?
(Really, girls?) Larry Blandard
wishes it to be known that his
money, his hat, and his shoes
are his prize possessions. (If
you bother these you may find
yourself getting up off the floorl
BEWARE).
Juanita Griffin gave a "way-
out" oral composition in Eng-
lish full of facts, jokes and
dancing. (Say, Juanita, how did
the teacher take it?) Rosie
Miles can really write good
news! (Wonder where she got
the talent?) Leroy Davis says
"It's all in his mind whom his
next victim will be." (Really,
Leroy?) Will Mamie Allen ever
stop trying to become the No.
1 troublemaker in the sixth
period study hall? (They tell me
she's out of sight!)
TOP COUPLES
Mary Esther Jones and Settle
Johnson, Lt. Milts and Helen
Hill, Mettle Dearing and War-
ren Jones, Virginia Knight and
Sam McDowell, Ira Walton and
Maxine Draper (F13), Cora
Brewer and James Walker,
Jesse Laird and Pat Griffin, El-
wood Reams and Shirley Har-
rison, Elmer Harrison and
Phyllys McCain, Evertina Rod-
erick and Winston Griffin.
BCNU.
Bowling Meet
To Increase
UNCF Till
The United Negro College
Fund will be the beneficiary of
a bowling tournament that will
be staged and sponsored by
South. Shore Recreation Bowl
Saturday, March 18-19 at the
Recreation Bowl, Chicago, Ill.
This is the first tournament
of its type and wi: be held ; n-
nually. Entry fee is $8. Con-
test is open to all men and
women throughout the country.
Handicaps for men is 73 per
cent from 200 and for women,
75 per cent from 190.
The prize money tops $3,280,
based on 600 men and 200 wom-
en entries. Men's first prize is
$500 cash and a trophy. For
women $200 cash and a trophy.
Lesser prizes of $100 through
$15 will be awarded for the
highest scratch games.
Entry blanks may be obtain-
ed from South Shore Recrea-
tion Bowl, 6838 Stony island
ave., Chicago, nt. Phone PLaza
2-1278.
FOUNDING DATE
Organization of the Salvation
Army dates back to 1878. •
• •
•
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NAACP YOUTH Council of
fivers of the Memphis branch
are shown preparing for their
Membership Drive which
starts March 9 through May
17. The membership chair.
man, Twyta Miles is asking for
200 new members. The Colin-
_ 
cil's Annual Coronation Ball
will be held March 24. From
left, standing are Irene C. Tay-
lor, corresponding secretary
and education chairman; Jac-
kie Hardy, treasurer; Twyta
Miles, Velma Rimmer, chair-
MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS
By
Bernice Gooch - Gloria Crawford
SPOTLIGHT
The spotlight falls on James
Crittenden this week. He is a
sophomore. James is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Crittenden.
lie is a member of Riverside
MB church where he is the di-
rector of the No. 2 choir.
Not only active in religious
life but James is active in
Abehool as well. He looked over
Woe building and saw that there
was room for improvements.
Be began by trying out for
student director of the Glee
Club. His object was to entice
other members to become more
interested in music. He is just
the life of a basketball team
by being thecheer leader.
Other activities he partici-
pates in are the Athletic club,
Student Council reporter for the
Library club and organizer and
founder of the Biology club.
James' ambition is to become
a Science teacher. He plans to
further his education at Tennes-
see State university. His hob-
bies are swimming and natural-
ly. singing.
In later years, may you look
back over a well spent life,
James.
SENIOR'S TALENT FASHION
411'0W
Well, the seniors have done It
gain. Monday, Feb. 27, the
seniors presented a laughter
packed talent-fashion show.
know you are wondering why
It was so funny because there
are talent shows and fashion
shows going on every day and
well, they are funny, but not
that funny.
Well, you are wrong. This tal-
ent
-fashion show was extreme-
ly different for the boy! wore
girls clothing and the girls wore
vire versa.
First came lounge wear. Mar-
garet Hall and Algie Williams
wore a beautiful blue matched
lounging outfit for men and
women. Of course Margaret
was wearing the man's outfit
and Algie the woman's David
Wrushen was a cream with his
I u e duster and pajamas.
NIOrmorge Martin wore a beauti
ful pink duster trimmed in gold
with gold slippers.
In school wear the models
sent the crowd bursting into
laughter. James Hancock wore
a beige sweather, beige a n d
brown checked fitted skirt and
a brown fur collar. Joseph Don-
aldson wore a white ruffled
blous and a short black pleat-
ed skirt. The audience just
screamed when Lester Echols
came out wearing his black
sweater, orange pleated skirt
and black tights.
In sports wear James Weary
was decked out in a dyed to
match outfit which consisted
of a purple sweater, skirt and
slacks. Minnie Harris wore
black pants, a sports jacket and
an empire cap. Dianne Adair
wore brown corduroy pants
and a green sweater.
When it came to Sunday wear
thing. Herman Walls wore ae thought we had seen every-
beautiful green sheath (and be-
lieve me it was really fitting),
black pumps and a mouton.
Herman was escorted by Len-
ora Williams who was wearing
a green continental suit with a
reversible vest and a sharp hat.
Steve Johnson was a rage in
Isis beautiful black hat. He was
escorted by Alice Hewlett,
dressed in a black corduroy
continental suit.
FOUNDERS DAY
Now this is what took the
cake. Those who wore the form-
al wear were stone out of sight.
George Martin wore a beautiful
yellow party dress and yes, a
mouton. Chester Robinson thrill-
ed the audience when he came
on stage with a beautiful beige
Iafter-five with orange 
accessor-
Vries. Doris Wrushen lust stole
the show when she came out
wearing her tuxedo, tails, and
all.
A splendid program was ren-
dered in observance of Found-
ers Day, Monday night, Feb.
27 in the Walker school cafe-
torium. The program was spon-
sored jointly by the Mitchell,
Ford Road and Walker schools.
The speaker for the occasion
was Mrs. Mary W. Robinson,
a teacher at Riverside school.
One of the highlights of the
program was a tree ceremony
conducted by Mrs. N. A. Craw.
ford. Three trees were planted
in honor of the fouhders of the
PTA and above all, in memory
of our own Mrs. Ardena Gooch,
deceased.
Music was rendered by the Mit-
chell high band and chorus and
the Walker school chorus. The
school pprincipals are Alonzo
Weaver, Mitchell; Charles Hor-
ner, Walker and Isiah Good-
rich, Ford Road. The school
PTA presidents are Mrs. N. A.
Crawford, Mitchell; Mrs. Kath-
erine Tappan, Walker and Mrs.
Mary Ann Wrushen, Ford Road.
DEDICATIONS
Jerry Smith and Bettie Crit-
tenden—At Last, Clarence King
and Charlene Livingston—Who's
Loving You, James Moore and
Beverly Shipp--Closer, Percel
Duckett and Lula Wrushen—
Angel Baby, William Willis and
Dienne Adair—For My Baby.
James Little and Carol Lips-
comb—All In My Mind, Dolgus
Tollver and Linda Pegues—Let-
ter From Tina, Betty Griggs
and June Grandberry—Heaven.
ly Angels, Shirley Baughus and
Milton Harris—Mother In Law,
Herman Walls and Willis Jean
Blevins—Love, I've Found You.
CITY-WIDE TOP 10
man of program and research;
Mergaret Abernathy, vice
president and Andy Boyd,
chairman of labor and indus-
try. Seated, from left are
David Moore, president and
Ellen Crowe, secretary.
SCHOLARSHIP WORKERS—
The members of the Junior
Talent club, a new youth or.
ganization in the city, are
learning to do handicraft.
Their work is being supervis.
A Teen Speaks
ed by Mrs. Lelia Turner, who
Is the founder of this club.
Members are, from left, front,
lnez Catron, !Fete's McGirth,
Sandra Bland, treasurer and
Joyce Rice, assistant secre•
tary. From left, back row,
Gloria Turner, pianist; Debts
Bland, president; Mrs. Turn-
er, advisor; Doris McGtrth,
secretary and Rubystine Turn-
er. chaplain.
Let's Acquire
Sense Of Value
By BETTYE SANDERS
It is of utmost importance,
that we as Negroes, for the sake
of our own social happiness, cul-
tivate a sense of true values in
people. That is one of oaseitrat
duties to ourselves, if we want
to live the sane and wholesome
philosophy of manners that
America has produced.
We should not hope too franti-
cally that there shall appear
convictions that shall insure
the coming of a better order, but
rather try to make the best of
those that we already possess.
We should realize the worth of
a man. We- cannot cease hero;
worship, for it is instinctive in
us. We must have our pedestals.
But in the future we should
not erect upon them the statues
of kings and princelings whose
conspicuity is due to the acci-
dents of birth, nor of shrewd
millionaires who have outwitted
their fellows in the struggle for
possessions, nor of military ad-
venturers who have seized the
opportunity of a people's misery
to exalt themselves: but our
admiration should rather be for
those who have followed the ex-
ample Sojourner Truth and
Vacant, Doris Wrushen, Mit-
chell; Annie Ruth Phillips, Man-
assas; Phyllis Ross, Hamilton,
Ruby Hawkins, Carver; Geral-
dine Gray, BTW; Evelyn Ayers,
Geeter; Willie F. Taylor, Mit-
chell; Mattie Campbell, Carver
and Gloria Johnson, Carver.
EATS
Roy Cheathem, BTW; Jasper
Williams, Melrose; Mose Craw-
ford, Douglass; Herman Walls,
Mitchell; Lloyd Stovall, Carver;
Bernard Bates, BTW; Mimmie
Ellis, FB; Abraham Campbell,
Melrose; Charles Carter, Geeter
and Clarence King, Mitchell.
Until nxet week this is
Gloria and Bernice saying Keep
Cool.
have had their names written
among those who best loved
their fellow men.
We must not estimate people
for what they possess, but for
what they are. The glorifica-
tion of money and the display
of wealth are essentially vul-
gar. The truly well-bred man or
woman has simple 'sates and
fine discrimination, judging peo-
ple not by their bank accounts
or their ancestors, but for their
own worth
CONTEMPT, NEVER
Never treat anyone with con-
tempt. Remember that Booker
T. Washington, one of the great-
est Negro educationist that has
ever lived, was the son of a
slave, and George Washington
Carver, one of the greatest Ne-
gro scientists that has ever lived
was also the son of a slave and
swapped for a mule, Ben John-
son, was a bricklayer; and Phyl-
lis Wheatley, a common wo-
man" without education or pol-
ish. Genius rarely rises from
the ranks of millionaires.
Will you value the people you
meet for the dollars hat they
possess, or for their honest
value as men and women? "The
worth of the individual," is one
of the principles which is includ-
ed in our concept of democracy,
you know. There is at least one
fine and admirable quality in
every persor Find it.
A sense of values will teach
you to have a good humoured
tolerance of others. It will teach
you to be sympathetic with
whatever society you are ming-
ling, to look for beauty every-
where. And you will find, for
whoever looks for beauty finds
it — even in ugliness.
Remember. John Lubbock
stated, "What we see mainly de-
pends on what we look for. So,
let's start looking for the silver
lining of the cloud and the bet-
ter side of people.
B. T. W.
School Notes
By
DAVID PORTER
256 CERTIFICATES
PRESENTED
Many happy smiles appear-
ed on the faces of 256 young
ladies, last Friday. Each of
the girls received two cer-
tificates, for care of the sick
and injured and for mother
and baby care.
This course was a special
class offered by the American
Red Cream The instructors
were Mrs. L. R. Williamson,
one of our capable gym teach-
ers and registered nurse
Mrs Lillian Thompson.
The young lady with the
highest average was Aubrey
Griffin, who amassed 99 ag-
gregate. Bertha klorrisem was
deemed as the most outstands
ing student.
Mrs. Lucille Childress. a
registered nurse, delivered the
main address. Her speech was
most impressive and elaborate.
Some others appearing on
the program were The St.
Cecelia Glee club. Mae
Frances Westbrooks, Fay Wil-
liams, Sylvia Buntyn, Vera
011ie, Astra Roach and the
sponsor of the Junior Red
Cross, Mrs. G. C. Dentam.
STARDUST
I could think of no greater
pleasure than to sprinkle
sterdust upon the lovely head
of Miss Johnnie Lumpkin,
senior of 12-10 class. Johnnie
resides at 3813 I Butler. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Lumpkin.
Johnnie should be congratu-
lated because she has done
Badne Check Turns
Up Wearers In
Acnrte.4 Trad-ls
m9wAuxEE. W i s. —
(srpi) Sheriff George Wit•
kowskl called for the return
of all Milwaukee County spe-
cial deputy badges issued to
non-law enforcement person-
nel before he took office.
Among the badge-holders,
Witkowski said, are a restau-
rant owner, several other
businessmen, a flock of poll-
tical supporters of the former
sheriff, and New York Yan-
kees baseball star Tony Ka•
bek.
By CARLOTTA STEWART
Musing: Contentment . .
Teach me to value what I own
. . . And let me clearly see ..
The charm in every petal
blown . . . Upon the breeze to
me. . The laughter here as
sweetly rings . . . As in the
palaces of kings.
... Not in excess of luxuries
lie . . . The happiness men
crave . . . The rose that loves
the dew would die . . . If
deluged by a wave; . . . Teach
me this simple truth to know
... Past peace of mind we can-
not go.
Dear Carlotta: A husband of
a dear friend passed away
recently. It was sudden and we
were terribley shaken. What
does one say to a widow at
such a time? I have examined
my heart and my head and
there are no words. Although
everyone faces this situation in
the couse of a life time, few
people know how to deal with
it Intelligently. Can you help?
Silent.
much in her four years at
BTW toward keeping its name
among the leaders in to many
different fields.
Johnnie is a member of the
school paper staff, Dramatic
club, Quill and Scroll, La Juva
Debs, Junior Daughter Elks
and many other organized
teenage groups.
Johnnie is aspiring to be
Miss Jubilect for the year
1961. With your support John-
nie could win and be one of
the best young ladies to occupy
the crown, If you are interest-
ed in purchasing a ticket,
please see Johnnie Lumpkin at
BTW or call her at JA 5-7175.
Johnnie plans to further her
education at the growing Le-
Moyne college. About going
steady, Johnnie says: "It is a
very prominent arrangement
as long as you and your
steady have a mutual under-
standing."
Hats off to Johnnie Lumpkin,
future Miss Jubilectl
SEEN IN THE
GUIDANCE ROOM
What activities we're hav-
ing. When you go to the guid-
ance room and see the school
activities schedule.
THE ROVING
LUNATIC WONDERS
What does E. J. Washington
and Fannie talk about ... Who
wins the arguments between
Tyrone Smith and Helen Pru-
dent ... Who has Zack High-
tower's heart ... Why the
Four Stars vocal group are
so popular ... Why Janice
Pnident always smiles ...
How can William Lambert
think he has Janice Clemons
... Why did Hershey Boone
and Willie Ward fight over the
one they love ... How many
days before Christmas.
Why Queen Spearman lies
been hiding her beautiful
voice ... Why did Janet Bates
have her birthday party on a
Saturday night ... Where can
Roy Hopkins find a job.
BIG FIVE
YOUNG LADIES
Joan Hampton, Essie Law-
son, Debris Joyner, Vivian
Barnes and Dorothy Greene.
BIG FIVE FELLOWS
Charles Miller, Bernal:
Bates, Eddie Hughes, Maurice
White and Charles McCaroll.
HINT TO THE WISE: The
way to become rich legal has
not been Invented yet.
Dear silent: Ill time of sorrow
it is far better to be useful than
articulate. When death visits a
home there is always much to
be done . . . and real friends do
it. Out-of-town relatives must be
fed and housed. Small children
should be taken elsewhere for
a few days. Cooking becomes a
big job. Cleaning must be done,
and sometimes laundry.
Messages of condolence
should be noted and a record
kept of the visitors who brought
a roaster of chicken or a
chocolate cake. The widow will
be too stunned to notice but
she'll want to know about these
acts of kindness later. And most
of all — when months have
passed and well-wishers go
about enjoying life as usual, do
you remember to include the
widow in your activities? Or do
you drop her from the list be-
cause an extra woman Is a so-
cial liability? This is the real
test of friendship — not the
floral offerings or oral bouquets
at the time of the tragedy.
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TEENS EXCLUSIVELY
BY
BETTYE SANDERS
AND
PERNELL FLEMINGS
By BETTYE SANDERS
AND PERNELL FLEMINGS
SOCIETY NEWS
The newly o4mized Morrocco
Social club, which was organiz-
ed January 2, 1961 has planned
to give a dance April 14, at
Curries Club Tropicanna.
The Morrocco's, although new-
ly organized, have acclaimed
great fame during the period
of time that they have been
organized. They have been
several dances and house par-
ties, all of winch were greatly
successful.
The purposes of the club are:
1. To provide pleasure and rec-
reation for the teenagers. I. To
develop a sense of value for
and 9. To provide a means of
contribution to charity organiza-
tions and other worthy purposes.
The officers of the club are
president—Tommy Lewis "Cof-
fee" Dickerson, vice president—
Fula Rivers, secretary Mildred
Pratcher, treasurer — John
"Spookum" Jordan, business
manager — Mary Hunt, ser-
geant-at-arms — Charles Lee'
Pratcher, chaplain — James
Means, reporter — Clarence
"Frank" Exum.
The Morrocco's are also one
of the clubs that is participating
In the Elk's "Most Popular Club
Contest." So, hats off to the
morrocco Social club.
The Jeb Stuart Fan club is
having a meeting Friday at the
YWCA. Aspirants to the club
contact Wanda Boggan at BR.
5-3842
SALUTE!
This week, we are proud to
salute Eleanor Faye Williams,'
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse L. Williams of 535 Simp-
son.
Eleanor, one of my closer
friends, is a member of the 11-3
class of Melrose High school,
where she is a member of such
wondrous organizations as the
Sci-che bl-phy Science club, the
Dramatic club, the National
Honor Society, the Charmettes,
and the Dance Group.
On Dec. 28, 1980 at LeMoyne
Commons, Eleanor was crown-
ed "Miss Co-cite 1961." In the
Co-ette's she is a member of
the Board of Directors.
She is also a teen columnist
for the Tri-State Defender, her
column along with Jana Davis
"Teen Highiights," is read by
teenagers all over the Tri-State
area.
In her religious life, she is a
member of Martin Temple. We.
as teenagers, are proud to have
such intelligent and beauteous
young ladies as Eleanor Faye
Williams as members of our
teenage society, and as for
me I am proud to have her as
a friend.
FASHION WORLD
'Fashion Rings'
The bops are really display-
ing the "continental- look these
days. Sherman Yates and Ty-
rone Smith favor the Ban-Ion
sweaters. The Degas boots are
worn by Herman Burrows, Wil-
lie Miller, Willie Frank Taylor,
Bishop Trotter, Charles King,
Cranford Scott, and David Ise.
Those unique and exotic type
shirts are being worn by Charles
Peppers, Jewel Reed, Terry
Martin, Tommy Dickerson,
Grundy Nolan,. Joseph Brooks,
Morris Webb, Bernard Bates,
and William Lambert.
The "college boy" hair cuts
are really swinging with Walter
Perino, Charles Miller, Odd
King, John Macklin, Thurman
Brooks, Floyd Shavers, Clyd
Plunkett, Calvin Russell. and
Charles Powell.
CITY-WIDE
Girls
Eleeanor Williams (Melrose),
Open House
Held At
St. Anthony
Open House at the new loca-
tion of St. Anthony Catholic
school, Chapel and Rectory,
was held Sunday March 5, 4
p. m. at 1100 VoIlentine ave.
The parish, formerly locat-
ed at 327 Hill for 60 years,
moved to make room for St.
Jude hospital.
The school and rectory are
completed and space is reserv-
ed for the church which will be
built in the future. At present
the parishioners attend Mass in
the Chapel located in the school
building.
Father Alois Ilugel, Pastor,
Father Gebhard Schmidt Assis-
tant Pastor and the parishioners
era whose membership exceed
500 are very happy over the
program that has been made.
Sister Ann Cabrini, Principal
of the 1-8 grade school says
there are approximately 200
Catholic and Protestant students
enrolled.
Ricki McGraw (FBI, Janet nos
ner (BTW), Ruby Hardy (Cars
ver), Mary Alice Bland (F11).
Johnnie Lloyd (Manassas),
Mattie Wilson (Douglas), Myr-
tle Evans (BTW), Bernice Jones
(Lester), Mildred Lawson
(Hamilton.)
Boys
Odell King (Douglas), Cuba
Johnson (Carver), Edward Mar-
ris (FB), David Porter (BTW),
Charles Pratcher (Lester),
Jewel Reed (Melrose), Willie
Frank Taylor (Mitchell) Samuel
Love (Hamilton), Joseph Brooks
(BTW), David Moore (FBI.
1111-PARADE
"All In My Mind" — Mor-
ris Webb and Laura Wiley.
"Who's Loving You" — A. J.
Albright and Major DeBerry,
"Find Another Girl" — Clifford
Townsend and Buddy Taylor,
"I Pity the Fool" — Bishop
Trotter and Anna Blakemore,
"For My Baby" — Willie John.
TEEN EXCLUSIVELY
son and Johniiie Lumpkin, "To-
morrow" — Milton Burchfield
and Eunice Williams, "Some-
day" — Charles Miller and Dor-
is Starks, "Where We Went
Last Night" — Kenneth Hayes
and Mary Alice Bland, "Mother-
In-Law" — Bernard Bates and
Aubrey Lumpkin and "Once
Upon A Time" — Ben Starks
and Ann Marie Barnes.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
Georganne Wainwright, who
goes about everything in a big
way, really does — she has the
influenza, in a big way, but
we hope she recwers soon.
Gloria Haley formerly had a
lot in common with a young
gentleman that is well-known
around BTW. Ada Palmore
seemingly is about to drop Yu-
mie Kirk for Charles Peppers.
Morris Webb is Interested its
Laura Wiley sincerely. 7dward
Harris has been chosen "Critic
of the Year" by the Teen Col-
umnist Association, Incorporat-
ced. (Congratulations Edward,
you deserve them.) 'Robert
"Trim" Jackson Is trying to
break up the love affair be-
tween Maurice White and De-
lores Joyner. 'Charles Miller
and Doris Starks have recoils
aidered the proposition. *Toms
my Dickerson is about to get
the surprise of his life.
'Ralph McKissack can't
. dance. 'Gloria Flemings is still
In love with Alvin Robinson.
*Patricia McDaniel still has
'childish traits.' 'Milton Burch.
field is deeply concerned about
Eunice Williams. 'John Swift is
admired by girls city-wide.
'Joseph Brooks and Grundy No-
lan are attempting to learn the
Morse code for secular reasons.
Bertha Morrison is undecided
as to 'her one and only.'
TRUTH OR CONSEJUENCEIS
'Willie Dunn shall leave his
footprints on the sand of times.
*Lorretta Evans only has eyes
for Carl Williams of T.S.U.
Charles Dickerson' winning
personality is due mostly to his
unique way of handling the
"status quo.''
David Elion has been retic-
ent concerning his affair with
a certain young lady.
'Luther Redditt is the king Of
jivers.
*Ann Johnson has been great-
ly swayed a certain young man
that has more time now than
he is going to need. 'Bonnie
Little has a nose for news.
*Gold's Murrell is no 'Little
Boy Blue,' only a wolf in lamb's
clothing. 'Ruby is deeply con-
cerned about the Modernette
society. *Lena Derden is very
liberal-minded. *If a certain
girl had known that Johnnie
Lloyd would be escorted to a
dance given by the Modernette
Society by a certain young gen-
tleman, she would have been
present. Percy Hughes and An-
nye Stephens romance is an
everlasting one. *This year's
Junior Revue of Washington
High school will be the best
ever.
POETRY OF THE WEEK
By BERTHA MORRISON
DEDICATION TO
MY SWEETHEART
My loved one is my most prized
possession,
Why everyday is becoming
more of an obsession,
Upon my mind, he is a common
depression,
And I sincerely hope my ardertt
affection,
Will to be of greater perfection.
And never lead to my regres-
sion.
NOW YOU KNOW
The first man to start a bank
in the United States was Alex-
ander Hamilton.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Some defeats are only install.
ments of victory.
CRACK-PT'S CORNER
Terry: Jody, Do you think
that the man who hei up the
bank was wrong?
Jody: Yes, wrong in getting
caught.
Until next week, this is Bettye
renders and Parnell Flemings
saying — By for now.
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Sports In Review
By J. B. McCullough
B T W WINS REGIONAL
.TITLE
After placing third in the dis
..=trict playoff to gain a berth in
the Region tournament, the
=spirited warriors from Wash
—ington high defeated favored
Carver High to qualify to play
in the State Tournament begin-
ning Thursday in Hashville.
Washington began her suc-
cessful campaign by defeating
Halls Consolidated 80-60, as
Carver toyed with Bolivar In-
dustrial 76-45. Memphis' other
entry, the Douglas Red Devils,
were eliminated early by Mt.
Pisgah, 62-46.
In the second flight Washing-
ton surmounted tough Mt. Pis-
gah, 74-69. Carver had an easy
time defeating Frazier high of
Covington 85-60.
In the finals, it was Washing-
ton and Carver with Washing-
ton prevailing 67-64.
Three players from Memphis
high schools made the all-
Tournament team. They are
Willie Ward of Washington who
scored 65 points for a 21.666
average; Charles Powell of
-Washington who averaged 11.3
points per game and who shove
both offensively and defensive-
. ly; and Floyd Stovall of Car-
ver
.
 who averaged 17.62-3 points
per game and excelled as a
, rehounder.
Rounding out the all Tourna-
ment team are Fred Rhodes of
--- Mt. Pisgah, 20 point average
per game; and Willie Austin,
of Frazier, 18.62-3 average per
game.
A & I SMAI.L COLLEGE
CHAMPIONS
The Tenn. State Ada Tigers
Were named again the small
- • college basketball champions.
State, with a 24-4 record led
' its closest opponent Mississippi
Southern, 339 points to 294. UPI
poll should be a boost to- the
Tigers who are seeking a berth
in a major tournament.
It is no secret that State
would like to play in the NIT
tournament. If they don't re-,
eeive a bid it could well be
because of St. Bonaventure Col-
lege, the nation's second rank-
ed basketball power. Two
teams-Niagara and Duquesne-
swill receive NIT bids because
they both hold victories over
St. Bonaventure.
Another State athlete has re-
ceived national recognition. He
Is basketball star Porter Merri-
•
•
weather, who received honor-
able mention in the all-America
- balloting.
HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL
FROM SPRING CAMPS
With each missile of hope
emannating from major-league
training camps, strange n e w
names supplant those familiar
ones such as Mays, Musial,
Aaron, Ba nk s, Matthews,
Friend, Sp ah n, Burdette,
Mantle, and other established
stars.
Glowing reports of strong-
armed-fleet-footed and sure-
eyed rookies who will threaten
every record in the book dur-
ing the coming campaign are
filed daily from each champ.
No matter, the stars are only
allowing the rookies their year-
ly day in the sun. Very few
of them will continue in the
roll of headline makers.
AN ERA ENDS
After more than two decades,
the reign of boxing king, Sugar
Ray Robinson, seems at an end.
After losing the third and rub-
ber match to middleweight
champion Gene Fullmer, Father
Time has finally kayoed the
fabulous Sugarman.
His victorious opponent paid
Robinson the greatest possible
compliment when he said "I'm
glad I was fighting this guy
when he was over his prime."
OLE SATCH ROLLS ON
The Saturday Evening Post
recently published the fabulous
story of Satchel Paige.
As one reads of his career
he can't help but wonder what
records would have been set
if discrimination had not kept
Paige out of the Major during
his prime.
Stars of outstanding reputa-
tions would not risk these rep-
utations against Old Satch.
During the years they barn-
stormed together, Babe Ruth
never appeared in the lineup
when Paige was the opposing
pitcher.
There could be no greater
testimonial to his prowess than
this. Although he is nearing
sixty Satch is still an effective
pitcher in the higher minors.
FAMC'S FRAZIER SIGNS
WITH DENVER
Former Southern University
and SIAC conference gridders
will recognize an old opponent
in the Denver Broncos back-
field this coming football sea-
son. He is Al Frazier, former
Florida A & M teammate of
CAGE WINNERS — Basket-
ball winners in the recent
tournament held for teams of
the Memphis prep league pose
with the principals of their
schools and their respective
coaches. From left are Har-
ry T. Cash, principal of Ham-
ilton high school and tourney
official; Chastene Thompson,
principal, Carver, first place
winner; Co-Captain Stovall
of Carver, H. Holliburton,
Carver principal; Co-Cap-
tain Brooks of Carver, Bill Lit-
tle, Douglass coach; Douglass
captain and Melvin Conley,
principal of Douglass.
the Chicago Bears Galimore.
Many of his former collegiate
opponents consider him a much
tougher opponent than Gali-
more. At any rate, the one-
two punch of Galimore a n d
Frazier gave the Rattlers one
of the great Negro elevens of
all times.
PLAYERS ALL-MEMPHIS
The ballots are out and the
players are being selected for
the Defender's players All.
Memphis team.
Watch this page for the play-
ers own choice of Memphis
outstanding basketball players.
CHORUS RECITAL
The Emanuel chorus will be
presented in a recital at the
Emanuel Baptist church 245
Ayers st., Rev. W. E. Ragsdale,
son, Willie Sesley. Second wentpastor, Sunday March 12, 8:00 to Edward Hale and Eugenep. m. The public is invited to
witness this grand affair.
Robert Taylor will be guest
soloist. The chorus is under the
direction of Mrs. W. E. Rags-
dale. The musicians are: Mrs.
Masie Bosley, Mrs. Majorie
Sanders, Miss Evelyn Owen, and
Mr. Harry Owen, jr. Mrs. L. C.
Gant is one of, the directors.
LENDING TO RISE
CHICAGO — (UPI) — Hous-
ing may enjoy a slightly bet-
ter year in 1961, but any maj-
or advance will depend on the
effect of population pressures
which are expected to reach
their full force in the mid-
1960's, according to the U. S.
Savings & Loan League.
The league predicted t ha t
savings and loan associations
would lend $15 billion in 1961,
as compared to $14.4 billion in
1960.
VAST AREA
The Pacific ocean covers about
one-third the earth's surface.
DIFFERENT NAME
An auto headlight Is called
a headlamp in Britain.
a •
3Aanh scup:
"It's Cheaper
By The Dozen"
BUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE
ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 SO. MAIN AT V ANCE OPENS A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.
Independent Liquor Dealer
"We Don't IV anna Get Rich" Free l'arking pace
New card playing champs
were discovered at the second
Annual Whist and Five - Up
tournament given last Thurs-
day night by the Sam Qualls
golfers. First whist prize was
captured by Adrian Sesley and
RD Story Of
Negro In
Coast Guard
An ungrammatical Coast
Guard Steward in the South
Pacific during World War II put
his faith in and gave encourage-
ment to a young man who want-
ed to become a writer.
This month that aspiring
young writer, Alex Haley, now
an outstanding Negro writer,
tells the story of that salty and
lovable Coast Guardsman in the
March issue of The Reader's
Digest.
Calling Percival L. Scott,
Steward First Class, U. S. Coast
Guard "The Most Unforgettable
Character I've Met," Haley
tells of "Scotty's" unorthodox
bulldozer tactics in promoting
the welfare of his men.
Scotty, deciding to encourage
Haley's writing, announced that
he would give the writer prac-
tice by dictating letters to him.
Haley, then steward second-
class, refused and spent a day
in the galley scouring garbage
cans until he had learned the
intended lesson. Haley. duly
chastened, consented to take
dictation on his typewriter, and
never again returned to the
galley.
With Scotty's encouragement,
Haley became a signalman, and
continued to write. One of .his
stories describing a mail call
scene was reprinted in the U.
S. Before long, orders came as-
signing Haley to Third (New
York) District public relations.
In 1950. Haley became the U. S.
Coast Guard's first Chief Journ-
alist.
Now retired, Scotty lives in
Norfolk, Virginia, and has cor-
responded with Haley, saying he
"knowed" he would make good.
Haley now lives in New York
and is a regular contributor to
magazines, including The Read-
er's Digest.
SEASONAL STREETS
Winter and Summer streets
intersect in Boston.
Wolfe 's Service Stations
PURE
241 Broad
Phone FA 4-2291
Tires
and
Batteries
Easy Terms
SHELL
338 S. Tifrd
Phone JA 6-9196
loo
FREE Quality Stamps 100
With Oil Change And
Grease Job or Any
Mechanic Labor With
Purchase of $3.00 or More
100 100
MOBIL
834 Miss. at Crump
Phone WH 2-4763
Road
Service
We Give Quality Stamps Steam Clean Jobs
Brown and Third to Cornell
Wolfe and Lee A. Reed.
In the five-up session first
prize was nailed down by Mrs.
Foora Coleman and Mrs. Bea-
trice Maria. Second by Miss
Nettle Jackson and W. A.
Windfield and third went to
Mrs. S. Rodgers and George
Russell. The club wishes to
thank their many friends for
making this affair a big suc-
cess. .
This tournament is growing
by leaps and bounds.
The Golf club will hold Its
regular meeting Thursday
night, March 16 at 8 p.m. All
members are expected to be
present. A new member wel-
come to the fold is John Walk-
er. Looking healthy and happy
was Mickey Reynold. You can
look for him back on the golf
course, trying for that hole in
one.
Spring is definitely in the
air. Watch out for those new
and old golfers rushing out to
have a visit with Mother Na-
ture. Please be quiet while I
sink this putt.
Make Plans For
Cage World Series
The directors of the World
Series of Basketball are busily
engaged this week compiling
he names of the nation's out-
tending college players who
have been nominated by scouts
and coaches as potential mem-
bers of the 1961 All-Star squad.
The team, when finally se-
lected will meet Abe Saper-
stein's fabulous Harlem Globe-
trotters in the tenth annual
World Series, beginning April
2nd at the Chicago Stadium.
The two star-studded teams will
then play in the following cities
on successive nights — Mil-
waukee, Detroit, Cleveland,
Buffalo, Hershey, Pa., Charlotte,
N. C., Cincinnati, St. Paul
Bozeman, M o n t.; Spokane,
Wash.; Corvallis, Ore. (Oregon
State college); San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Tucson,
Albuquerque, N. M.; Denver,
Kansas City and Wichita. The
series on April 21.
The Globetrotters, meantime,
are being groomed by Saper-
stein for this nationally famous
series while on tour through
the east. "By the time our
regular season ends," the owner
and coach of the world's most
celebrated professional team
says, "I'll have this club prim-
ed and ready for the World
Series. We have to function per-
fectly if we expect to beat the
All-Stars."
The Trotters, led by the great-
est comedian in s p or t s,
Meadowlark Lemon, will give
fans In the following cities a
pre-view next week of their
World Series lineup:
March 18 — White Plains, N.
Y.; 19 — Portland, Me.; 20 —
Rochester, N. Y.; 21 — Utica,
N. Y.; 22 — Syracuse, N. Y.;
23 — Ithaca, N. Y.; 24 — Scran-
ton, Pa.; 25 Altoona, pa.
BUSINESS IN BILLIONS
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Shopping centers in 1960 ac-
counted for more than $45 bil-
lion in retail sales, or more
than 20 per cent of the nation's
total, according to the Nation-
al Retail Merchants Associa-
tion
Memphis NAACP
Wins Trophies
The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP won addi ional honors
at the Southeast Regional Con-
ference meeting, held in Greens-
boro, S. C., Feb. 15-19. The
Branch present-sd by Mr. Jesse
H. Turner_ Dr. and Mrs. V. Aga
Smith, jr. and Mrs. A.
Flowers, returned to Memphis
with two trophies of significant
membership increase in 1960.
TENN. ON TOUR
HOLLYWOOD — Tennessee
Williams will pay one of his
rare visits to Europe this month
to watch shooting and progress
on the screen version of his
novel, "The Roman Spring of
Mrs. Stone," which is now be-
ing filmed at Associated Bri.
tish Elstree Studios.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Tri-State Defender
Quiz Answer
•••••••••••••••
Here are the questions and
answers to last week's quiz.
1. What year was the planet
Pluto discovered? A. 1930 (Mc-
Call's magazine, Jan. 1960).
2. Name three men who had
the world's most celebrated
and documented stomachs?
Why? A. Alexis St. Martin, 19th
Century. Fred Fleck, early 20th
century. Tom Little, who died
1960. An accident endowed each
of these men with an adbomi-
nal window, thereby enabling
science to gain .nore knowledge
in 140 years than had been
learned in 20 centuries about
the mysteries of the human
stomach. (M.D. Nov. 1960).
3. What is an anchorite? A.
A hermit, recluse. (Webster's
Dictionary).
4. What lake in America was
formed as the result of an
earthquake? A. Reelfoot lake.
1811 in Tennessee. (Round the
world in 2,000 pictures).
5. What is loot? A. Scottish
past tense of let. (Webster's
Dictionary.
1.
2.
8.
S.
Place Your Cash Quiz Answers On This
Coupon And Mail or Bring To The
New Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington„ Memphis, Tenn.
Nome  Age 
Address 
Cif), — State T.I. No.
STRAIGHT KENTUCKY BOURBON WHISKEY • 6 YRS. OLD • 86 PROOF °ANCIENT AGE 01ST. CO.. FRANKFORT. KY.
Kentuc y's finest 6 year old bourbon—still a a 4 year old price
• -
•
•
•
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Have You A Car For Sole, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
PHONES lAckson 6-839
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULT
CLASSIFIED
Want Ad
RATES
15c per agate line
5 words to a line
3 lines 
3 lines 
4 lines 
5 lines 
30c
45c
60c
The
5% PT. SAME RATE as I Hoe
ordinary type.
SAME RATS as 2
lines ordinary type.
10 pt.
18 PT. SAME RATE as 4II,., ordinary type.
• 24 PT.
•
SAME RAT! AS
S lime ordinary
FM&
36 PT. *AMRRATE AS1 linesenlinary
tyre
Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Satur-
day. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.
DEADLINES
12 Noon Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. F
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tr -State Defender box num
hers — the worth comprising
the address — whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number — will be charged for
as part of the advertisement
The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town ad
vertlsers mall received ad
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage Is to be
charged to the advertiser.
I BEDROOM boom In ote• neighbor.
hood. Or will buy same. Cali
PAckson 13-8392.
USED TURNITURE
Chairs, all trims. Hums, dressers,
hina cabinets kitchen safes,
kitchen safes, floor lamps, clocks
and all types of glass ware, chests.
Dinning and all types al tables
672 Poplar Street
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MAIDS URGENTLY
NEEDED
To $60 cash weekly, N. Y.
jobs. We se ,d your car-
fare immediatCy. Give
references in 1-1-ter — be
prepared to leave right
away. Write HAV-A
MAID Agency, 4 Bond at.,
Great Neck, N. Y.
GROUND 64005
STERICK BUILDING
*MEV 5055 l'kf YOU
PittrinferilAt
S/RVIC1 '
Taylors Upholstery Shop
Platform Rockers $29.95
E-2 Terms - Nothing Down
24 MONTHS TO PAY
1721 POPLAR
TEL. BR 5-4388
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
For As Little As
$30.00 MONTHLY
You can have a Modern, C lent Office in the Tri-State
Defender Building with Gas. Light and Heat Furnished.
DOCTORS, LAWYERS, BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
Contact MR. WHITTIER SENGSTACKE
TIM-STATE DEFENDER JA 6-8397
Phone
SISTER SANDRA
Phone
RE 5-9192 RE 5-9192
LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS. ARK.
1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNER OF UTEI ST
' God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
your lucky number: advice about Health, Business, Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.
l If you are sick worried and run down please come to me.
I can help. money Is no object If you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; I/ your lock never
seems to just reach you; LI your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems,
1 can most certainly help you.
' Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis. Get Ire West
Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union St.
101
' Ask the Bus Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.
SISTHRL Ofttnrit
IIPHOLSTERINO COMPANY
Will carer ao• OSAIr MBE for
each customer — for adverUse.
pima. PA 7-24211.
REPAIRS
REPRICIERA1111all. W &Was Mr
chines No amyl. Call Charge
When we mails repair.
Teleobone J• 741704
4th Street Repair Shop
Wrecker Saralee • Body Bonaire
& Paint 5 a. m. until 7 '7 t
242 So 415 Si. JA• 7-6703
TRULY WONDERFUL
MASSAGES
M. Wigehm
1030 MIliala3IDDI Blvd.
Telephone Wit II-1786
• Accounting
• Secretarial
* Office Machine
• Refresher Coarse
* Modern Equipment
Day & Evening
Classes
GRIGGS
Business Practical
Art College
192 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917
ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
+++
Night & Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
530 Linden Ave. JA 8.41111
MEN, AT LAST ITS HERE
TM. New RUMTOREJI And Enley
A dietary preparation RUMTORIX hikes
up where nature lames elf A PHYSI-
CIANS FORMULA. Only $5.00 for • 2.
.5 sepply Money-back IC ass Bath-
feed after 3 bottles, Seed Cog cheek
or Money Order NOW.
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 113th St., Box 17
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
NEED CASH!
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is • reason with people
ilk, to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire te
kelp you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 900 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
NOM* Owned - Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to say yes to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
Get Complete
Pictorial
Coverage
In The
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events
Banquets
Call: JA. 6-8397
And Ask For
The Picture Editor
We buy eld type Antique
Pistols Gad other Antiques.
Cut Glass - Cook Were
Furalture
If you hey* anything In that
line to seU, bring it to sts or
give • ring.
MAIN FURNITURE
EXCHANGE
346 No. MAIN ST.
PHONE: JA 5-8613
WANTED — Nice working Tome
an to share 4 room apartment
with reasonable rates. ern attar
WA 11-11115,
WANTED TO BUY. MILL.
REPAIR
Antique Clocks
COLLINS
6666 Macon Rd.
MU. 54000
Me Gets My Stothere Board Peak and
88.011)1. of Profitable Imprints.
Martha C. Chambers
111011 BELMONT
TOLEDO L 0510
MAIDS
URGENTLY NEEDED
In New York
3130 TO PM MOICIIELY
OteportUrtity knocks! Good lobo
In Mee homes. Write today sod
you can boys tins Peak. Profs
room and hoard Tickets ad-
•isoced. Write ITIMPTINOTON
DOMESTIC AGENCY, 11 Broad.
way, Itrunthuton N 1'.
City Fiano
Warehouse Sale
We apeerallm Ii, .71 types et
mod Magma
EASY TERMS
1110 will put one in yOUr
home.
PIANO SALER 00.
17211 Lamar Ave.
Phone BR. 0-7430
Morticians Confab
Held By Bondol Lab
The Rondo! Laboratories, Inc.
of Madison. Ark, recently spon-
sored an educational conference
at Memphis for Embalmers,
Funeral Directors and Assist-
ants.
A cocktail hour was held dur-
ing which time Taylor C. D.
Hayes, prominent Memphis
funeralman, was the toastmas-
ter. Charles J. Latimer, direc-
tor of education and research of
the Bondol lab, spoke on values
in professional contacts.
L. C. Bate', of Little Rock
Ebony Club
Entertains
The Ebony Social club enter-
tained many guests during a
coffee hour which was held re-
cently at the home of Mrs.
Odessa Williams, 1311 Cum-
mings at., who was the hostess.
A dining room table was dec-
orated with a floral arrange-
ment which featured miniature
mums, as well as other points
In the home. The silver serv-
ice was arranged in a unique
pattern.
President of the club, Mrs.
Gladys Ranking, expressed de-
light about so "many friends
of the club members attend-
ing."
She added "help making the
affair delightful were:" Mes-
dames Martha Atkins, Willie B.
Cunningham, M attie Evans,
Berniece Hayes, Berniece
House, Janie Hunt, Este D Mor-
gan, Nancy Nelson, tladys
Ranking, Erma Taylor, Odessa
Williams.
Annual Beauty
Meet Slated
For Ripley
The Annual West Tennessee
Regional of the Tennessee Beau-
ticians Association, Inc., has
made plans to hold its annual
convention in Ripley, Tenn,
March 12-13 at Elenora's Beau-
ty Salon, 119 Spring at.
 The convention is scheduled
II to get underway at 9 a.m. Sun-day with registration for dele-
gates. The mass meeting will
start at 3 p.m. at the Morning
Star Baptist church.
Mrs. Lucy Lee is regional
director; Mrs. Josephine Cun-
nigham, president; Mrs. Sarah
Bachelor, is dean of the clinic.
Mrs. Ula Belle Neely is chair-
man of publicity.
Mrs. Emma Benniefield of
Chatanoogs, Term., one of the
state's top-ten will be guest
artist for the clinic. Beauticians
of West Tennessee invite the
support of other beauticians.
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AUTO LIABILITY, COLLISION AND
FIRE INSURANCE
Smell Dawn Payment — 6 Moieties Tit PeY
A Plan for Aft, Regardless of Past Record
Obey the Lew and Save Your License
It you have a Hoed., lob CALL NOW] tor details on our
NEW CASH LOAN FINANCING PLAN
$10.00 DOWN . $10.00 PER MONTH
1. 0 your Driving License has been fakes
I. If rota Insurence has been eaneelled
3. If MI have been Involved in an aceldent
4 11 you are under age 25
Chi1 Now to Save Taff License — PHONE: WO 6-5734
ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
221 West Brooks Reed — Memphis, Tenrsaseite
maimmon. 
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
The is her new office at the Mississippi
State Lige. MADAM BELL is hark after •
e.g tient et being away and at last she b
hack to slay In her new heme.
Are pas otsestiened with marriage? law
you lest Nib In year husband, wife sr sweetheart? Aro Too
had health? Are yea discouraged? If say et *see ars yens
problem, some let MADAM SELL- advise yea at seem Mr
WS read the to yea feel as she would read as epee honk
Tell you why Your lea or hardness le set a secrets U yea hive
failed In the met ease gee MADAM SELL at eons.
Located 4. Highway a death. lam swim Missfinriggi RUM
Use. en Mr way to Boraaade. Bev home is I Meeks Wow
where dm seed Is stay right aside the DeSete Metal. Be sum
te leek her the RED BRUM ITOOSIE and you'll Bad brit awn
at all times. (She sever had as office b Wee. Memphis.)
Can* yellow hes marked Whitenaven Mate Llae and get
eft at State Line and walk 11 Meeks sad see MADAM BILL'S
RAND siog.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Ream 11 a.m. le I p.m.
Reeding. Deily Ogee ea Sendays
der14 malts any home eels err servo* env letter.. Be MN
In leak kr the right eigg tied the right name.
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NAACP, spoke on You and The
Changing World.
Immersed in the schedule of
subjects covered by the confab
were How Embalming chem-
icals act, the qualities of a good
embalming fluid and factors af-
fecting the efficacy of an em-
balming fluid.
George A. Stevens, president
and sales manager of the lab-
oratories, and Charles J. Lati-
mer arranged the educational
Program, which is believed to
be the fire of its kind for Ne-
groes in this area.
Stevens, who resides in Mem-
phis, said "This was ow first
attempt to hold an educational
conference. It was so well at-
tended and accepted that we are
hoping to make it an annual af-
fair."
Another officer of the com-
pany, U. S. Bond. treasurer-
manager, also participated in
the event.
Among out-of-town guests
were Jasper W. Williams of
Rayville, La.; C. S. Gundy of
Talluhah, La., Chester Jeanes
of Collierville, James Johnson
of Whiteville, H. B. Motley of
Whiteville, H. H. King of Rus-
ton, La., G. P. Mimosa of West
Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Lacy
J. Kennedy and Mrs. Annie Mob-
ley of Marianna, Ark., R. A.
Gill of Milan, Tenn., B. M.
Hayes of Arlington, Tenn.,
James Robinson of Bastrop,
La., V. B. Barlow of Coving-
ton, Tenn., Thomas G. Patton
of Nashville, Tenn., Eddie L.
Hunter of Nashville, I. U. Grant
of Tunica, Miss.; Charles C.
Stringer of Clarksdsle, Miss.,
Henry Thomas of Clarksdale,
Miss.; and Calvin Jordan of
Helena and West Helena, Ark.;
J. F. Brittenum of Holly
Springs, Miss.
Among Memphians attending
were: C. B. Johnson and Sam
W. Qualls, jr., M. J. Edwards,
James Lampley, W. G. Miller,
N. J. Ford, Arthur Mason, R. E.
Woods, Austin Thompson,
Lewis Edge, N. H. Owens, C.
Stephens, James A. Clay, E. Ir.
Hayes, E. L. B. Robertson,
Elisas Williams, R. S. Lewis,
jr., Frank Scott, T. L. Spencer,
A. D. Jones, A. Sidney Oates.
And Charles Morris, Taylor
C. Hayes, S. W. Robinson,
and Rooker T. Smith.
First Father-
Son Night
At Hyde Park
The Hyde Park junior high
department in conjunction with
the male members of the PTA
of the Hyde Park school, pre-
sented the first of a series of
"Father and Son" Program,
Tuesday, Feb. 28.
Fathers and their sons sat
attentively and listened to the
Boys Choral Group as they
opened the program singing,
Now Thank We All Our God."
The theme: "The Tree of
Life," was carried out in dec-
oration of the oafeteria as well
as in the address of the featur-
ed speaker, Reverend 0. C.
Crivens.
The objectives of this pro-
gram are to bring about a
closer relationship between
fathers and sons in conneetion
with the school and also to
establish better relationships
between the school and the
community. Refreshments were
served.
IMADING-UP
NEW Y 0 a x — (UPI) —
About 11 million U. S. families
could presently afford to
"trade up" to a house words
$17,500, according to housing
experts at Allied Chemical Cor-
poration's Barrett Division.
They estimate that there are
only about half enough houses
in the $17,500 price range to ac-
commodate all those who could
afford a home of that value.
POE SALE—Nefrigeratorit WaidlIng
Machines. Gas Stoves. $25.50 Tit.
We atm Day too Priem for need
Refrigerators. IA 7-11706.
1 SEPTIC TAPES • OREAS111 TRAPS
Cleaned • repaired. Season able
Priem. Pun tospeetlee ....
IIIILDY 00VIITIr RIEPTTO
TAMIL eeiellee
ea lief*
S ‘.'Lk
THANKS, PAL . . • Craig
Stevens finds out what's been
going on behind the scenes at
a training camp from Roy
t'
Glenn, as a trainer's assistan
In "Portrait in Leather"
"Peter Gunn," Monde
March 13, 930 p. m. Al
TV.
A&T To Open
Baseball
With Cornell
The A&T College Aggies, de-
fending (IAA baseball cham-
pions, will open their home
schedule against Cornell Univer-
sity of Ithaca, N. Y.
The New Yorkers will invade
Greensboro for two games on
Thursday and Friday, March
30 and 31, both to be played at
Memorial Stadium beginning at
2 p.m.
One night game has been
scheduled and that against Del-
aware State College on the
evening of April 1, at Memorial
Stadium beginning at 7:30
o'clock.
Other home games include,
all at 2:00 p.m., Allen Univer-
sity, April 3; (Easter Monday)
and April 4; Elizabeth City
State Teachers College, April
15; Fayetteville State Teachers
College, April 18; Shaw Univers'.
sity, April 22; and Hampton
Institute, May 6.
The Aggies will head for the
deeper South later this month
on a spring training tour to in
games in Atlanta, Ga.
with Morris Brown College
March 22; and Morehouse Col-
lege, March 23; and the Spr
Sports Carnival at Florida A
51 University, Tallahassee, Fl
on March 24 and 25.
Head Coach Mel Groom
states this week that seve
other games are being sought
fill the schedule.
Soapy Confers
With Kasavu
LEOPOLDVILLE — (UP
— G. Mennen Williams, U.
assistant secretary of state f
African Affairs, conferr
Tuesday with President Jose
Kasavubu of the central Co
go government.
Details of the talks were n
disclosed. Vice Premier Je
Bolinkango sat in on the me
ing, substituting for Premi
Joseph Ileo who left hurrie
ly for Elisabethville for a co
ference with other Congo lea
Williams arrived here fro
East Africa for a four-d
visit. He is on a fact-findi
tour of Africa.
The former Michigan gov
nor said on his arrival he h
not come to inform the Co
golese of any new U. S. poll
in the Congo. He said his on
message for Kasavubu was o
"of greetings."
CALLING
ALL'
NEWSBOYS:
Yon Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
— • —
Call orCome In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
Neweitauttisuemeemeeirminiameemuniffle1111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly
If you buy your Defenders from a salesboy, please
pay him promptly.
He is a young merchant who owns and operates- his
own business. As such he has his obligation .o meet. if
you don't have your money ready — if you ask him to
wait for his cash — you place a great hardship on him.
Unless he pays promptly for his papers. tie will lose
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
and a real Business training. And the Defender's regular
visits to your home would be interrupted.
PLEASE PAY HIM PROMPTLY
IAiedulinetneuenimismemseimmilamauinemineensumseeetannwitemointaiin•THE 
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
MOTHER CHRISTIAN
Is not a Fortune Teller
But Is a God Gifted Religious
Woman who Heals and helps people
By Her Prayer
SEEING IS BELIEVING
One visit with Mother Christian is convincing—
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Drive out Highway 51 Nort11-5 Miles
North of Millington, Tenn.
Watch For lisdien Heed Sign
Just e short drive from Memphis
If You Wish to Call
Munford, Tenn. Tim* 74,11
16 DEFENDER
Week Of Mar 11-17, 1961
Evaluate Past Work
In Nutt 4-H Week
More than, 2,300.000 white
and colored 4-H young people
will observe National 4-H
Week, March 4-11.
Activities of the week will
f. center around evaluating past
achievements in farming,
homemaking, health, citizen-
- ship, and other projects, invit-
ing other young people to join
the organization, further ac-
(painting parents with 4-H, en-
couraging more adults to volun-
teer as club leaders, and seek-
ing to increase public under-
standing and support of the
Head, Heart, Hands, and
Health organization.
Of the 2,302,000 club youths,
347,400 are colored. They re-
side mainly in the South, and
:are enrolled in 6,717 clubs
-served by 40,000 older youth
-and adult leaders.
IMPROVED FACILITIES
Last year colored 4-H club
young people raised more than
100,000 acres of corn, peanuts,
soybeans, cotton, and tobacco,
25,000 acres of vegetables, a
million head of poultry, and
'80.000 head of livestock.
Nearly 7400 carried tractor!
I maintenance as one of their
projects last year; others beau-
tified their lawns, improved
their homes, made clothing,
prepared meals, and conserv-
ed food.
Increasingly, 4-H'er's are
carrying projects in electrici-
ty, including the repair of
electric motors and other equip-
ment about the home and farm.
In recent years a few 4-H
club youths have electrified
hand mowers, converting them.
into power mowers. Among the
first to electrify a hand mow-
er was 18-year-old MacArthur
West of Clarksville, Tenn.
His mower has been demon-
strated all over Montgomery
County, resulting in a number
of other 4-Hers attaching used
electric motors to their old
hand mowers.
FLAVOR USE
More licorice is used in tobac-
co than in candy.
Special Discount
ONE WEEK ONLY
ALUMINUM CARPORT—BOAT PORT OR PATIO
COVERS
,•. ,
Up To 8' a 20'
$0050
Installed
Larger Sizes
75c Sq. Ft. up
Check With Us
Belvedere
DELUXE ALUMINUM
AWNINGS
All Sizes
At Special
Discount Prices
Everlasting
Beauty In
Ornamental
Iron
Our Work Is
Limitless In
Applications for
Porches, Patios,
Interiors and So
Inexpensive You
Will Be Amazed
Today For Free Estimate
and Designing Help
• Aluminum Storm Doors • Windows
* Aluminum Siding
Up to 36 Months to Pay
For Free Estimate Call WH 2-3610 Day
Night or Sunday
Or Write
A & I Metal Works
1483 Mississippi, Memphis, Tenn.
4-HER MAKES MOWER —
MacArthur West, an 18-year-
old CH Club youth of Clarks-
ville, Tenn., is getting his
homemade power mower
ready to be put on display
in his community during Na-
tional 4-H Week, March 4-
The youth converted his
old hand mower into a power
mower by attaching a dis-
carded electric motor to It.
Stooping at right is County
Agent John R. Branham who
showed the 4-Her how to at-
tach the motor. Standing are
the youth's father Reuben
West and Assistant State Ex-
tension Supervisor W. H.
Williamson, right. More than
two million 4-II'ers will ob.
serve 4-H Week.
'Group Needed For
Race Victims=Mag
Decrying the need for a na-
tional organization to provide
relief for Negroes who are ref-
ugees from social injustice and
victims of racial hate, the cur-
rent Ebony magazine editorial
advocates a black cross "for
the victims of racial bigotry
whom the red, white and blue I
crosses won't reach."
Pointing out there have been
thousands of dollars solicited by
often well-meaning groups to
provide food, clothing and mon-
ey for Negro bias victims, there
are yet many Negroes and
friendly whites desirous of help-
ing the Negro cause who "have
neither contacts nor direction."
Says Ebony, "this lack of
central organization results in
waste and confusion . . . with
each group having its own oper-
ating expenses, duplication of
work and overlapping of ter-
ritory."
An example of bias victims
are Negroes in Fayette county.
Tennessee, who are forced to
live in tents after being ordered
off land they previously share-
cropped when they attempted to
vote. Their plight is also fea-
tured in the March Ebony.
Mad. Wildlife Week
Gets New Chairman
Dr. Hal Baker. Jackson Den-,
list and former member of the
Tennessee Game and Fish
Commission, has been named
City Chairman in Jackson for
NATIONAL WILDLIFE WEEK,
which will be observed through.'
out the Nation the week of
March 19-25. Dr. Baker's ap-
pointment was made by Vern
Snowden, Chief Petty Officer,
Staff Public Information, USN,
at Memphis, who is the State
Chairman. Theme for this,
year's Wildlife Week, "Multiple.
Use of Our Natural Resources,"
will be stressed throughout the
State by the various State, Fed-
eral and local organizations.
Working closely with State
and local chairmen, personnel of
. the Game and Fish Commis-
sion will present programs and
distribute reading material to
as many schools and civic or-
ganizations as possible. Radio
and television programs will be
;prepared and presented. News-
paper and magazine articles
will stress the 1961 theme. Ed-
ucational and publicity cam-
' paigns to show the people the
lems stem directly from our
past failures to learn to live,
with the land, instead of against'
it.
Some objectives of NATION-
AL WILDLIFE WEEK are: to
encourage the intelligent man-
agement of the life sustaining
resources of the earth; its pro-
ductive soil; its essential water
resources; i t s productive
forests and plantlife; and its de-
pendent wildlife; and its de-
mote and encourage the know-
ledge and appreciation of these
resources, their interrelation-
ship and wise use, without
which there can be little hope
for continuing abundant life.
BOARD MEETING
The annual spring meeting of
the board of trustees of LeMoy-
ne College will be held Marcia
21, it was announced this week
by President Hollis F. Price.
Memphians on the board are
C. Arthur Bruce. Atty. Lucius
E. Burch, Edwin Dalstrom,
Charles F. Goodman. Theodore
need for good conservation R. McLemore. the Rev. S. A.
!practices will be carried out by Owen and Dr. W. 0. Speight,
all conservation agencies. Sr.
By learning about our natural
resources and the care that we
must give them our young peo-
ple especially, will see that a
good share of the world's prob-
SIR DUKE
SHOES SHINED
BY BLACKWELL & ASSOCIATES
FIRST AND ONLY SHOE-SHINE OPERATION WITH
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
(For The Whole Family)
• STANDARD PRICES • ONE DAY SERVICE
HANDICAPPED PERSONNEL
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Week Days - 7.30 AM. To $ P.M. — Fri. I, Set. -Till 10 P.M. — Sun, • T$11 300 P
JAMES H, (Duke) WILHITE, Prop;
930 Mclemore at College WH 6-9276
4
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REMEMBER
CANCER'S
SEVEN
DANGER
SIGNALS
1 Unusual Wadingor disci:2w
2 A lump ixthickening in thebreast or elsewhere
3 A sore thatdoes not heal
Change in bowel
or bladder habits
Hoarseness or
cough
hidigestios
or difficulty
Ii, swallowing
7 Change In awart or mole
It your signal lasts
longer than two weeks,
go to your doctor to
learn if it means cancer
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
North Carolina Mutual
Opens Norfolk Office
Several hundred persons
from the Norfolk area attended
an open house-dedication re-
cently marking the formal
opening of n e w Norfolk Dis-
trict offices for the North Car-
olina Mutual Life Insurance
Company of Durham.
Officiating at t h e formal
opening of the offices at Tide-
water Drive a n d Brambleton
avenue was Asa T. Spaulding.
president of the company. Mr.
Spaulding was accompanied by
other officials of the company
including W. A. Clement, CLU,
Agency Director, Maceo A.
Sloan, CLU, Associate Agency
Director: and A. P. Dumas,
Assistant Agency Director,
Frank W. Merritt, Norfolk
District Manager, was the
official local host and members
of the Norfolk, Richmond, and
Newport News agency staffs
joined in the occasion.
The dedicatory prayer was
by the Reverend Richard B.
Martin, rector of Grace Epis-
copal church. Reverend Dr.
Martin invoked blessing upon
the new ultra-modern district
quarters and beseeched divine
guidance for the officials of
the company.
AWARD TO SPAULDING
Also, during the open-house
event Norfolk's Mayor W.
Fred Duckworth presented
President Spaulding with a
replica of the Grand Mace of
Norfolk. The Norfolk Mace dif
fern from all its predecessors
throughout centuries of history
in that, although it was t h e
badge of royal authority in the
ancient Borough of Norfolk
it was accepted equally as a
symbol of regard and affection,
and therefore a token of peace
and good will. So far as a
thorough investigation has dis-
closed, Norfolk is the only city
in the United States which has
had a complete silver mace in
its continuous possession since
the stirring days of the Col-
onies.
Mayor Duckworth a 1 s o
In The Swing
By
Morris Webb and Bernard Bates
Here is your roving reporter
to bring you some of the latest
from our sector of the world
called Teenagelancl. Time and
space will not permit me to
linger any longer.
Latest Dope and Data — Wil-
liam Lambert is trying to play
the field by going with Janice
Clemons. How long will Wil-
liam last? Maurice Ilolman has
finally found himself a girl-
friend, namely Barbara Davis.
Betty Cunigan is running after
B. B. Gloria Haley admires
Fred Griffin. Grundy has fallen
in love with Betty Sanders, La-
rura Wiley has reached her goal
of trying to open a certain young
man's nose.
The word is out that Charles
Peppers can remove Yumie
Kirk. Maurice White has a nose
job on Delois Joyner, so he
thinks. Percy Macon has a fan
club at Carver, prexy is Phyl-
is Reed. Watch out William Per-
ry because a certain student at
Lester is making a comeback.
James Lewis and Carrie Little-
john will wed in June.
Flora Fleming is giving Fred
Griffin the run around. Rob-
ert Hardy has proposed to Doro-
thy Saulsberry. Joan McCullar
is about to be moved out of
Edward Johnson's life. Joe Car-
lott has flipped over Annie Car-
rie McDonald. Bettye Sanders
is trying to step into society.
Questions of the Week— Grun-
dy Noland why are you denying
that you love Betty Sanders.
Which of these young ladies will
capture Robert Hardy's heart?
Joan Hampton, Dorothy Green
or Mabel Herndeon? Why did
Percy Macon fall out at the
senior dance, was he sick? Bet-
ty Cunigan, why are you taking
a bottle to bed with you at
night? Are you Crying yourself
t sleep?
Who brought Payola Green of
Mitchell Road to the senior
dance? Will Vivian Harris ever
have Joe Carlott to herself? Has
Gloria Tucker gotten through to
James Gray yet? Will Vernon
Bates capture Bettye Fisher's!
heart?
THREE COINS
IN A FOUNTAIN
Beauty Richmond, Janice
Clemons and William Lambert;
Dorothy Saulsherry, Robert
Hardy and George Jones; Mar-
tha Purnell, Bobby Lovett and
Frank Farwell; Betty Cunigan,
Flora Fleming and Fred Grif-
fin; William Perry, Percy Ma-
con and Lois Bolden; James
Lewis, Jewel Reed and Carrie'
Littlejohn; Ada Palmore, Ma-
jor Deberry and Yumie Kirk.
Strange As It Seems — Laura,
Wiley, you are being misled by
the things you read in the pa-
per, you shotild see things be-
fore you believe them. Betty
Sanders said she quit a popular
young man at Melrose because
he thought she wouldn't quit
him. Betty are you telling me
the truth, you must admit that
was a bold thing to say.
Betty Cunigan, the word is
out that a certain young lady at
Lester ran you out of business.
MOVIES ALOFT
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A
New York company is working,
on a scheme to let airplanel
passengers watch movies pro-,
jected on small screens with.
sound carried by individual
headphones.
PILING UP
NEW YORK — (UPI) —Glo-
bal scientific and technical pa-
pers are piling up at a rate
equivalent to seven sets of the
24
-volume Encyclopedia Bd..
tannico every 24 hours. This
year's output is estimated at
some 60 million pages or about
485 man-years of steady round-
the-clock reading.
4
is that the reason you started to
go with Sweet Larry? In order
to strike back? What did you
gain Betty heartaches? Charles
Miller and Doris Starks aren't
tight since a certain young lady
is back in town.
Club News — Here are some
of the clubs participating in the
Most Popular Club Contest spon-
sored by the Junior Elks — Bon-
dads, Counts. Marquettes, Jac-
ques, Zephrys, La Jannuese,
Royal Teens, Casual Teens, So-
phisticates, Moroccos, Crowns,
Gear Grinders and Orchettes.
Tickets are on sale, and may
be purchased from the above
club members. Tickets 75c in
advance and $1.00 at the door.
TOP GIRLS
Shirley Hill, Yvette Lester,
Lois Davis, Sandra Davis, Beau-
ty Richmond and Gloria Tuck-
er,
TOP BOYS
Edward Harris, Edward John-
son, Percy Macon, Robert Jack-
son, Jerry Smith and Larry
Gross.
Father Time has crept upon
me and I must bid you all well
till next week.
hailed the Norfolk District
executive staff which includes
Mr. Merritt, the Manager; and
Staff Managers Lester A
Moore, Julius Glover, V. H
Venable, jr.. and Gilbert Wood.
Henry A. Howell, Norfolk
delegate to the General As-
sembly was also present. Sev-
eral innovations in the n e w
Norfolk offices were pointed
out by Assistant Agency .Di-
rector Dumas, t h e designer.
Designed for utility, included
are offices for the managerial
staff and accommodations for
all District personnel. Employ-
ing t h e latest in construction
ideas and materials, the offices
present the widely-accepted
"wide-open b u t functional
look." They are housed in the
second floor of t h e building
which has the ground floor re-
served for commercial use.
The Norfolk District, one of
27 in the company's system,
has 35 persons in sales, deri-
cal and managerial positions.
In 1960, the premium income
was approximately 8600,000.
T h e North Carolina Mutual
established its Norfolk Dis-
trict February 13, 1917.
SAMMY WHITE, son of Mrs.
Bernice White, of 429-A S.
Lauderdale, has been selected
Honorman of his recruit train-
ing company at San Diego,
Calif. Sammy was chosen for
this honor by his shipmates by
virtue of his demonstrated at-
tention to duty, military con-
duct, responsiveness to orders,
cooperation, loyalty and com-
radeship. He was enlisted
through the Navy Recruiting
Station, 248 Madison ne., on
December 9, 1960.
CATCHING UP
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
The American Petroleum In-
stitute reported that recently
oil heating plants were install-
ed in both Windsor Castle and
Buckingham Palace — f o r
centuries the "uncentrally"
heated homes of the British
royal family.
We Pledge . . .
you our quality
USED CARS
are priced to meet ANY
- BUDGET. Come See!
UNION
CHEVROLET CO.
990 and 1000 Union Ave.
34 Years With Chevrolet
Enjoy The Channel 3 Movie
Tonight And Every Night!
Wednesday, March 8, 10:10 P.M.
"Northwest Mounted Polic „ with Gary Cooper ande Madeleine Carroll
Thursday, March 9, 10:10 P.M.
"Union Pacific" with Joel McCreaand Barbara Stanwyck
Friday, March 10, 10:10 P.M.
"Tarzan's Revenge" with Glenn Morrisand Eleanor Holm
Saturday, March 11, 10:10 P.M.
"Wake Island" with Brian Donlevyand Robert Preston
Sunday, March 12, 10:15 P.M.
"My Darling Clementine" with Henry Fondaand Linda Darnell
Monday, March 13, 10:10 P.M.
"Chicago Deadline" with Alan Laddand Donna Reed
Tuesday, March 14, 10:10 P.M.
"The Ghost Breakers" with Bob Hopeand Paulette Goddard
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